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And Miriam the prophetess, the sister of Aaron, took a timbrel in her hand; and all the women went out after her with timbrels and with dances.  And Miriam sang unto them: Sing ye to the LORD, for He is highly exalted: the horse and his rider hath He thrown into the sea.
					--Shemos (Exodus))
And the LORD spoke suddenly unto Moses, and unto Aaron, and unto Miriam: 'Come out ye three unto the tent of meeting.....And when the cloud was removed from over the Tent, behold, Miriam was leprous, as white as snow; and Aaron looked upon Miriam; and, behold, she was leprous.  And Aaron said unto Moses: 'Oh my lord, lay not, I pray thee, sin upon us, for that we have done foolishly, and for that we have sinned. Let her not, I pray, be as one dead, of whom the flesh is half consumed when he cometh out of his mother's womb.' And Moses cried unto the LORD, saying: 'Heal her now, O God, I beseech Thee.' 
					--Bamidbar (Numbers)


"It is easier to raise a legion of olive trees in Galilee, than to raise one child in the land of Israel."    The Talmud

A Multitude of Magdalenes

In the Beginning

	Mrym was a different child, and some would say, a difficult child.  Different, first in appearance--a bushel of crazy black hair sticking out at all angles, and two different colored eyes, one blue and one green, right and left respectively.  Different, too, in her demeanor, as testified to by her father, Isaac, in one of the first comments he made following her birth:  "This baby looks drunk", he'd said, referring to Mrym's exaggerated expressions and unbalanced, off-to-one-side dazed glances which made her appear more than a little out of synch with the rest of the world around her. The year was 3727, by the Jewish calendar, and she seemed to be gazing at a world beyond the time and space she was born in, in a manner peculiar to herself.  The truth be known, she was actually in time with this world in ways that few are privileged to be, and to behold.
	But Mrym seemed to have most of the necessary neuro-physiological building blocks in order, for she survived the early rough going and managed to have a relatively normal early childhood, in the town of Magdala, nearby the lake called Yam Kinneret, or Sea of Galilee.  The rough patch Mrym had to endure was two-fold:  her mother's lack of compassion toward her, coupled with her father's scandalous departure.  Her mother, Levana, who, besides being a fastidious homemaker,  was a fitful woman prone to the kind of spells which in the present time would be termed,  'nervous breakdowns',  but were in Mrym's and her mother's time simply referred to as, "the epizootics".  In fact,  one of her mother's major spells coincided with baby's arrival, and Levana had not placed her hands on, or nurtured  her new daughter during the first six weeks after her birth.  Mrym was raised primarily by consortium of a midwife, some of her 10  brothers and sisters, and a housekeeper.  Mrym's brothers  and sisters were, for the most part much older than she, which made them seem far removed at times, more like aunts and uncles.  Of all of them, there were only two that she retained an intimate bond with--David and Carmela.  Even with those two, she remained more a solitary soul than was common for a girl growing up in a large family, for a girl growing up in her place and times.  More than a mere solitary soul, she would emerge as an enigma,  with the blossoming of her youth.
	 Given the  shortcomings handed to her at birth, Mrym seemed to take to life without waver, though the family did notice she seemed a bit more clumsy than the usual falling-down displays  normal for children.  Myrm always seemed to have bumps and bruises on her shins and knees and any protruding part.  She had a rampant curiosity and wonderment about the natural world, of the world of her brothers and sisters, and less so, of the other children of the town.  She was so precocious, that the local Rabbi gave a talisman to her mother to place under her bed--a schmirah, to protect her from the daemon, Lilith.  Later, as she matured into a woman, she would take on an exotic aura--an aura that no mortal man could break through into her inner world or her heart.
	But it was the second part of her early trials that carried the fullest impact on little Myrm--her father left her mother and family about the time of her birth.  One unofficial explanation for his  leaving was that he was joining a new religious following,  which during this time in the Galilee region, were as common as flies to a donkey;  but the real reason for his exodus was not spiritually based or reflecting  a higher moral ground, he left for the love and affections of another woman, Lydia.  Lydia was 15 years younger than Levana, and had luxurious black hair and a beautiful complexion, not to mention, a gorgeous body.  Isaac's affair with Lydia had been a sore spot in his marriage with Levana for some time,  to whom she referred to in colorful language, such as, "Lydia-Schmydia!", and,  "Infidel Bitch!", "Your Whore" and the rest.  (Men were allowed to divorce under Judaic law, but not women, which further infuriated Levana.) 
	 So, the news of his final rupturing  their nuptial vows was no surprise to the family, to most of Magdalene, and the surrounding countryside.  But when Isaac did divorce Levana, just prior to Mrym's birth, all the pent up anger and frustration the mother had carried within her detonated with the birth, causing a wounded disdain for anything or anyone associated with the heartbreak perpetrated by Isaac;  it was a resentment that lasted many years.  She burned and anguished inside of herself, and it manifested itself as hostility toward certain women.   Levana swung between attacks of rage, and bouts of withering indifference toward others, and  Mrym was caught dead center as a focal point in this maelstrom.  After some of her spells, Levana was left spent and crippled as an invalid, which required her to isolate herself in bed rest, or even move to a distant relative’s house, to be cared for by others less involved with her tempest.  She blamed Isaac, and his wanderlust, for desecrating their love, for dishonoring her in this marriage made by God's hand, and blamed him for her premature graying hair.  But for all the anger and blame that seethed within her, she managed a civil posture of deference with him during his visits, for the sake of her family's peace of mind.
	But Isaac was not without virtue and honor, and remained devoted to his children through Levana, supplying them with a comfortable, even lavish living, by local Magdalene standards.  Isaac had turned a modest family fishing business on the lakefront into a substantial enterprise, owning several boats and equipment, along with sharing in a cooperative fish processing and curing facility, with his neighbor and brother, Micah.  Even with paying the often exorbitant and redundant taxes to the Romans, through the tax assessors, and paying for fishing crews and laborers, business was brisk.  Roman towns were being built, and their legions, as well as Judean citizens, required  the protein-rich food so richly supplied by the Galilee region. Though a large portion of the catch was destined for Jerusalem and local markets,  Galilean-cured fish even made it to the tables of the aristocracy in Rome, who considered it a delicacy.  
	Yes, business was good, and it always helped to pay the right official hand, by whatever name it was called, reaching out for the take.  And Isaac knew that it helped to have a good sleight of hand oneself, a subtle hand, a subterfuge of strategies and hiding places, and surreptitious dealings with phantom characters, covert travelers, and friends who share in the common hatred of the Roman beast.  Isaac was a shrewd man, a hard-working man, and his divorce pained him--initially, it appeared that he that he would have to leave his land,  his home, and his business.   His business would be in the hands of his eldest son, Jacob, and that was how it should be.  But Isaac was not one to let initial appearances dictate his life, and he sought means to maintain an intimate connection with his business, if not with his family.	
	If Mrym was the one caught in the storm of her parent's dissolution, then it was Mrym who took the brunt of her mother's residual acrimony, as well as her father's absence, especially in the first three years of her life.  She struggled to understand what she had done to deserve such a situation, and it mystified and perplexed her to the point of disaffection, where she simply disconnected from the social reality around her, and plunged head first into her lavish inner life.  	One experience which impinged on her psyche for her entire life, was at the age of two, when she was playing in the kitchen, where she enjoyed making houses and cities out of little rocks and sticks she'd collected outdoors.  This always aggravated her mother, who would invariably step onto a construction site and nearly lose her balance.  This reached the breaking point, when Levana lost her footing while carrying a pot of boiling fish stew, and the upturned pot bounced off the floor, strewing scalding broth and fish and vegetables across the floor.  Mrym severely burned her left arm and shoulder, though her mother's concern was more over the loss of the meal, rather than her daughter's distress and screams.  She shook the child and castigated her verbally, dragging Mrym by her wounded arm to a nearby closet, and shut the child inside.  There she was kept for hours, until her wailing voice settled into sobs and then whimpering.  It was finally at sundown, when the men came in from the boats to set at supper, that Mrym was allowed out of her dark cell and dismissed with a hard stare which said, "Go to your room."
	This was not an isolated instance, and being kept in the dark closet became a regular facet of her punishment from her mother,  that and being sent to her room without supper.  By the time she was nearly five, she had commended text from the Tanakh to  memory, and her mother and occasional sibling or visitor would her muffled little voice coming through the closet door, reciting from Deuteronomy, Psalms or other verse,
	".....There shall not be found among you any one that maketh his son or his daughter to pass through the fire, or that useth divination, or an observer of times, or an enchanter, or a witch.   Or a charmer, or a consulter with familiar spirits, or a wizard, or a necromancer.   For all that do these things are an abomination unto the LORD: and because of these abominations the LORD thy God doth drive them out from before thee.  Thou shalt be perfect with the LORD thy God....." 
	  Those listening outside would marvel at her command of speech, and felt almost guilty for allowing this obviously special child to be kept in a dusty closet.  Oddly enough, Mrym seemed relatively undaunted by her punishments, and it really chapped her mother's hide, when Mrym would be released from confinement, showing no  remorse,  and immediately ask impertinent questions, such as, "Mama, what's a necromancer?"  This would fluster Levana to the brink of grabbing the nearest stick or spoon, but most often she'd just throw up her hands, and turn away from the little imploring voice, 
	"Go ask your father."
And she would.
*     *     *
	"Fishermen are dumb and slimy  and smelly, just like fish!''  A little boy's voice carried along the rocky beach.  A little brown-skinned, bushy haired girl stood up from her activities to reply, 
	"Farmer's got sheep dung for brains!''
	"I heard your brother Ben got tangled up in the nets and almost drowned 
	  hisself."
	"I heard your daddy's  got more pet names for his oxen and sheep than he does for your mama."
	"When the wind blows from the north, all your southbound neighbors curse you and plug their noses up with cotton balls, the fish smell is so bad."
	"Your mama's cooking makes your daddy wish he was downwind from our place."
	And so the banter would go between little Mrym and the neighbor boy, Timothy.  It was are regular part of their frequent skirmishes and playful brushes with one another, usually down by the shore.  Now that she was trusted to be on her own within the parameters of the estate, the shore was where Mrym spent her free time, which was still plentiful at her age, 4.   She liked the rainy season, in particular,  when the boats were often dry-docked nearby the quay, being made ready for the forthcoming fishing season.  Then her older brothers and sisters would be more likely to be around for her to mix with, and from her mother's point of view, to check on her whereabouts.  On a really good day she might convince her brother David, to take her out on the water and teach her how to work the sails and rudder.  She could most always count on David, not so with Jacob and Joseph, her  two oldest brothers--they didn't think a girl, or a woman should set foot in a boat, for the female spirit might dispel the schools of fish away from the nets, or might summon forth storms which might capsize their boats.
	Mrym loved being on the shore, perhaps even more than sailing with her brother.    She spent hours exploring up and down the beaches for rocks, searching for the beautiful ones, the smoothest, roundest, the ones shaped like hearts, the striped ones, the whitest, most unusual stones--shaped by the lapping waters, the winter storm swells and ever the surging currents acting like some great lapidary perpetually tossing the stones against one another.  Mrym would jump for joy, finding another pretty treasure,  exclaiming to herself or anyone who happened to be around, “What a lovely little rock.”  And at the end of the day, she would make new additions to the landscape around the family house, accenting the flowers and shrubs with carefully placed stones, the most beautiful stones ever.
	The family house, itself, was almost entirely constructed of stone--hewn limestone for the walls, and buttressed with basalt columns at the corners and middle walls.  The original house on the estate was built by Isaac's father, John, whose vision was large, as was his building style.   John had built his house on a hillside, and thus was able to make a three-storied affair,  with the hill being part of the foundation and the first floor, with two tiers above.  And Isaac had continued this tradition, having added two wings onto the original structure, forming a large U-shaped complex, with the storage cellar being below in the crux of the 'U', and the well being at the top of the 'U'.  The expansions allowed the expanding family places to live, even after sons and daughters were married.  The estate home was atypical for Galilean fisher families, because of its size and full use of stone and tiling for floors--most houses then were relatively simple one story buildings made with stone foundations, and often with mud and thatch upper construction.  The estate also had a boathouse along side a quay, a protective boat landing which had been dug inland and lined with rock.  There were animal barns and sheds and outbuildings for carts and carriages, as well a long complex of sheds which comprised the fish processing factory.  The entire estate was girded by stone walls, which along the roadside were just short of a person's height, and was populated by many and diverse trees, especially oak.
	For the most part, Mrym felt happy during these days.  And part of that happiness was having a new daddy.  Levana had taken little time to grieve and grumble over the loss of Isaac, and had taken up, or been taken by, a fine new husband, Philip.  Philip heralded from Bethsaida, the fishing village on the north end of Yam Kinneret, and was wise to the ways of the fishing life.  He was, in fact, one of the finest net makers in Galilee, and was a second cousin on his mother’s side, to Isaac.  It was in Bethsaida that Levana had met Philip, where she was taking refuge with Isaac's sister, Naomi,  after giving birth to Mrym and suffering a major fit of exhaustion.  Isaac and Philip were not unfriendly, even cordial, and that bode well for the continuation of the Isaac family business, and family life.   Whereas Isaac was more stately, lean and white-haired, Philip was more robust, earthy and black-haired;  the former spoke strongly and eloquently, and presented an aloofness at all times,  while the latter was gentler in speech and full of humor,  much more apt to reach out with a helping hand.  Both had strong chins, but Philip had the winning smile.   If there was any quality that Philip was short on, it was moderation; and being immoderate with wine was his private daemon.  But moderate or not, he was a delight and a true father for Mrym.  And he took a fondness for her that was as natural as the day was long.  Having a father like Philip smoothed helped smooth over the consternation and uncertainty she sensed around her mother.
	Philip would swoop down on the shoreline and swing Mrym in his arms, around and around.
	“I’m gonna toss this fish back into the lake, its way too small to keep.”
	After the right amount of feigned insistent cries for mercy, he’d let her down on his lap, and with the both of them perched on a large limestone ledge,  the questions would bubble out of Mrym’s mouth.
	“What’s the biggest fish you ever saw, Daddy?”
And,				
	“Is there really a big ugly monster-face creature way down to the bottom of the lake?”
And, 
	“Where does the sun go when it goes down into the earth?”
And,
	“People say that Daddy Isaac ran off to join some crazy man who thinks 
	   he’s God or something, somebody called, ‘the Egyptian’, and that the
	   soldiers are chasing them around and all.  What’s an Egyptian?”
After a mirthful moment, Philip replied, 
	 “Girl, I can scarcely catch my breath from one question before you’re on 
	  me like a cat on a mouse with another one.”  
And he’d bust out laughing, then softly said to her,
	 “Don’t give yourself cause to worry about daddy Isaac, your daddy he’s no
	  fool.  And he definitely is not taking up any religious rabble, or with any-
	  one called, the Egyptian.   Someday you’ll understand better, you’re still 
	  too young now to know why fathers leave mothers, why characters like
	  this mystery crazy man, the Egyptian, or whoever he is, come and go, 
	  stirring up the countryside and the peace, you know?”
Mrym listened quietly.
	 “Papa, there’s a lot of things in this world I don’t understand, and some-
	  times it scares me to think about the troubles I hear about and see.  I 
	  guess I just have to have faith in God, that’s what brother David tells me.
	  He says,  ’Mrym, just live by the commandments of Moses, keep a song in
	  your heart, and be with God’.  Is that right, daddy?”
He brushed back a stray tear.
	 “You’ll do well to listen well to your brother, and whenever you...”
	 “But papa, sometimes I just don’t know what to do when I see these 
	  strange people and creatures at night doing strange things in places    	  	  that don’t make any sense to me, and its like I’m so far from home, and 	    	  then I wake up, and its all gone, but its still inside me, like a bedtime 	   	  story that goes on and on, like it won't stop, no matter what.”
Philip’s strong arm wrapped tighter around her shoulder.
	“Your trembling, little one.  What you telling me about are dreams, you
	  know what dreams are, Mrym.  Sometimes dreams get scary, sometimes 	    	  they don’t make any sense at all.  Just take a deep breath, and say one of 	 	  your prayers, and it’ll all be better soon.”
	 “But what about when the people and the world seems so real,  more 	 	  real than anything?  I just don’t know.”
	 “Little Mrym, sometimes dreams are a gift, a way God tells us something
	  He wants us to know.  Something He wants us to figure out.  It takes time 	  to know just what that is.  Its possible that you are receiving a very special 	  gift, a blessing, and you don’t yet know what it means.  Peace, little Myrm, 	  peace.”
And he lifted her high overhead, in the dusky light, and she rode on his shoulders all the way back to the house, thinking about how bright the evening star was, how big the world was, how safe she felt with her papa.  And Mrym thought about the dream she’d had last Shabbat, wondering, just wondering.
                Later that night as she sat in her bed, she felt a lump in her dress pouch.  She pulled out one of her favorite rocks, one unlike the usual ones she found by the shore;  it was an rough, oval rock, looking somewhat like an egg split in half, length-wise.  And in the center of the egg was a perfect little fish skeleton, the fossil remains from a long time ago--a very long time compared to a little girl's life.  Mrym placed the fossil egg underneath her pillow, said her prayers, wondering about the little fish caught in stone, and what dreams were made of, and slipped into a deep dreamy sleep.
*     *    *
	Passover was done with, and Levana began to breathe a sigh of relief, though the really hard work of the new fishing season was nearly beginning.  
Then the men and boys of the house, and most of the women and girls, would take to the tasks of the boats, nets, sorting of the catch, cleaning and processing, all the things that earned them their livelihood--and she would have a little more time to herself.  She still had young ones to care for--with Philip she had bore two more children after Mrym:   Ben, her last born son, 3 years later, and Mehira, the last born daughter, a year after Ben.  Levana was well into her 40's when she was through having children, and after 11 children and two stillborn, she had truly become the matriarch of her family.  
	She was a proud and fierce woman, with a strength belied by her small stature, and not without the evidences of weariness and a certain woe which she wore on her brow.   She had endured great turmoil and hardship early in her own life,  and would do anything to protect her children and to give them a better life than she'd known growing up. As for Levana's own beginnings, much secrecy and mystification remained, and it seemed no one, perhaps not even Levana herself, knew the why's and wherefores of her earliest years.  Levana herself didn't know the exact year of her birth, which she use to her advantage when asked such impertinent questions as those concerning her age.  There were stories that Isaac's parents had purchased her freedom as a part of a larger business deal, involving jewels and gold coins.   All that any of her children knew from the stories told them, was that their beloved Nana, as they called her, had been adopted and smuggled out of bondage in Egypt, presumably by  sympathetic and compassionate traders.
	And it was her sons who were the key to this mother's pride and happiness, and the ones she formed an alliance with.  Her first born was Jacob, the proverbial apple of his mother's eye, born when Levana was barely beyond her Bat Mitzvah, at the age of 13.  Jacob bore a strong resemblance to his father, and now was taking up the yolk of being the head of the family business.  Joseph was the second born, and showed a propensity for building boats at a young age.  Of all Mrym's siblings, Jacob and Joseph share the most similarities with Isaac's personality and appearance--emotionally distant and conservative.   David was the third born son, and he was the most spiritually devout, as well as the most fun-loving, and added great zest and cheer to all occasions.  He also made the best nets in the family.  Shoshana was the first daughter and the fourth child--Shoshana, the Rose, fragrant and wild rose, who was prone to the same fits and spells of melancholy and faintness as her mother.
	Dorona, the gift, was the next daughter and the fifth born;  she was called, the gift because Levana had delivered a stillborn girl prior to her birth,  and had thought that, with the troubles and illness she'd suffered through that pregnancy, she would no longer be fertile.  Dorona was a languid girl, though she developed a keen hand at weaving the baskets which were used to transport processed fish and other products outward bound.  Jesse was the fourth son, and the sixth child, and was a rebellious boy.  He was in charge of the initial catch-count for off-loaded fish.  Then came Joshua, solid and steady, the quiet one and thus easy to miss, but always a hard working fisherman.  Besides the regular duties on board the boats,  he helped Jesse oversee the sorting and counting of the fish.  The eighth child and third daughter was Carmela, who was the closest in age to Mrym, and who took a protective wing over the feisty girl.  Carmela also tended to the processing and packaging phase of the fishing business.  All of the children, young and old, worked hard during the prime fishing season, at whatever needed to be done, and worked hand in hand with the hired crews and workers.  
	In principle, no job was considered beneath any other job;  and likewise, no worker was thought of as any less than another.   That is, except for the basic gender-specific division of labor, and the fact that the daughters, from the cradle to the grave, were not afforded nearly the same social respect and status as the sons.  Given that the family fishing life depended on great expenditures of energy and a wide variety of labor, status, gender and rank often fell by the wayside in the daily grind.  There were boats to repair and prepare,  flaxen nets to weave,  nets which required daily drying, mending and folding, fish to sort--clean from the unclean, by size and species, and all fish must be counted carefully (the Roman sponsored accountants in Magdala were always prowling around to check on the accuracy of the reports, unannounced, prior to and come time to ship the product out).   And the fish must be cleaned and prepared for the various forms of processing--salted and dried, pickled in brine and/or wine and oil, made into prepared sauces of varying complexities and subtleties--followed by the job of packaging the market ready product in large baskets, clay vessels, and crates, to be carted away by the brokers and wholesale buyers, or be used as barter for supplies from farmers and artisans.  Large quantities of salt must be in good and continuous supply, as well as wine and olive oil, for curing the fish.  And the licenses to fish and taxes to process and sell must be paid.  It was a daunting task to keep all this network of activity and accountability moving smoothly.
	But though the issues of status,  gender and rank might mean less in the day to day work, the value placed upon sons was far and away above what was given the daughters.  What Levana held closest to her heart was the honor of mothering such strong and devoted boys, who became the men that made her proud for being the good mother of Israel.  Daughters she considered less of a delight, much harder work to raise,  and far more expendable than sons.   Though she considered her daughters  essential to the continuation of the tribe,  it was her sons who placed her highest on the pedestal of motherhood, and who she praised, at length, to others.	
	In the midst of all this, Levana was diligent and kept the household in good order and food on the table for the hungry hands, and kept the small children occupied (which usually meant sending them out with an older sibling who was working, thus also teaching them the how's and why's of things in their world close at hand), with assistance from a hired maid and one or two daughters.  And Philip shouldered the burden of managing the whole business, along with Jacob, and even he was out with the boats on every good day on the water.  He had little time to spend with his wife, but there were those winter days, those stormy days when not much could be done, and he and Levana would take a little hideaway in a private place.  They would retire, with a skin of wine, and everyone knew not to ask of them or bother them.  The children could hear them murmuring, laughing and could only imagine what the two of them were doing or talking about. 
*     *     *
	Mrym poised herself on the hill overlooking a river:  Mist was swirling around the upstream waters,  tumbling and crashing against angular boulders jutting through the foam and spray.  The air was hot in the midday sun, but she felt a coolness encompass her body.  Below her the excitement of the river panned into a widening, relatively calm pool of reflective water.  Mrym felt a surge of anticipation, as if she had arrived at this spot to witness something extraordinary;  as she peered into the shimmering pool,  large rocks rose and formed a visible circle above its depths.  A flaming man with a wild beard, dressed in raggedy dromedary skins,  and having a sonorous voice, was calling out above the tumbling sounds of the nearby rapids, "The time is come, oh people, the time is come, oh people of Israel, the time is come, oh people of Palestine, the time is come, oh people of the east and west and north and south.  This is the time of your Lord.  Come forth and prepare yourselves for the time of your Lord.  I am the voice crying in the wilderness. Oh people, make straight your path of the Lord."   So amazed was Mrym, that she was scarcely breathing, and teetered, almost falling into the chasm below her--the rocks began to glow a golden red and took the form of diverse men from all regions which Mrym knew of, and many more unknown.  Each wore the traditional garb of their city or town, as though they represented the four corners of the world.  One by one, each man came forward to the center of the circle and was taken by the fiery man and ceremoniously dunked in the pool, and then receded to the far riverbank.
	When they were all consecrated, or so it seemed to Mrym, after all the incantations and prayers and submersions,  a deep silence remained.  Even the roar upstream grew nil.  In awe she watched a shapely Cypress tree, which graced the poolside in the center of the gathered men,  transform into a slender man dressed in white, carrying a shepherds staff.  He appeared to glide across the surface of the water, and bow before the baptizing evangelist, who, in turn sunk onto his knees, into the river with his head down turned.  Cypress man waved his staff, the minister arose and embraced the other's shoulders, and pulled him under for a moment.  And at that moment, overhead, thin wisps of cirrus began swirling and formed the most lovely image of a bird Mrym had ever seen.  The bird soared in tightening spirals and dove down to the pooling water.  Simultaneously the shepherd Cypress man emerge with arms upraised; and as the white bird circled around him, he became ablaze with a brilliant white,  standing with royal purple robes and a golden crown upon his shining head.  Myrm gasped and almost had to turn her eyes to avoid being blinded by the baptismal fire of intense light upon the river.  That's where her dream ended.
	It was Yom Kippur sunrise, and 5 year old Mrym just lay there in her bed with her eyes wide open;  not in her usual race to get at the new day, find some fun stuff to do, bother her little brother, get some food in her face and rush down to the beach.   This morning was an exception.  Her older brother David, noticing her absence at the family table, found her in her room, lying on her back, in bed, moving her lips but not speaking. 
	"Hey, little sister.  What's going on?  Are you feeling all right?  Come on down for breakfast with me, what do you say?"
Not sure if she should move, or could move, Mrym nodded her head.
	"I guess its time, time of the Lord, yes, I'm ready."
Her voice was soft and distant, it sounded to her like she was speaking through a thick blanket.  And it felt like invisible strong hands lifted her up and out of bed, and she followed David toward the dining hall, she adrift in her mind like a white bird, high in the cerulean sky.   She was the quiet one that day, pale and wan, not asking her incessant questions, or interrupting conversations with her banter.   Everyone around her took sidelong glimpses at her to see what was going on with her.  Even Nana, who usually ignored her, gave her several sidelong glances.	After Shabbat services at the synagogue in town, Philip took Levana aside.
	"You saw how she was all day,  usually the little imp is almost impossible to chase down, and nary a word from her mouth.  Something's bothering that child."
	"Oh, you know its probably just a bit of a cold--nothing to worry about, I'm sure."
	"I don't know, but I suspect she's got something serious on her mind.  Myrm is such a sensitive and thoughtful one."
	"Well, don't look at me for answers to the riddle of her brain, I've stopped trying to figure her out.  Yes, she probably does have something serious on her mind--something seriously wrong.  Sometimes she just doesn't make sense, and she's become as unruly as a pack of wildcats, to boot."
	"Levana,  you mustn't write her off like that.  I've noticed how you are, I've seen how you brush her off like she's a stray dog.  How you punish her by locking her up in the cabinet.  Would it be so hard to show a little kindness and concern, for God's sake, even pick her up and hold her once and a while?"
	"You will not question my motherhood, Philip, you need to let this be.  My ways with my children are my ways."
	"Now what in God's name is that supposed to mean? How many times do I have to go on with you about this.  All I'm saying is that this child needs you, she's got a hole in her and she hungry and needs your love.  That's all I'm saying, that's all I'm asking....all she's asking of you."
	A scuffle in the doorway turned both their heads in the direction of a blur of black hair disappearing around the corner, and the receding pat-pat-pat of small feet.  Levana snapped her head away, and  walked away toward the bedroom.  Philip sat on a stool, yanked a wine sack off the wall, and took a long pull.  “This day won‘t be over too soon,”   he mulled to himself.
	*     *     *
	Out on the edge of the quay, near the boathouse and docks David hunched over the heap of tangled line and fumbled with a cluster of knots.  A jangle of curses stuttered out of his mouth,  when he straightened up, feeling somebody's eyes upon him.  Philip was propped up against the boathouse, smiling at him.
	"Need a hand, son?"
	"By the good name of our Lord, just when I think I've got the right twists, knots and turns to finish a good dragnet, my fingers get stupid and clumsy on me.
I mean, look at this mess.  The carp would be laughing if they could see me now."
	"Heh heh heh heh heh!'
The older man carefully gathered up the portion of the net which was in question.
	"Now watch closely and I'll try to do this slow.  I'm only going to do it once now."
With his left hand he nestled the tangled mass, and with the other he deftly pluck out a succession of woven strands and tugged here and there in a rhythmic fashion.  In an instant, what had been a mess was now a geometric marvel, lacking only a few more twists and tie-offs to complete.
	"Damn, I knew I was close.  You make it look easy, like an illusionist's trick."
	"Ah, yes,  the hand is quicker than the eye, especially when the eye is tired.  It can get real frustrating in the early going, but basically, you've got it, Davey.  Yes,  you've got a good touch.  Those carp won't be laughing long, I suspect. No, no.”
	“Say, how's our supply of flax?  We need a goodly amount on hand to keep the two extra hands I hired steady and spinning,  making the amount of net cord I think we're gonna need this season.  Gonna be a good one, a busy time, yes."
	"You think?  Could be we're low then.  I'll check the bins, and let Jonah know what we'll need."
	Jonah was their farming neighbor to the northeast,  father to Timothy, the young lad who played by the lake with Myrm.  Jonah was a kindly man, with big hands and a long face furrowed with wrinkles, much like the land he tilled and tended.  He was quite old for having such a young son--he was on his third marriage, having been widowed twice.  He grew some of the best net-making flax in Galilee, as well as barley, wheat, olives and a fruit orchard.  He had lost two sons who were robbed and killed on the road to Jerusalem, or so the story went;  but there were two more besides Timothy to help him work the land, Levon and Ira.   Jonah was a man who had seen a lot of strife, yet managed a spry twinkle in his eyes.  And twinkle they did on the day his oldest son, Levon, announced his intentions of marrying his neighbor's oldest daughter, Shoshana, or Rose, as she was called.  This would unite him with his fisherman neighbors and strengthen the community further.  This was good.
	What was also good, for everyone involved, and for Isaac and Philip’s shared children, was, that these two fathers had little interest in prescribed marriage--those marriages in which the parents dictated whom the partners for their children would be.
	Philip helped David gather and fold up the new net and tie it into a neat bundle.
	"Your father, Jacob and I are going to have a meeting in a few days to discuss the matters of finance and what our plan is for this year--there's talk of increasing demand for our products in Damascus and Rome, so I suspect we're going to have to be on our toes and ready to dance, if we want to keep up with the Big Boys down the road."
	By, 'Big Boys', he meant Levi's fishing operation across the harbor.  Levi's was by far the largest of the fishing cooperatives in Magdala, and it was through them that many of the nearby village fishermen brought their daily catch for processing.  Isaac had always maintained a gentlemanly relationship with Levi, the elder, and in fact, the two often conspired to make group purchases of precious salt.  Salt,  like everything else, had a tax on it, and because of the quantities needed for large-scale fish processing, the salt needed to be transported from a long distance away.  Most of the salt the Magdalene fishermen used came from Palmyra, to the north of Damascus,  on the Syrian trade route.  Increased trade with Damascus could mean sweeter deals on salt and other goods.
	Philip sauntered away, making the rounds here and there:  Was there plenty of pitch and tar for the boats?  Condition of the stone anchors?  And how about the sails,  going to need Joseph to patch those small holes?  And fetch new rope?  That old line looks half-rotten.   He made a mental note that he needed to update his books relevant to the latest purchases, as well as his 'Things to do' list.  Philip was one of few fishermen that could read and write well.  Isaac was another--this gave them an advantage over the unschooled fishers.  Isaac had insisted that all his sons be versed in reading and writing skills, and for the most part he had succeeded.  Joseph was a little slow, Joshua was excelling,  and Ben was just learning, but showed promise.  Though only sons were given the training for literacy, even the daughters had picked up good language skills, though it was push and shove for them.  The girls had been independent enough, and stubborn enough to find a way to read and write.  Not many girls, or even boys were so fortunate in Palestine.
	Philip was deep in thought, calculating the existing stores of wine, oil and salt, how many more clay vats and urns of various sizes he must order from the potter, and so forth.  An unnatural sound jolted him, a clattering sound arose from the road which ran just above and beyond the house, hoof beats and yelling, the sound of wheels bouncing on the rocky road.  He was walking toward the front yard when out from a cloudy ball of dust on the road, a two-seater cart careened off the lip of the road and wobbled crazily back and forth on two wheels. The two donkeys who were pulling the cart broke free and stampeded away toward the road.  Joseph and Jesse were clinging for their lives to the driver's bench, and why they'd become out of control was clear and quickly realized--the abrupt appearance of four masked riders on horseback in pursuit of the young fishermen.  
	Two of the horsemen carried whips, the others brandishing short swords, and as they overtook the cart, a cartwheel splintered and the whole works spilled sideways and end-over-end simultaneously.  Jesse and Joseph tumbled across the dusty drive and lay dazed just as Philip was running up the drive, just a stadia away.  The young men crouched in defensive stances,  a nasty scrape upon Jesse's face, and both with multiple cuts and bruises on their arms and legs.  On their prancing horses, the hostile riders circled the two, shouting their demands and ultimatums  at their prey.
	"We won't leave until you pay us our demands."
	"If I have to, I'll cut you both within an inch of your lives, and take your lousy donkeys up on the road for payment."
The one with a drawn sword swung his weapon close to Joseph to emphasize his intent, his voice was not Galilean, and their saddles were of Samaritan leather.
	"Stop old man!"  One with a whip cracked his spike-tipped strap toward Philip, who came to a halt at the rear of the cart.  Before he was able to react in any way,  a great cry descended over the scene, followed by successive screams piercing the air--and Levana flew like a warrior into the commotion, arms flailing at her sides.  The tense circle of men visibly jumped at her sudden arrival.  She was holding a large kitchen knife in each hand, her silver-streaked hair was loose and free from her scarf,  and she seemed to have grown a foot in height and girth, so pumped full of rage was she.  
	"Step away from these good men, you ruffians, Go, you who shame yourselves, Be gone, you who foul the lives of all who meet you. Go!"
	"Go yourself, old hag, stinking of fish guts, back to your hovel of a kitchen, or we will dispense with you as well."  The lead ruffian growled through his mask.
	Philip and the sons where dumbfounded, the gravity and absurdity of the situation held them bound in their tracks.  But Philip could tell the bandits were visibly shaken by Levana's confrontation.  He tried to speak, but Levana cut him off.  
	"You, who would call yourself a man, you would wound and kill unarmed and innocent young men for the sake of a few drachmas.  You, who were born of a mother, and would dishonor her by taking the life of these men's mother.  If this be your desire and intent, then you will have to go through me to get to them."
	She held her knife-wielding right hand pointed straight up at the leader's heart, only a short thrust away.   A quiver rippled in the rider's throat,  and his eyes shifted back and forth, as did his partners.  With only the snorting of the riders' horses breaking the uncomfortable silence, the dust had settled, and the leader spoke.
	"Witch....Jew witch.  We won't forget this."
	It was over as fast as it had begun.  And with this the leader turned and led his band trotting up the drive and back in the direction they had come from just minutes before.  They would not turn their heads to look back.  As the hoof beats softened in the distance, the family members gathered themselves together.  Few words were spoken as Jesse and Joseph were examined for injuries, and everyone took some deep inhalations and exhalations.  One by one, other siblings came out of the house, from the boathouse, from the processing sheds--all their eyes had been frozen on the unfolding drama, by the time it was over.  Levana stood there, her hands on her hips, still griping her knives.  Slowly, the tension slackened in the front yard.
	"I knew you guys were going to be safe.  There was a white light glowing around you all."  A small voice caught everyone off guard, shoulders spasmed and heads twisted to see who was speaking.  Little Myrm was sitting up in the large oak tree which shaded the front of the house.  She had witnessed the whole chain of events.  And she was smiling sweetly, like she was at a picnic and all her people were there.
*     *     *
	A few days after the trouble with the masked horsemen, life was back into its routine for Philip and family.  Jacob's wife, Rachael had helped bind the wounds of her husband and brother Jesse, and they were amazed that there had been no broken bones.  No one had been seriously hurt, the cart had been repaired--even the two donkeys who had run away during the fracas and had been thought to be stolen or perhaps killed by the robbers, were  returned.  The family's  neighbor, Jonah, had seen the donkeys  nervously darting about near his outbuildings, and had taken them in for safe-keeping.  The only tangible losses was the cargo of wine--3 of the 4 casks containing wine having burst open during the cart wreck, their contents spilling out and mixing with the dirt driveway.  A large, dark mass of wine-scented muck remained, and swarms of intoxicated bees and flies slowly became stuck in the sweet quagmire.  A thousand iridescent wings shimmered in the sunlight.  
	"What a way to go."  Philip bemused himself looking over the driveway spill site.  The wine was used in certain fish-curing processes, but Philip always ordered an extra cask of finer vintage and variety for his own personal use.  The one barrel that had escaped unbroken so happened to be his preferred wine, and that he considered a Godsend.  Philip thought about the incident and how precarious their security seemed even in the thickly populated area of lower Galilee, by Yam Kinneret, the lake that supplied much of the prosperity of Israel by providing water to the lands for many parlang around.  
	Not only was there the insufferable Roman hold over the people, with its ever-changing demands for taxes and tolls, licenses and permits, there were clutches of insurrectionists and highway robbers  throughout the countryside.  These bands mostly plied the remote travel routes for their ill-deeds, though some sought to plunder only from the wealthier citizens, thinking this was a form of justice.  And no region, not even an administrative town like Magdala, was secure from malcontents and bandits.  The Roman squadron stationed down the road seemed slow to come to the aide of the peasantry, unless a perceived threat to their power base be detected.  This would be political dissenters and fomenters of discord, or religious fanatics, and their allies and anyone who rallied to their causes;  for the Romans, there was a very thin line between political and religious fanatics.
	A little bubble of conversation popped into Philip's consciousness--over by the big oak, he noticed that Mrym and her younger brother Ben, only 3 years of age, were having what appeared to be a little ceremony.  Myrm was earnestly explaining something to Ben, whose face was covered in muddy smears.  She was handing him something approximating  a small disc of flatbread, only with a darker color.  "Oh my",  the father  thought, and started to walk their way, then thought better of it.  A big smile grew on his face as he watched his only son bite down and begin tentatively munching on the flat bread--flat bread that looked suspiciously like the wine-soaked mud in the drive, with a generous coating of grass and sticks and bug parts.  Ben tried to swallow, and his face wrenched, and he vomited a sorrel stream of yuck onto the ground.  Philip didn't know whether to bust out laughing, or charge into Mrym’s ruse  to rescue his boy.  Philip had only the two children with Levana to his name, as his first and only wife, Joannah, had been barren, which many people believed was a sign his wife had committed grievous sin.  But Philip refused that belief himself.  She had left him a widower at a young age, and he still carried a fond memory of her in his heart.  
	The concerned father decided to let it go, as the game was definitely over--little Ben was running toward the house, holding his stomach in his hands, and Mrym was just sitting there, in the shade, making more mud pies for the next unsuspecting guest.  He thought to himself, that girl is something to behold.  She had developed a keenness for trickery and cunning, for such a small child.  "But you gotta love her!"  He laughed to himself, and strolled toward the house to comfort Ben.
*     *     *
	The cellar flickered with candle and oil lamp light.  Around a crude table, several men sat on small benches, overturned bushels and the like. Prayers were being offered, then a moment of silence.
	"First,  I want to bring you the news from the north.  I have been able to secure a deal with the Syrian broker from Damascus, with at least a reasonable assurance of him brokering 10-12 talents of Syrian style pickled fish per month.  I've had regular business with him over the years and he's always been fair, and I see no reason this will be anything but an excellent opportunity to increase our share of the market.  My question is, can we handle this projected deal along with supplying the regular buyers and brokers we already have in line?"
	Isaac settled back and tugged at his beard, looking around the cellar room at the others--Philip, Jacob, Micah (neighboring fisherman and Isaac's brother, who partnered with them in the cooperative) and Rabbi Samuel from the local synagogue.  They all paused a moment and sipped at their cups of wine.  Micah responded first.
	"That's well and good, Isaac, and I have no doubts concerning trust or fairness in trading with the Syrians, but I do have concerns for the safety on the trade routes.  Seems like times have turned more unstable the past year--how will we be sure our shipments get through intact?"
	Before Isaac could answer, Jacob jumped in.
	"Yes, this is a real issue.  You see how dangerous its become even to travel in our own region, much more so, no doubt, on the far away trade roads!  You all heard what happened to my brothers the other day."
	"Now, now, Jacob, let's not let a freakish event such as that displace our whole view of the marketing of our products.  To answer both of your concerns, I would remind you that the deals to be brokered with the Syrian will take care of all that worry	, that of the safety of our shipments.  The importation of our fish products starts after the broker, through the local distributor here, initiates the buy.  Thus the transfer and shipping is all under the auspices of the shippers and transporters--they assume all responsibility for the costs and security of the shipments.  Simple.  Painless".  Isaac swallowed a big gulp of wine, and wiped his lips with his fingers.
	"Sounds too good to be true.  We must be taking less profit then, right?  To take ourselves out of the shipping angle?"
	"Philip, this is not to take offense at you, but you are fairly new to this cooperative here in Magdala, and it gets complicated at times.  Its hard to keep straight who's doing what with whom, and where and when, given that there are a multitude of ways to go.  Granted, we are limited by what the Romans dictate to us, and what the market tells us, and we are limited by the size of our operation.
In general, we have been very fortunate to be able to work in concert with the distributors in Magdala, and the Levi family, as well as having some favors and sympathies given us by some of the shippers across to Ptolemais, and to Jerusalem.  The Roman system has conspired to reduce all Jews, even the noblest citizens, to a common denominator of common peasants.  They don't want the truly industrious and deserving business and land owners to gain capital and power and status.  So I, like my father, John, have made it my vow to find a means to better ourselves, in such a way that we can gradually grow and prosper, and find ways to salt away some of our profits into savings, some kind of fund for emergencies and for future needs within our communities.  Some of these things I can talk about further, most I cannot, and I ask you not pressure this matter.  I say it to you only so you are aware that, even though I am no longer at my family home, I am acting in the best interests of our cooperative, and am devoted to opening up more profitable deals in the future."  
	With that, Isaac rested his shoulders against the cellar wall and closed his eyes.  Philip turned to him.
	"I take no offense at your address toward my concerns.  You're right, a lot of this is new to me.  I have long been a simple fisherman, a net maker by trade.  Living in Bethsaida most of my life, and having traveled only occasionally, I have not the worldly experience you have, Isaac, and I appreciate your eloquent descriptions of how things are.   I also appreciate the danger you have willingly place yourself in, by seeking alternatives to the monopolies enforced by the Romans and the Sadducees, and others who eat from their laps.”
	"As far as answering your original question, I'd say that we can handle the increase in fishing and processing--we have the money, we have the facilities, I think, and the only real concern I have is hiring additional labor, and the very real need to build at least two more boats.  What do you think, Micah?"
	Micah was counting to himself on his fingers, and failed to hear the question directed at him.  Micah didn't have the quick mind of his older brother, but he was steady and dependable, and a good sailor.
	"What? Huh?"
	Philip reiterated his previous statement and question.
	"Excuse me, I just got caught up in figuring my yields over the past few years--and what I'm thinking isn't real clear for now, but I'm thinking that we may be limited by not only a lack of boating and good crew,  but I'm not sure we can gather in the yields we would need without infringing on the Big Boys territory.  Its not a lack of faith, mind you, brother Isaac, you, too, Rabbi--I see that look in your eyes. Hey!"
	Isaac broke out in a loud laugh, which was uncommon for him.
	"Is it the wine going to my head, or am I hearing you straight.  You think we're not able to fish farther outward and southward--there is much open water of goodly depth, with great possibilities, right?"
	Micah's face reddened some.   "True, true, but Isaac, the question then, is, if we have to go further and further out to bring back boatloads of fish, won't this then reduce the number of trips we will be able to make each day, and thus render the  yields little better for the extra efforts needed?"
	"Micah, you wouldn't be one of those who are superstitious about the great sea monster that inhabits the depths of Kinneret, and has a taste for children and fishermen who dare to travel over his lair?"
	The man reddened some more.  Rabbi Samuel had been silent throughout the discussion, and he spoke up.
	"What about building bigger boats to handle a bigger catch?"
	Jacob quickly answered.  "Good on paper, not so good in practice--Levi tried that some years back and found out why we keep the boats on Kinneret the size they are.  A larger boat becomes far too unnavigable when the catch starts shifting around, and the middle lake winds kick in.  I believe he lost that boat and two crew members  the same year he built it."
	Philip raised his voice and stood.  "What we're forgetting is that we don't have to work so much harder to make the quotas.  All we have to so is enlist more fishermen up and down the coast to supply is with whatever extra we need, right?  I mean, we're already doing that with some of your friends, Micah."
	"Yes, but it would mean paying more for their services, and trusting them to be a good source and a plentiful source."
	"Ah, but isn't that what it's all about--trust, and working together for the common good?"
	Isaac was quietly rocking forward and back, and he stopped, smiled and said,   "That's what I was waiting to hear.  That's exactly what I think the key is:  to become a larger cooperative, or perhaps even venture into being buyers, if we can work that out with the taxes and all;  that, and expand our own fleet and labor base, along with the modifications to our processing facilities.  With a little bit of good business savvy, and a little more work spread around fairly, God-willing, I think we'll make it happen.  And we might have to grease the palms of the Roman beast.  Ah, but its all in the game."
	There was a concurrence of nods and 'Ayes', and their shoulders relaxed almost in unison.  The men began telling tales, fishing adventures and stormy waters, the latest gossip around lower Galilee,  possible ways to increase boat size without risking capsize, the marriages of their sons and daughters that had helped cement business relations, and more, on into the night.  Philip was serving the wine more often, and more often to himself than the others.  The conversations surged, and the voices and laughing and boasts raised in volume.  In the din of their clamorous chatter, the men hadn't notice the addition of another person to the cellar domain.  Little Myrm had awoken to the sound of their conviviality, and with her curiosity, had wiggled her way down the stone stairway, sat down on the bottom step within earshot of the men.
	"....but the winds had already blown down the mast and torn up the sail, so that floated off and away;  then waves slammed the boat and washed away the oars, most of the fish they had hauled in that morning.  So they didn't have anyway of steering the craft.  The topper was, they had stripped down before the storm, buck naked, since it was a scorcher, hottest day of the year,  and their clothes were out to sea, too!  So here they were, late afternoon and lucky to be alive after the beating the storm gave them, but drifting toward the southern shore.  Where they made land happened to be precisely the spot where a group of women were washing clothes on the shore.  They were part of a collective farm which makes pickles, I don't know,  pickled cucumbers and grape leaves,  or something like that.  Imagine the sight--6 naked men in a boat coming on shore,  grasping a length of net stretched between them, trying hard not to show their Jewish-ness!"
	Laughter erupted in the room, and continued for a time, punctuated with various indiscreet comments that were improper for the ears of a little girl to hear.   Rabbi Samuel was bubbling with mirth, his probiscus bright red,   "I know about that pickle factory!  That was the vision of a comrade of the cloth--I met him--Rabbi Malachi, he had this idea of reforming the lives of a number of young women of the night who worked in brothels, by purchasing them out of unclean servitude, and placing in this communal farm he'd set up on the shores of Galilee.  A kosher pickle factory run by prostitutes, now that takes vision."
	"And balls too!"   Shouted Philip.  Laughter all around.  The topic turned in a new direction, more serious, as Jacob queried the Rabbi about the stories he'd been hearing about a new messiah, the coming of a Jewish leader to break Israel free from Roman bondage and bring about a heaven on earth.  Rabbi Samuel spoke, quieting down from his excitement over the pickle ladies.  The wine had loosened his tongue and he began to expound upon the query.
	"You know, Jacob, how the social and religious climate of Galilee has always been different for us than for Judea and from the rest of Palestine.  We've had constant unrest and political shifts, and since we're the 'new Jews', we've been looked upon by the Judeans as rubes and malcontents, even as outsiders.  We talk funny, I suppose we look funny to others, and we think outside the strict rules Judeans are prone to pontificate upon.  We have a rich land, possibly the richest in all of Israel, and they know that--there's certain envy, I suspect.  But here we are,  like slaves in our own country, so its no surprise that the natives are restless.  People are looking for change, change for the good, and when there is great strife and unrest, there is hunger--a spiritual hunger which manifests itself in many ways, especially if the spiritual food is wanting--through political rebellion, through social upheaval and family disruption, reversion to pagan behaviors like the worshippers of Baal,  extreme intoxication.  And, of course, through the assortment of would-be messiahs that amble out of the hills every so often." 
	"This is not to say there is not truth in the anticipation and hopes for a messiah figure:  There is strong beliefs based on the Torah and on the Traditions among many clerics and rabbis across the land, that a great spiritual leader is due to arise amongst the Jewish people in our lifetimes.  How to tell the true from the false shouldn't be hard, no different than telling the difference between the lamb and the goat, right?  You'd think."
	"Well, what do you think, Rabbi?  Who and where will this great new leader be and arise from, and when."  Jacob took on an impudent tone.
	"What I think really doesn't matter, young man.  And I don't have the gift of prophesy, nor do I wish for it.  But my gut feeling says that there will be a great spiritual teacher or leader rising amongst us, somewhere in Galilee."
	Before another word could be spoken by the Magdalene men, a forceful high-pitched voice piped up from the shadows.  It was Mrym's  turn to speak.
	"Rabbi Samuel, who is the Egyptian?  Is he the messiah man you were talking about?"
	The cellar was as quiet as a tomb for a few seconds.  Isaac jumped up, and in a stern voice, addressed the shadowy source of the voice:
	"Mrym, is that you?  What do you think you're doing down here so late. Come out so I can see you."   The little girl with the bushel of black hair edged out into the flickering light to face her father.  "Mrym, you need to go straight to bed--this is no business for a child to listen in on, a girl child no less."  'There was almost a hiss in his voice', Mrym thought.  But Rabbi Samuel gestured with his hand toward Isaac,   "Wait,  let her stay a while.  I'd like to answer the girl's question."
	And Philip concurred, "Yes,  let's let little Mrym satisfy that wild curiosity she has.  Besides, I'd like to hear the answer, too."    Isaac grumbled into his graying beard and sat down like a sack of barley, tossing a hand upward in the air with a 'hrrrumph'.    "O come on Isaac, its all in good fun."  The Rabbi drew the little girl over in front of him.
	"You have sharp senses for such a little one-- eyes and ears like a deer.  I don't doubt that most of us have heard of this character known as the Egyptian.  What I can tell you is that he claims to be the new king of Israel, through the lineage of David, and word has it he was living in the desert in Egypt before coming to Galilee.  He lives in caves and travel incognito much of the time.  He's gathered a fair number of believers in him from what I've heard, though I really don't know who he is, if he's really even Jewish, or what he's preaching to people, and what he intends to do.  I think there is always an “Egyptian” in every age. Does that answer your question?"
	"What is incognito mean?"
	"Oh that.  That is a term meaning wearing a disguise, or a costume, to hide who a person really is, and fool anyone who might be looking for him."
	"Why would the messiah want to fool anyone, or hide who they were from  people.  If the messiah is from God, why would he act so mysteriously?"
	The men all looked back and forth at one another.  A five year old girl just said these words?  The Rabbi stared hard into Mrym's face, saw her blue and green eyes glowing, shining in the dark.  He saw the look of purity, he saw the look of constancy, he saw the look of faith.  
	 "There  are a lot of mysteries in life, in fact life itself is a great mystery."  The Rabbi answered with a slight degree of trepidation in his voice.
	"The candles are about done, and the night is heavy on my eyes.  I think its
time for us all to say goodnight.  What do you say, brethren, and you, too, Myrm?"
	Their were half-spoken agreements and murmured bids of "good night" amongst the men.  Philip slid his arm around Mrym and carried her to her bed, where he tucked her in.   "So many questions, little Mrym, so much on your mind.  And so young, sweetheart.  Put your imagination to rest and sleep with the angels."
	"The time is coming, isn't it, Daddy?"   He leaned over and kissed her softly on the cheek.   "Time to sleep, little Mrym."  He whispered.  "Time to sleep."

*     *     *
Of Dreams and Stones

	On the beach near the jetty, a boy and girl crouched and swung their arms outwardly,  trying to skip flat stones across the incoming waves.  Loud calls of each one's personal skip counts carried across the homestead and echoed off the sheds and boat buildings.   It was the sound of innocence and joy, a swiftly passing time, before children began entering into the unforgiving world known as,  adulthood.  
	 It was a glorious, bright midday, and all the men and boats were out working the lake;  only the women, girls and boys were left ashore to prepare for the next boats as they would return to unload their catch, refurbish the nets, and set sail again, depending on the wind, and the time left in the day.  So every able bodied woman and child over five was supposed to be busy helping clean the catch bins, scrub down the tables and vats in the large building where the fish were processed.  Knives and scraping tools needed sharpening and supplies of salt, oil, and wine must be readied and available.  And a great supply of water must be drawn from the quay into the holding tanks outside the processing building;  this would be essential for washing and cleaning and the making of brine.  In addition, the women and girls had domestic duties, washing the clothes, grinding wheat and barley into meal and flour,  baking bread and preparing meals, cleaning the house, making sure the children were where they needed to be, chopping wood for cooking and heating--a seeming endless cycle of exertion and vigilance.  There was a steady drum of footsteps and chatter around the quarters--everyone was at work, everyone except Mrym.
	Mrym was eight years old, and had grown taller and more lean, though her hair was only a little less tame, nor was her nature.  
	"Shouldn't you be in there with your sisters, helping out?"  It was the  nervous-sounding voice of reason and responsibility, that of her friend, Timothy.
	"Ah, they're doing fine without me, and besides, its too good of day to be stuck in that old smelly place.  Plus my bratty little brother is over there acting like he's doing something, and I'm tired of dealing with the likes of him."
	"But you remember the last time you took off to play and Dorona came out here with a broom and shooed you back to work.  That must of hurt, but it was sure funny to see you jumping back and forth trying to avoid that swinging broom."
	That remark earned Timothy a dark glare.  "Ok, mister smarty pants, why aren't you out helping your brothers and daddy do the farm work?  If I recall correctly, you were the one who got your butt whipped for playing when you should have been hoeing the weeds in your father‘s fields."
	"How was I to know.  I thought the whole lot of them had gone over to the mercantile to barter for some supplies, some new scythe blades, and a new flax rake,  and wouldn't be back until late."
	Farmer Jonah and family, and Isaac and family, lived just on the outskirts of Magdala.  They tried to do as much business there as possible, and like all rural communities, trips to the market were two-fold--were as much for socializing and catching up on the news  as they were for obtaining goods.  Jonah had developed a new kind of flax rake that helped increase the efficiency of the harvest, while keeping the plant fibers and seed more intact,  thus giving better yields.  He had a craftsman in town build him new rakes when needed, rather than make them himself, as he used to do--he was not as spry as he once was, and he had increased demand from the local fisherman for flax.  Business had opened up, and with it, the demands of increased physical work.
	“Thank God", he reminded himself everyday, "for my good sons I've been blessed with".  But his youngest one, Timothy, tended to gravitate toward  the fisherman's girl who had the wild black hair and was always into mischief, or so it seemed.  Jonah didn't always think of her as a bad girl, but he was one who believed that girls and women should be kept on task, quiet,  and kept at home.  That was how his wife was, how his two daughters were, though now married and gone.  Jonah simply implored his young son not to be enchanted by this neighboring girl.  Jonah could see that times were changing, especially in lower Galilee, and probably would always be changing.  But he was going to abide by tradition, all  the same.
	Mrym launched herself across the open water, and felt the sizzle of the water spray dash over  her body.   Behind her lay the  rocky outreaches of the  jetty from which she'd dived, and at a long distance behind was her family's shore, and in between, there Timothy stood, waving his arms at her.  The warm water engulfed  her body, and her pulse quickened at the feeling of the plunge.   Mrym pulled every bit of oxygen from the air, while she stroked across the surface.  Then she dove down, paddling her legs as rapidly as she could, in order to propel herself downward into the depths.  Deeper and deeper she struggled, colder and darker was the water, until she shuddered, and felt trapped in a dark chamber of dense substance.  From her claustrophobic enclosure, she thought she could make out the  glowing eyes and sharp teeth of a murky giant creature.   Mrym felt her senses retract, and she was drifting upward through a bubbly haze.  Arms and legs twisted about in the waves, and her breath was soon sucked out of her lungs.  She went limp and drifted to the surge of the tides.
	Timothy was  yelling at her, "Why is Timothy yelling at me?",  she thought, and swallowed a lungful of water--she knew what he was saying, "Hold on!  Hold on! Mrym, hold on!"  She lost consciousness as her friend towed her to land  and to safety.  
	"Are you all right, Mrym.   Talk to me, are you with me?"
Mrym lay sputtering and coughing, unable to answer Timothy's call.
	"What are you doing, Mrym?  What on earth were you thinking?"
Mrym couldn't imagine where these questions were coming from.   There were strange, unknown creatures at the bottom of Kinneret, and she had seen one of them.  She had confirmed what the tales of the fishermen and seamen had told.  She felt herself falling away, drifting into a cavern, and there she felt long strong arms cradling her body.  The bubbles stopped tickling her face and her body slackened into a soft repose.  "Somebody loves me, somebody cares...", music   floated through her mind, a song that David had sung.   Jonah and Timothy lifted her onto the jetty, awaiting her breath to fully resume.  
*     *     *
	Mrym puttered along barefoot where the surf spread across the pebbled beach, looking for treasures, stopping now and then to dip down and pry up another specimen for her now elaborate rock gardens around the house, flowerbeds, and trees and just about everywhere on the property.  There were displays that approached being shrines.  Shrines of Mrym's  world.  She had taken to making excursions farther and farther up and down the shoreline, even going inland into the hills and forested lands.  She loved the scent of the cedars and firs, the moist green oxygenated whiff of nature at its best.  There were views of the heart-shaped lake that filled her with longing.  And the rocks were more diverse, larger with more irregular shapes.  There was chert, limestone, quartz, sandstone and basalt--all the types found down on the beach in the form of pebbles and hand sized stones, just less sea-weathered and shaped.  In the hills, she didn't find the strange worn volcanic rock or the water-worn shards of ancient pottery that she found near home, but she found a life teeming with new discoveries--different animal and plant life, and even old spear points and scraping tools from hundreds of years past.  
	When Mrym's parents first found she'd been venturing away from home, they sternly scolded her and kept a close watch on her, through her older brothers and sisters, and through the hired hands.  Mrym’s sisters, as well as Joshua and Ben, tended to look the other way when Mrym was absent, hoping to avoid yet another confrontation.  But Mrym had a charm and a way about her, which she used to get what she wanted.   More than merely wants, she saw it as getting what she needed.  It was an imperative for her to satisfy her creative and investigative urges, for this was a part of her quest into the unknown, into the mystery.  And she was stubborn as a bee deprived of her flowers. 
	So Mrym picked her times, and kept making her surreptitious jaunts despite the warnings and threats of discipline.  The worst that had come from discipline were some spankings and  being forced to clean out the sewage latrine, as well as the fish sauce tanks after they'd been emptied.  Philip and Levana tried to impress upon her the dangers involved in her expeditions, and reaffirmed the commandments of honoring thy father and mother,  the usual lecture.  But Mrym had seen enough to make up her own mind--at the heart of the issue, was that women were subjected to repressive Jewish religious and cultural law which remanded them to stay at home, and of course, obey their husbands and parents to the letter.  The day that she vowed to herself she would never be a part of the multitude of women cast down in what was little more than slavery, was the day that the family lines were drawn about Mrym and her transgressions.
	Then there was the day, when once again, Mrym showed impudence and disdain for the familial expectations for her to work in the fish factory.  She had saddled up David’s horse, a strong chestnut mare, and ridden into the hinterlands again.  When she returned, at twilight, most of her brothers, Philip and family were waiting for her out front of the house.  Supper had passed an hour ago.  As she sidled up toward the house, her brother Jacob started the confrontation.
	“Is that you, Mrym, the disobedient sister who causes such turmoil in our family?”
	“That would be me, my brother.”
	“Don’t you know how worried and concerned we’ve all been for your safety, Mrym?”  Her mother stood in your usual posture of arms akimbo.
	“I’m sorry to have burdened you with worry and concern, mother, and I truly sought to return in good time, but the stones and the trees and the hills were calling out to me, and I fell asleep in a meadow--it was so peaceful,  mother.”
	Joseph strode up to his young sister, as she approached the gathering, and grabbed her by the upper arms,  gripping her tightly.  His voice carried nothing but anger and displeasure,
	“What right do have to disobey your parents  and family?  What right do you have to show such dishonor and disrespect to those who brought you into the world?”
	Mrym slunk down and tried to shrug off her brother’s hold, to no avail.
Then Jacob emerged from the throng and grasped Mrym’s chin, and raised his other arm  to deliver a swift slap to the hapless girl, when Philip took hold of Jacob’s forearm and released its grip on Mrym.
	“Jacob, you are the oldest son of Isaac, and you are the one entrusted with the family legacy and heritage.   I ask of you, not as your father, or as an authority pronouncing himself over you, but of one human being to another--please listen to my voice as the voice of a friend, and as a mentor to you.  Not all the strictures of Judaic law need be applied here, at this time--think of who you are addressing.  Your sister, Mrym, is very young and different from the common breed of persons.  So I implore you to allow myself, and your mother, to address any issues at hand towards Mrym.”
	Joseph stood angry and defiant, as was his voice.
	“I am not the first born son, but I deplore the manner in which Mrym has been treated here--not the manner of discipline, but the lack of discipline.  You, my step-father, I’m obligated to respect, but I’m having a hard time respecting how you let this girl’s impudence toward authority run rampant.  She needs to be taught firmly and consistently the rules of behavior and consequences, and she needs to get the message loud and clear, that her actions will not be tolerated any longer.”
	Philip kept a steady gaze with Joseph, then turned to Jacob.
	“I only ask of you, Jacob,” and then turning to Joseph, “and to you, Joseph, that you reconsider your attack upon your sister.  She needs wise counsel, and what you are representing has its truth and value, truly.  But Mrym is not someone you can put in a box, stifle with the voice of reason and injunctions, and make into the perfect little Jewish girl that causes no problems.  It just isn’t going to be that way.”
	“Philip, I respect your authority as my stepfather, but I don’t see you wielding authority as an experienced father of children, like my father, Isaac, and my mother.   They know what is best in raising children, and I refer to them for my instruction and jurisprudence.”
	“And well that it should be, Jacob.  You may discount my lack of experience with raising children, but listen to me--I do not lack in the wisdom of compassion and forgiveness.  These are not something which can be inherited, or taught.  I only ask that you exercise these virtues toward Mrym, and keep your judgments to yourself.”
	Joseph scuffed his sandals and walked away, saying,
	“You can talk all you want, Philip, but your just covering up for Mrym’s out of control behavior, her sins and transgressions.”
	All through this argument, Levana had been silent, but now she stepped forward to confront her daughter,
	“You, Mrym, I have tried to raise you properly, as best I know how, and have only received torment, in exchange,  for 8 years now.  I have only asked that you obey me and give me the respect a mother deserves.  And then you go and practically drown yourself when you should have been working.   Why do you stand between me and our God this way?”
	At this point Mrym had been lost in the foray, but she managed to reply,
	“Mother, I don’t seek to stand between you and God, and I’m not trying to be disrespectful or disobedient.  Its not like I don’t know what Moses’ teachings are, and its not that I’m trying to do wrong.  I just have these impulses, these voices, these dreams and notions that speak to my heart, and I have to listen, I have to obey them, too.  I don’t want to be a bad girl, I don’t want to be scorned, or locked in a dark closet,  or be treated as an outcast.  Please, mama.”
	Seeing Mrym’s extreme distress, Philip intervened, and picked up his daughter and held her in his arms.  
	“I think its time we took care of each our own duties and business at this time.  This is now an issue  for Mrym’s parents to work out.  There’s a time and place for these matters, and a public forum over Mrym’s disciplinary needs, is not what’s right or timely.  This is now a condition of you needing to respect Levana and myself, and what Mrym needs, as much as anything.”
	That further agitated the perturbed brothers, and left the crowd of siblings murmuring like a noisy gallery at a trial.  Philip carried Mrym to her room, motioning Levana to accompany him.  The trio moved in silence, until after their daughter was tucked into bed.
	“Philip, I don’t know what to say.  Your leniency toward this girl is an impropriety and a disservice to me, as well as to the rest of our family.  What is it with her, and you?”
	“What it is, is this:  I see something in Mrym that doesn’t come along very often, not in within a family, not within a generation, not within a millennium.  She has a gift.  It is the gift some call prophesy, some call divine, and some call crazy, sick and wrong.  She has needs above and beyond what we know about, and though she may disrupt our lives, we owe it to her and we owe it to God to treat her with love and deference to those special needs she has.  As long as I am head of this household, that will be how I will deal with this.”
	"I'm listening, Philip, but I worry that if Mrym does not soon learn to act appropriately, with propriety, then her future will be in jeopardy."
	"I understand, dear, and I think that I'm more concerned that we are sending mixed messages to her--you, on the one hand, are a severe disciplinarian, and I, gravitate to the other end of the spectrum, with leniency and trying to teach by example.  How can she not help but be confused?" 
	The husband and wife seemed to reach an impasse, and perhaps a point of exhaustion.  This was new territory for Philip, and it taxed him.  Never had Levana heard her husband take such an authoritative stance, and she let the aggravation  subside, though not without a sense of lingering anger and disapproval.  They both inwardly knew that tensions within the family would continue to grow, and no brother or sister would be exempt from the ambiguities and anxieties from their relationships with each other, over the matter of Mrym.
	After Mrym’s undersea adventure, and the family argument over Mrym’s disobedience, Philip paid a visit with Rabbi Samuel at the synagogue.  He felt the situation with Mrym was slipping out of his hands, and that something, he didn’t know what or how,  had to change.  He told the Rabbi about the confrontations between the oldest sons and Mrym, of Levana’s distancing herself further from her daughter, and how Mrym seemed to be bent on acting in increasingly risky behaviors.  
	“What finally pushed me over the edge was her nearly drowning herself day before yesterday--if it wasn’t for Jonah and Timothy, I don’t think she’d be alive today.”
	“How is Mrym today?”
	“She acts like nothing much happened, except for the fact that she is trying to convince everyone that she saw a sea monster at the bottom of the lake.”
	“Always so dramatic, always with that big imagination, that would be Mrym.  I guess that her imagination will always be that way, though it could be that her dream world may be crossing over into her daily life more and more.  Does she seem more drifty, or dreamy in how she talks or moves?”
	“Not anymore than usual, I don’t think.  But I could be too close to her to see the subtle changes happening daily--sometimes she does surprise me when I look at her--she’s growing up so fast,  and its like I can’t keep up with the pace and reach of her mind.  I’m afraid that she’s going to die young if things continue, or at least destroy the integrity and peace of the family.”
	“You’ve got a tricky situation at hand, Philip, and I don’t envy your dilemma with how to best care for and discipline Mrym.  One of the things that first came to my mind when you were describing how things were, was, that perhaps a change of scene for Mrym could benefit everyone.  Do you know what I’m talking about?”
	“If what you’re saying is, to send her away to live somewhere else, don’t think we haven’t discussed it, Levana and me, that is.  Call it pride, but I just hate the idea of giving up on her like that.  And besides,  I can’t think of anyone who has the time or place for someone as demanding as Mrym.”
	“Now I don’t want you to think that I’ve overstepped my bounds on this, Philip, but I did talk with Isaac not long ago, we talked about this very subject.”
	“Isaac came to you about these concerns over Mrym?
	“Not exactly, I was the one who broached the subject, it doesn’t really matter who approached who, does it?”
	“It matters to me, since I’m the father in charge of Mrym’s living situation.  Why were you, as you say it, broaching the subject with Isaac?”
	 “I  wanted his perspective on things, and to see what solutions he might think of, since he knows the family well, but maintains a distance, which could afford him a little more objectivity.   But honestly, Philip, the real reason I brought the subject of Mrym up to Isaac was, that I’ve been getting comments, complaints to be exact, from members of the Magdalene community.”
	“Complaints, huh?  I’ve heard a few of those, not only from my own family, but from my neighbors, even some of the hired hands I’ve overheard talking.  Gauging from the sniping I’ve heard, some would think I have a little daemon, not a little daughter, named Mrym.”
	“You understand what I’m saying, Philip, I have my constituency and community to deal with here.  I can’t stopper my ears and hope it gets better by itself.  I’m just praying for your sake, and Mrym’s, that we, or that you, can find a means of resolving this.”
	Philip looked away from the Rabbi, and peered far away into a non-specific place, where nothing but the beating of his heart sounded in his ears.  His voice didn’t sound like his own when he commented,  “I’m listening.”
	“To get back to the point, Isaac thought the idea of Mrym moving somewhere else was worth a try.  And he had someplace in mind which he thought might work.”
	“And what place is that?”
	“At his brother Helix’s place, near Qana.” 
Mrym’s Uncle Helix was a glass blower who lived reclusively just outside the village of Qana.  He had been adopted by Isaac’s father, John, when he was an orphaned boy of 10.  Helix was the last of his lineage, for all his relatives had died, his father and mother most recently in the fire that burned Zippori down.  His only sibling, sister Martha, had died of tuberculosis shortly before her  parent’s deaths.  Helix was an anomaly, if nothing else.  He lived alone in a modest house, which was crammed ceiling to floor with all sorts of pottery,  paintings, glass sculptures, manuscripts and bric-a-brac.  Helix was a collector, and collecting, displaying and sorting through his possessions took up a large part of his waking hours--what was left after working glass for a small shop in Zippori.  He only worked 3 or 4 days a week, but the quality of his glasswork was in high demand, especially his treatment of the new Egyptian blue glass, as well as green glasses made in many shapes.
	"Isaac and Levana both have told me about Helix.  I don’t see him as a reasonable choice for being a guardian for Mrym--he doesn’t have a clue how to raise a child, much less a child with exceptional character like Mrym.  No, no, that sounds ludicrous to me.”
	“Listen, Philip, the choices are very limited here, and there are some possibilities here you may not be able to see.  For instance, Helix is looking for an apprentice.  According to what I've heard,  he’s unconventional enough to consider a mature girl for such a position.  Mrym likes stones and has a strong artistic talent, and glass blowing is working with molten stone materials.  She would be under supervision constantly, and have an interesting place to live in, from what Isaac tells me.  Tell me you’ll at least consider this, please.”
	“This is all too much to take in for the moment.  I need to pray and sleep on this, and talk with Levana, and then Mrym, about what this would mean.  This is most upsetting, and I ask your pardon to leave now.”
	And with that, Philip returned home, his head swimming with thoughts of what was the best course of action, feeling the community’s disapproval, wondering how Mrym was handling all this, and now this Uncle Helix proposition.  Once he entered the house, he spoke only sparsely to anyone, and everyone let him go his way.  He finally  made a bee line for the cellar.  “Tonight.” he counseled himself by lamplight, there in the damp coolness, “All the wine in Galilee won’t likely take away this weight of trouble, but I think I’m going to give it a try.”
*     *     *
	 Jewish traditional religious beliefs and practices directed at women were some of the most severe in the Holy Land--in all lands, if truth be known.  Women were allowed in public only if  well-veiled. Disobedience by a woman could be grounds for a number of punishments, from beatings to being stoned to death or having the woman sold in the slave trade.  Religious life was no exception:  Jewish women were traditionally disallowed from taking active roles in religious worship, sacramental offerings and communal holy day rituals.  They were not allowed to receive spiritual teachings or guidance from rabbis, not to mention the luxury of any education above the rudimentary.  Additionally, they were even separated from the men in the synagogues, usually by a partition or divider which effectively removed them from close proximity and view of what was transpiring.
	The reasoning behind this repression and subjugation was most always given with reference to the "unclean" times, their menstrual cycle,  coupled with tedious inferential scriptural and Talmudic quotes.  During 7 days of their periods, women were not allowed to do much of anything, much less enter a synagogue.  Of course, this meant that in their daily work, they were not permitted to perform any function remotely related to the production of food.  This injunction severely strained some local and familial economies if and when a number of the women had their periods simultaneously (which was not unusual).    The traditional laws also deemed a woman "unclean" for a period of 40 days after the birth of a son, but they were unclean for 80 days after the birth of a daughter.
	What the religious and cultural dictates boiled down to was:  Women were considered and treated as Property, and they were,  on deep level, considered as a source of evil.  This is reflected in the aforementioned examples of Judaic law, as well as the following.  Women were afforded little or no authority, especially in teaching the word of God, and in most all aspects of social and economic life.  They were not allowed to testify at trials, since they were considered to all be liars.  If a woman was raped in a town or city, they were considered guilty and were put to death (along with the rapist).  However, a woman raped in the country was deemed innocent, for no one could hear her cries in that setting (or so the rationale goes).  By law, the prescription for punishment for a man or a woman for committing adultery was death by stoning, although in practice only the women received the stonings.  In the matter of sex before marriage, the automatic penalty was death for girls, and nothing for the man.  Finally, women were considered by the Talmud, to unanimously be witches at heart, which fed into the whole arena of magic and sorcery that mixes in and out of historical and scriptural accounts.  
	Due to the extreme practices of Roman taxation of the populace, which included the  plundering of their stores of grains, livestock and other produce, there was a great economic pressure on the people of Palestine.  On occasion, the pressure on some Jewish families, who were otherwise God-fearing and decent people, forced them to consider selling off their young daughters to merchant pimps who ran brothels.  Even in the pastoral hills of Galilee such a phenomenon was evident.  Of course, Jewish law proscribed women to be whores, but of course exceptions were made, and eyes turned the other way.  Men were not to commit adultery, but there was nothing said about them having sex with non-Jewish women.  And who would stand up and witness to the ethnicity of any given harlot from any given brothel?
	Though still so young, Mrym was perceptive beyond her years, perceptive far beyond the norm, and had what some called, "the Gift".  She was too young to know all the social, economic, political and religious terms and realities, yet she could see through the veils of language and preconceptions to the essence of what was going on around her.  And she was candid about what she saw, to a point, and sometimes to a fault;  yet there were certain things she kept close to her own heart and guarded vigilantly.   Her dream visions were such things.  Even though they begged, even cried out to be released, like some caged wild bird, she counseled herself to be patient and quiet.  But sometimes she must test the air, the safety of the surroundings, with an outrageous question or statement to someone:
	"Its just no fun around here.  I was just thinking I might need to catch a camel train to Damascus and join the pagan worshippers at Caesarea Philippi."--  just to see the person's reaction, and if they’d caught her whimsy and sense of absurdity.  Most reacted with indignant frowns and perturbation.  So, most often, she held her tongue (or tried to), and tended to keep a furtive stance about anything of real consequence.  Even toward Timothy, she hadn't the trust to disclose her inner self, preferring to keep what they had to child's play and age-specific engagement.  But there was always the edge of mischief and potential danger in her fertile imagination.
	"You know, Timothy,"   she  continued on the theme of sneaking off from the daily chores, "there's a lot more to living than tending sheep and cleaning fish, winnowing wheat and spinning nets.  What would you do if you could do anything you wanted in this world?"  There was a long pause in the conversation.
	"Well, I think I'd like to ride horses.  You know, train them and ride them through the mountains and across the plains."
	"That sounds wonderful to me, too.  All I ever get to ride are those dumb ass donkeys, in circles around the place.  Only my brothers get to ride the horses.  Boys get to have all the fun."
	"Yeah, your brother, David, let me ride his horse after Levon and Shoshona's wedding two years ago, I think it was.  That was great!  I really like David."
	David was someone Mrym could trust with anything, and he would keep it secret.  She didn't get to be with him much--with the increases in business, he was always so busy spinning flax and net cord, assembling the nets and tools needed to keep the family going, materially.  His nets were resilient and long-lasting, and David had become the pride of his stepfather, Philip, whose net making prowess was renowned throughout the Yam Kinneret region.  David loved to race one of the two horses the family owned, Sea Mare, he called her.
	"David's a good man.  Don't tell anyone, but he took me for a ride to Capharnaum to pick up some lead for making weights for the dragnets.  We even got stopped by a Roman patrol who asked of our intentions and made sure we paid a toll.  David told them he was taking his ailing little sister to the healing hot springs at Yosh Pina, hoping for a miraculous cure.  We really didn't go to the springs, but Capharnaum was interesting, the  houses there are all hooked together in circles or groups, with a courtyard and gardens in the middle of each circle.  And the homes are mostly small, dark-looking affairs,  made of basalt with thatched and mud roofs.  Someday I'll get to go there on my own, and even farther."
	Timothy scoffed, "You think so?  You're just a girl, fat chance you'll go any where farther than where your future husband lives, or would take you."
	"Just you wait and see, Timothy, just you wait.  There are things you don't know, and things you can't foresee, like just how stupid it is to say, "You can't do that 'cause you're a girl."
	Just then the shrill voice of her mother jarred the air between the two.   	"See you later, Mrym."
	"Shalom, Timothy."
*     *    *
	Philip was surprise that, when he first told Levana about his meeting with the Rabbi, she was opposed to the idea of sending Mrym away to live with her Uncle Helix.  As much as she relished the thought of not having to deal with the girl’s disobedience, she also shared her husband’s view that Helix was not up to taking care of such a girl as Mrym.
	“I have nothing against the man, I know he’s a good and decent person--I just think his way of living and his inexperience with children would cause more troubles than save any.”
	Philip found himself, curious as it was to himself, presenting the arguments in favor of such a move.
	“But what about her becoming his apprentice, that could be just the thing for her to focus her energies on, and keep her waywardness at bay.”
	“I don’t think so, Philip.  Perhaps in a few years, when she is more mature, but I don’t think glass blowing will be something she would be inclined toward--you know her, she relishes being out in nature, by her shore and big water--not in some fiery furnace of a job we are forcing on her.”
	Philip knew she was right, and the couple decided to keep this prospect and discussion to themselves, only to themselves.  They slept a little better after coming to this agreement, but still the Mrym quandary remained and settled over them like a brooding winter sky,  the possibility of a storm only moments away.
	Troubles with the Romans were nothing new, but as Mrym approached adolescence, the troubles bore down on the citizens of Galilee, and of Judea as well.  Just when the Jewish people thought the tariffs couldn't get any more burdensome, Herod and his myrmidon drove the demands deeper into the thin pockets of the populace.  By all appearances, Herod Antipas was trying to affect his kingly strut before Emperor Tiberias, much like his famous father, Herod the Great had done in his reign.  Bend the back of the working people just to the breaking point, in order to fill the coffers, which, besides the need for necessary infrastructure maintenance, were used for massive tributes in the form of building cities and monuments in honor of the Emperor, in addition to the monetary pledges lavished upon him. 
	 Truly, the people of Israel were in bondage in their own land-- it was the day when the tyranny of repression and oppression ruled, and few knew where to turn to for true spiritual guidance.  Not only was there the external oppression of the people from the Roman conquerors, there was an internal pressure of new beliefs and dissatisfaction rising up to question the constricting traditions and doctrines of orthodox Judaism.  Galilee, in particular, was a crucible of social upheaval,  and was a contrast to the staid urban- centered Judean society, owing to the great mix of Jews, gentiles, Greeks and pagans of all types residing there.  And where there is that kind of pressure from within and from without, a great thirst for righteousness, for spiritual and social redemption grows, and the social fabric rends.  
	Not only was there the extortion and bondage of the Roman grip, there was much dissension among the Jewish faith in Palestine.  Between the Pharisees, the Sadducees and the Sanhedrin,  the Assayahs (Essenes), the high priests and priests, the Sicarii, the Zealots, not to mention a myriad of diverse sects, from the mystical to the rabidly political, there was a tremendous sectarian divergence of understanding and interpretation of the Tanakh, whether it be the written traditions or the oral traditions.  So there was no one collective faith, and feuds between some of the sects were common, and sometimes beyond quarrelsome, becoming hostile and even murderous.  None of them exerted  any true political power in Roman controlled Palestine, but the Sadducees--the high priests and other clerics would puff themselves up and claim religious jurisdiction over the people of the land--but only in word, and to a lesser degree in faith.  So there was a crisis of faith--a faith in foment throughout the land, and especially so in lower Galilee.  
	If the Galilean people were becoming more willing to consider new ideas, more willing to soften the hard and fast rules of their religion and culture, willingness to accept others who thought differently was not always  part of the deal.  Prejudice still reared its ugly head, such as,  judging the Samaritans as unclean and ignorant,  the traditional repression of women, and the killing of other Jews out of political enmity.
	Levana and her daughters had taken a cool, blustery Thursday  (Yam-Ham-Me-Shee) off from the usual labors to go market day  in Magdala.  Situated on the north end of town, just outside the stone wall,  they joined in the teeming crowds of veiled women and girls, some with their husbands a distance ahead or away.   It was a festive atmosphere, a plethora of sights, sounds and smells--all the tables and stalls filled with baskets of fruits and vegetables, herbs and spices;  and there were displays of kitchen and household wares, storage jars, bottles, baskets and containers of every size and shape, simple to elaborate, knives and cutting tools, sharpeners and more;  there were textiles of rugs and blankets, spools of ribbon, bolts of fabric to make clothes, wool and fibers to make luxurious blankets and bedding.  That is the section in which the Isaac family congregated at.
	"Dorona, I believe this is the place where I found the material for Rose's wedding gown;  but its been 2 years and I don't recognize this woman selling these materials."  Levana referred to young woman standing in the midst of an multicolored array of fabrics draped on racks.  The merchant woman nodded.   "Oh, but I remember you, dear lady.  It was my mother who sold you the lengths of white fabric then, and I was assisting her then."
	"Bless her, she always had the finest woven and imported cloth.  How is your mother?"
	"I'm sad to say she has fallen ill and is at home, in the care of my sisters.  So I am left alone to tend the market stall.  My name is Ruth, and if there's something you want here, I'll give you an excellent price;  and if there's something you want which you don't see here, I'll gladly make inquiries and arrange to order it for you, or find who does have it here in town."
	"I'm sorry to hear about your mother.  Our prayers will be with her.  Now, Ruth, let's see, we're looking to dress my second daughter for her wedding in 3 months time.  And I think we're interested...."   Dorona couldn't keep from interrupting her mother,  "I'm interested in the smoothest, softest,  most lovely cotton.  I dreamt of having the finest linen, but I know that's not what we talked about, but it would sure be dreamy, Nana."                                                        	Levana shook her head with a smile.  "Dream on is all I'm going to say, girl.  What was good enough for your older sister will be plenty good enough for you."
	"But I was thinking that with all the new fishing business and more money coming in, maybe there would be an allowance for a little extra."
	Carmela chimed in, "Yes, mom, why not enjoy some of the fruits of our labor."
	"Cut the 'fruits of our labor' crap, Carmela.  I know what wiles you're up to--you're looking down the road at your own wedding, given that you can find someone to marry the likes of you, and setting the table so you can get something special, too."   Levana often took a severe tone toward her daughters, more so in public than at home, and they all knew she had a presiding fondness for her sons over her daughters which she wasn't abashed to show.  Meanwhile, Mrym, being Mrym, had wandered off in the direction of something that had caught her eye while the troupe of women wound around the bazaar.
	"Your going to look beautiful, even more beautiful than Rose, Dorona, no matter what you wear.  You could wear sackcloth and you'd still turn the heads of every boy in town or country." 
	"Why thank you, Mehira.  You are so kind and sweet to say so.  I just want to look good for Abraham, I just want everything to be right."   Dorona was betrothed to Levi, the fisherman's second son, Abraham.  Since Levi was the wealthiest fisherman in the area, this wedding was very important to Isaac, Philip and family--it was the joining of two families who potentially controlled most of the fishing in the Magdala port.
	"She's right, Dorona, you'll look fine.  And everything's in order--Philip has seen to it your dowry is in place, Susanna (Micah's wife} has offered to be in charge of the food, Levon and Jerome are going to help with the music."  In truth, Isaac was paying the dowry, but Levana didn't like to acknowledge his continued place in the real workings of the family.  There was still a flame burning in her, mostly an angry smolder, but still a love remained, buried deep.
	"Oh no!  Has anyone seen Mrym?  Carmela?"  Carmela's eyes grew large and her cheeks turned a scarlet red, craning her neck to search far and long in every direction of the marketplace.
	"I thought Dorona was watching them."
	"You know damn well that I told you to keep the younger ones close to you.  And besides, Dorona's got her head in the clouds and miles away.  She's barely able to think straight, much less keep track of somebody else."
	"Mother!"  Dorona took exception to this characterization.  But Mrym was no where to be seen.
	"I'll take Mehira, with me, Nana, I'll find her soon enough, she can't be that hard to find."
	Her mother just glared as the two girls hurried away.  "I just knew I should have left that little rascal home today, I had this feeling in my bones there'd be some trouble, always is with that little wungalah."
	"Oh Mom, she doesn't get to go anywhere most of the time, and I really wanted her to be with me when I picked out the dress material and other things.
We all have to look out for her, for each other, but especially Mrym.  She's got the wanderlust and is so inquisitive."
	"Dorona, I know she's your sister, and I know you love her to death--but I can't help it, she brings out the venom in me, love her or not--she doesn't mind, she doesn't do her share of the chores.  She just wants to fool around with rocks, tell tales, ride horses and play with boys--would that she was a boy--and the crazy things she says.  Why, just the other day she came to me and told me she saw blue angels dancing on the water,  around the boats.  I wouldn't doubt that what some of the neighbors say is true,  maybe Mrym is possessed by some daemon or spirit."
	"Oh mother, you're making too much of an eight-year old girl’s imagination.  I was thinking the other day--yes I do think, and pretty well I might add--I was thinking that maybe what she needs is to be given a chance to do other work, something she's love to do.  I know it sounds wild, but what about her being sent to stay with someone like an artisan, who could teach her a trade or something?"   Dorona winced in anticipation of her mother's reaction to her idea.  But the gruff retort she expected didn't happen.
	"Yes, daughter, that does sound wild....it runs contrary to what a  girl or a woman is meant to do, of who she is in our community.  But it does make sense, in its own odd way.  I guess what I'm saying is, that its not like an impossibility--and don't think I haven't wanted to just ship her away to live with some distant relations, or sell her to the traders--no, no, that's not right, I didn't...I wouldn't ever consider such a thing, really.  Its just that....its just that, I can't bring myself to get close to her.  She's just too much for me to deal with.  I get these spells and its like I can't stand up or breathe.  You understand, don't you, dear...don't you?"
	Dorona wasn't sure what to say.  She'd never seen her mother this way,  vulnerable and uncertain, almost begging for something like a mix of forgiveness and sympathy.  Even her shoulders slumped and her eyes seemed hollow, her skin pale and drawn--in the span of a minute, her mother looked as though she'd taken on 10 years of hard living.
	"Anyway, Dorona, let's not belabor the point.  The point is....the point is that Mrym's like a little lamb gone astray and your sisters will find her and bring her back.  Let's you and I settle in to the business of finding some fine wedding dress fabric--how much do you think you'll need?  Oh, Ruth, you have such a good memory, more than an old woman like myself--what was that style of fabric your mother sold us for my Rose's wedding dress?"    Levana  snapped back into her usual self, taking charge, shoulders back and tight as a drum;  her eyes steady like a hawk and eyeing only the rows upon row of materials as she spoke.  
	Carmela, firmly hand in hand with little sister Mehira, was getting very fidgety--she still hadn't seen her missing sister after what seemed like hours of clambering up and down the aisles filled with women bartering over dyed wool and spools of colored yarns,  pottery and tools of all makes and sizes, haggling over the price of figs and dates, olives, pomegranates and limes, and every kind of vegetable--beans, lentils, cucumbers and onions;  they were closely inspecting cuts of lamb, jars of pickled sardines, and baskets of whole fish of every kind--mullet, chichlid, musht (and the "unclean" varieties--catfish and eels, the ones without fins and scales, purchased only by gentiles);  and the smell of herbs and spices lingered--coriander, cumin, pepper, rosemary, mustard, cloves, mint and dill curried the air.  They paused in the  farthest corner of the market, where few booths stood, those of scribes and counselors, mostly;  they were near where  the western edge of the town meets the north-south axis of the trans-Jordan-Yam Kenneret road.  Before them, in the shadowy recesses of a dirty tent the color of ochre clay, Carmela saw the big-haired silhouette of Mrym.  She was standing before a table, attended to by a seated women whom Carmela couldn't see.  As Carmela and Mehira approached the red striped canopied opening of the tent,  Carmela noticed the simple sign hung above the entrance:  
	"What's in Your Future?"
It was written in Greek, Aramaic, and another language she couldn't read.   A strange sweet incense, with a hint of jasmine and myrrh, wafted from the tent.  Holding Mehira's hand even tighter and signaling to her sister with the fingertips- to-lips gesture, she hovered at the opening, her head cocked to hear what was being said inside.  Mrym was asking a question of the diviner.
	"What is that fragrance you are burning.   I detect a floral jasmine smell, but what is the base note?"
	"Curious girl, that is myrrh, very precious, from Abyssinia.  It is used for special occasions, such as funerals and consecrations.  Myrrh, that is how you say it in your country, yes?  That translates in Hebrew to mean, 'bitter'.  And you're thinking, that your name is Mrym, and synonymous then with bitter.  No.  You're name is a blessing from God, in numerological configuration, definitely not bitterness.  Yours is a sweetness that will draw hearts closer to Him."
	"You will travel at length during the latter half of your life, first circling around the villages and towns of your people, then in ever widening orbits  to larger towns....yes, and I see cities, inland and on the coasts of foreign lands, you sailing across the great water, to lands far from home.  You will bring a great message, as a teacher and true friend to the multitudes.  You will have no home then--only the sacred road, the land of your heart, which your spirit wanders in delight and determination, and in destiny."
	Mrym stood quietly, her odd-colored eyes fixed on the soothsayer's face.  It was a face of deep olive complexion, with a furrowed brow and dark smoky eyes, like the eyes of the nearly blind, full red lips, and silver streaked hair bound in the swirl of a large blue scarf, the ends of which streamed down the woman's shoulders.  What appeared to be a gold necklace with some sort of animal figure as a pendant hung below her chin.  From her vantage point, Carmela found her age hard to determine--old, young, in-between, or maybe all three--though her voice indicated a long, hard life, and had an odd inflection.  She had heard about diviners and potion makers who carried on an old pagan tradition many contemporary Jews thought of as related or equivalent to the sorcerers and witches of old--how it was a sin to practice such beliefs and esoteric rituals.  The woman rolled her eyes close and continued to speak.
	"Men will despise you, those that fear the power of a woman, those who are ignorant of the feminine power of what they call God--you will be fortified by the Spirit, a great spirit, protected from stone-casting hypocrites and the fires of grudge-bearing fear mongers.  You are steady as  rock in your faith, though you will endure great distress, as though beset with daemons.  You have a beauty impossible to hide, and a strength which no earthly force will deny.  You shall take the straight path to the Lord of all.  Be watchful--your Lord will come as a thief in the night.  You will be guided well, and well it will be for those who love you.  Go now, precious one, God be with you."
	Mrym reached forward and placed her hands upon the women's head, whispering what sounded to Carmela, like,   "Thank-you for seeing me, and God be with you, too, mother."  Mrym was smiling, as though to herself,  as she turned and walked out of the lamp-lit shadows, and didn't seem surprised to find her two sisters waiting for her outside.
	"I thought I felt somebody's eyeballs watching me.  I should have known it was you come to chase me down and bring me back."
	"Mrym.  Nana's really angry at you, and now we're both going to be in big trouble when she gets us home.  She‘ll probably hang both of us in the closet."  Carmela's relief at finding her wayward sister had been short-lived.  And the littlest sister by her side piped up,
	"Am I going to be in trouble, too?  I didn't do anything, I was just trying to be good."  Mehira seemed about ready to burst into tears.
	Mrym's arms encircled the upset 3  year old, and squeezed her until she lifted off the ground.  "Its gonna be all right.  You're too little to get into any big trouble."   She swung Mehira around and around until the little one giggled and forgot all about the "trouble".   
	Carmela took her younger sisters, one hand in hand on either side of her, and walked quickly back toward the fabric and woolen stalls where she hoped Nana and Dorona would be waiting for them.  The crowds were thinning as the day waned, and little Mehira was practically dangling off the grip of her fast-paced older sister.  Mrym trailed behind, with a characteristically bemused, off-in-her-own-world countenance about her face.  She was thinking about exotic and interesting new places, Panias, Antioch, Damascus, Alexandria, Tarsus, Ephesus-- names that she only knew from the stories of travelers, old scrolls, older brothers and other male relatives.  She was in no hurry to go home, and thought about what the fortune teller had told her,  "I wonder what she meant by, "You will have no home then, only the sacred road....".  Another mystery to delve into,  she mused to herself.  She also wondered at how it could be that some people could foresee things in the future;  "was this something sinful or evil, like the rabbis and many people would say.  Why would it be evil?  That is, if God gave people a gift of prophesy, why would it be bad unless someone was using it to harm someone else?"  These and  many other thoughts reeled through the young girl’s mind.  Before she realized who it was, she felt a tight grip on her arm, and felt her mother shaking her and reprimanding her with a razor tongue.  
	"And this will be the last trip to town I'll be taking you on, girl.  I just can't trust you for a minute when my back is turned.  I ought to paddle your behind right hear in public, but it'll have to wait until we get home--too much to do, and you already wasted too much of my time.  Time is something that gets shorter and harder to bear by the day,  for someone my age."
	Levana was fond of reminding others of her advancing years and suffering she'd endured.  And it was like she wanted others close to her to feel the aches and pains she felt.
	"When you get married and have children, you'll no doubt have a daughter who will let you know what its like, how hard motherhood is.  Then you'll see what its like to deal with an unruly child's mischief and disrespect.  You."   
	She delivered 'You' as punctuation mark,  as a dart aimed straight for the heart of her daughter's sense of guilt.  Mrym simply replied,
	“You're right, mom, if I get married and have children I'll really get to know what its like to be a parent.  If."   Mrym  delivered, 'If', as a back-at-you retort.
	"Don't get smart with me, little miss, you've pushed me far enough today.  One more crack like that and I have half a mind to sell you to those Greek gypsy sorcerers, and use the money to buy a lamb or two.  You will be married, the sooner the better, and I pity the husband who'll have to put up with the likes of you."   
	"The lady I was counseling with was a Persian, not Greek.  And she has a name, Tahirah, the pure one."  The temperature in the circle of sisters rose palpably, as did the color in Levana's cheeks.
	At that juncture in the attempted scolding, Dorona stepped in and deftly defused the moody jabbing and posturing which both mother and daughter were taking.
	"Look and see what delicious little fruit tortes I found at the food booths over there."  She pointed away toward an assemblage of well-attended stands with tables full of tasty treats--pies, cakes of all sizes and shapes, sweet breads and twists of pastries gleaming with glazes.  All the family's hands dove into the basket she held, laden with berry-filled pastry cups, all except Mrym, who looked plaintively at her mother.
	"Oh all right.  You don't deserve it,  but go ahead, take one.  But only one."
In short time all their lips and fingertips were reddish-purple, and as they walked homeward, talk was light and turned to the wedding festivities ahead, how the music by David and company would be so rapturous, and the food so delectable, about how strong and handsome Abraham was, and what a lovely couple they would make.  Life seemed so sweet and good on that walk home.
*     *     *
	Mrym was sitting by the waters edge, on her favorite limestone ledge, trying to describe last night's dream.  Her blue eye twinkled, then the green one, then she stared off to where the sky meets the sea, as if in a trance,  "....and I have to go back to the earlier dream, the one that came first, I think.  I was at this market place, at some sort of strange gift shop, and I bought this rough- looking little statue, it was a sculptured group of figures.  The main figure was a beautiful crouching panther or tiger, though its sleek head becomes human when I look at it.  Below the panther-man, its legs merge into a rocky foundation, with a swirling winged angelic creatures jutting out in front, like it was floating on air.  Also around the sides of the sculpture are human figures and body parts.  The stone is brown, and has a rough textured feel, though when I looked closer at the individual features of the assemblage, it took on a smooth and delicate quality.  The whole thing seemed to symbolize the beautiful beast becoming human in some way, and there are spiritual forces driving it and protecting it.  But it was unfinished on the back side, so I asked the lady I got it from if there was a sculpture around who could finish it, and she brought me a handful of gritty  paper to smooth and finish the piece."  She took a deep breath.
	"I was in the middle of a vast underground city, with carved  hallways and rooms cut out of reddish-brown stone, and at one certain place I had to place my sculpture, where I thought it looked right--it was on a boulder where other sculptures had been displayed in various niches.  I think Nana was there, too, and she told me this was her garden spot, and we discussed my piece of sculpture.   As I wound through the passageways, I felt no fear or anxiety, and I eventually crawled out an opening, and I was standing at the edge of a marvelous red stone garden, a panorama of history, in stone.  The red almost seemed the color of blood at times, and yet translucent.  There were solid rock forms of trees and flowers and water, some simple and some fancy.  It was like the world was made of reddish stone, but it wasn't dead, its was a living creation which mixed with air and water and wood and fire and ice and essence. " 
	 Mrym's hands joined in a prayerful posture, and as she spoke, they would lift up and separate and finger the air, then return to the prayer form, as though they were little dancers playing out the scenes as she described them.
	 "There was a stone man-God sitting and praying in the garden, he was the holy Cypress-tree shepherd man I saw in my earlier dream--like a statue , only he was breathing and fleshy, but burdened with difficult task before him.  I was there to help aide and protect him.  It was like a scene out of the Torah.  It was the holy man's last night on earth as a stone creature, and there were other stone people, followers of the holy man,  somewhere around , but I think they were sleeping, looking like sleeping rocks.  Then I took on the persona of a fierce warrior.   I joined a multitude of warriors, men and women both, who are marching in a loose formation.  We seem to all be made of mineral and stone, yet we are fluid and spirit, too.  All the while there is this powerful female spirit present--that of God's love and power--guiding us along our way.  All the world's history, past, present and future was flowing in and out of the garden, and in and out of each other and everybody.  The last thing I remember in this dream is that I assumed a fearsome form in order to fend off and frighten the enemies of the Lord, our God.  I am here to bring justice to the world.  I am here to teach the good news taught by  the holy man,  to all."  
	Philip listened patiently and intently to Mrym's recounting her dream.  He was dumbfounded, and before he could respond to her, he had to stand up and stretch his arms over his head, and take several deep breaths, and walk slowly in a circle.  
	"I really don't know where to begin, Mrym.  This is truly remarkable, a kind of epic vision.  First, I guess I'd like to know how you've learned to speak so well, so clearly, with almost as much understanding of language as a scholar would have.  And second, I’m not sure I'm the one to interpret or help you uncover the meaning of your dreams, at least not this one.  I can try, but I think I'm getting in over my head."
	"Papa, I just had to tell someone, and you've always been one I could trust not to banish or shame me, and tell me I'm foolish.  You know how something runs around in circles in your head until you just have to let it out?  Well, this something runs around inside my heart and my soul, somewhere deep inside me, and it has to come out sometime to be in the light of day, too.  Honestly, papa, there's other dreams I've had that I don't know if I’ll ever be able to share them with others."
	“Oh, my sweet little Mrym, what can you be but a beautiful, mysterious gift from God?  And how have you gained such a wealth of words and wisdom, when you've never been schooled or taught!"
	"Since I was four,  I learned that God loved me, and I was in His hands. And whenever I would get the chance I've been looking at the scrolls and sacred texts that Isaac keeps here.  He taught me some of how to read, and David has been giving me lessons when he's not too busy.  And, remember when we had the traveling teachers, who you paid to give writing and reading lessons to Jesse and Joshua (when the boys were 10 and 12, and Mrym 4  years of age)?  I sat in on those lessons, too;  and Joshua and David have been helping me ever since--that's our secret.  And believe it or not, you have been teaching me when you tell me stories and when you talk with me and when you love me like you do.” 
	“And I listen to the sounds of the birds and wind in the trees, and the water on the shore, and I feel the warmth of the sun, and I taste the air--all these things, everything and everybody have something to  teach me-- something new all the time.  Words and music, too, are like food for my soul.  The slightest thing or movement in the world I feel my senses seeking to translate into a universal code of compassion and understanding.  But learning from my dreams seems the hardest so far,  like they're in a whole different world of being."
	"Little Mrym--I don't know if I should call you little anymore, you've grown so much--what I see in you is a sensitive person gifted with a spirit vision, similar to the prophets, I dare say;  what I glean from your dream, simply put, is that you are on a spiritual journey, searching through life's maze of ways to go--eventually, you will be guided to a time and place where you'll learn your calling, where you'll find your link to your destiny.  On the way there is unfinished business, perhaps problems with others, like your mother, with whom you are given the means or tools to resolve or reconcile those  issues.  I think your dream is telling you of great things to come.   And I hope that is true, and I hope you will be safe.  And Joshua helping you out, I would have never guessed--I’ve  rarely seen you two together--and he such a quiet one, and you, well you can talk a blue streak with the best.  I think your mouth could get you into trouble,  not to say that education is something I disapprove of--and I just want you to be safe, is all."
	"What do you mean safe, papa?"
	"I mean that, if this journey is what I sense it might be, you will be in danger much of the way.  I just want you to be well and safe, precious one."
	They held one another and said little else.  In the distance a bell was tolling, the sun was setting--it was a new Shabbat.  Mrym jumped out of her papa's lap and grabbed his hands in hers,  "Hurry, papa!  I want to help light the candles."
	"You run along, little one.  I'll be up for prayers and dinner shortly."  He watched her tussled hair streaming behind her, as she ran until she disappeared into the front door.  Gradually a warm yellow glow filled the dining room windows,  as the blue sky deepened into the night's shadows.  Philip felt a shiver of tenderness and longing, of hope for his little Mrym, as if his hope for her was also the hope for his own well-being,  of his own soul.   A home coming.

					*     *     *
	
More Dreams, More Stones

	Lush fields of green wheat were sprouting up in the lake country;  it was the season of Pesach.  Myrm had just turned 10  years of age when her brother David, Isaac and a neighbor-fisherman named Daniel, a son of Zebediah, made plans to make a special trip to the Mediterranean coastal town of Ptolemais.  The  purpose of the journey was to solidify new trade relations with some Turkish traders from Antioch in Syria,  purchase household goods and look into a new source for sailcloth of a superior quality.  Though the fishing season was busier than ever,  Isaac, Phillip and company had garnered much respect and collaborations from neighboring fishermen, especially from the southwestern shores;  thus, the travels to the coast were possible without causing undo strain on the band of fishers and their allies.  
	Problems surrounding Mrym’s misbehavior had apparently taken a hiatus, with Mrym showing signs that she would be a responsible family member.  True, she still disappeared regularly, but she was more actively engaged in the work at the fish processing plant than she’d ever been.  Of course, she persistently lobbied for a position on one of the fishing boats, knowing full well she’d be denied.  Her family attributed her new attitude to an unforeseen windfall--she struck up a friendship with Rachael, Jacob’s wife.  Rachael was an inherently compassionate soul, a midwife and modest healer, who presented a bright countenance to everyone she met.  It was her who began spending time with Mrym, taking walks and discussing the world of matters which interested the girl.  She would massage the girl’s shoulders and melt away the tensions there, and Mrym would ooh and aah with unabashed pleasure.   Her informal rapport with Mrym also seemed to soften Jacob’s animosity at Mrym, which definitely moderated the tensions which had been tightening like a bowstring strung with an arrow.  And the family weddings seemed to distract Mrym from her usual deeply philosophical bent.
	Social events were now at a lull--Philip and Levana had conducted four of the older children through wedding nuptials and celebrations.  "Thank heavens!" was the sentiment expressed by Philip. "It looks like we get a break from the wedding craziness, at least for a while.  I‘ve got to be more careful about what I pray for." First had been the marriage of Rose (Shoshona) with Levon, farming neighbor Timothy's oldest son.  Rose was Levana's favorite daughter and the wedding celebrations carried on for 7 days.   Second on the list was Jacob, whose wife Rachel was an apprentice midwife:  wedding festivities lasted 6 days.  Next had been Joseph, who married Leah, daughter of a stone mason and artisan  in town;  celebrations lasted 5 days.  Then Dorona was taken by Abraham, the son of Levi, and their ceremony and party was the most lavish, and lasted 6 days.   The wives had moved in with their husband's families initially, though Abraham and Dorona had relocated to the city of Zippori, the capital of Galilee. 
	The only down-side to the past year had been Jesse, the fourth son, whose rebellious streak had until recently,  found the usual immature expressions and trouble for young men his age,  such as putting a rat in the pot of soup her mother was cooking on the stove, throwing rocks at horse or donkey riders (sometimes at Romans), who were traveling the nearby country road,  getting into fights with other boys,  getting drunk and running around naked in the yard in front of God and anyone who was peering out the house windows (his parents, he found out later, to his chagrin).  After the frightening incident with the highway robbers, Jesse had taken on an angrier, darker disposition.  He began blaming the Roman oppressors for his problems, as well as for the world's,  and by the time he was 19, Jesse felt impotent, trapped, unable to live as freely as he thought he should be living.  With little or no warning, he'd packed a bag early one morning and was gone. He begged rides to Gamala, where he joined a militant underground group sympathetic with the fanatically anti-Roman Zealots.  Word reached Philip and Levana from time to time on his status--they’d heard  he'd been wounded in a skirmish with Roman troops, and had fled far from his comrades in arms.  The last they'd heard was  that, disillusioned, Jesse had retreated to a remote mountain wilderness where it was reported he'd become a hermit.  
	Most all the family members expected David to be next in line for marriage.  Though he had taken the fancy of more than a few local women, he had expressed no particular interest in the fanfare of matrimonial union with any of them.  Now with this extended trip to Ptolemais via Zippori (to visit Dorona and Abraham), he had been working hard and long hours at fishing and mending or making new nets.  He paused sitting against the stone foundation of the boathouse, where all the fishing gear and supplies were kept.  Cradled in his arms was his kinnor, a stringed musical similar to a Greek lyre (it was King David's favored instrument).   As he strummed the strings brightly, he sang: 

"Art thou my muse, in truth, my Mare?
In verse, in song, in thought, in prayer,
Infuse, enfold me with God's grace,
In everything behold--your Face."

	David had written this song for Rose and Levon's wedding reception--music was always in him whether fishing or net-minding or relaxing, anytime:  a song always seemed to spill out in the moment.  People from all around Magdala requested his playing at Bar Mitzvahs, weddings, holy day celebrations, and dances.  And that was something that Mrym loved about her favorite brother--the song in his heart.  Sometimes she would sing along, or he would play and she would sing in her clear and melodious voice.  She cherished the winter time of the year when the boats were tethered and cold storms prevented the fishermen from pursuing their vocation.  Then David was more free to play music and spend time with her.
	"I miss hearing you play when its so busy, David.  Sometimes I pray for bad weather to keep you from going out on the water, in hopes you'll make some time for music and me."  He lay his kinnor to the side as she spoke with him.
	"You know, Mrym, I do the same thing now and then when I'm weary of the strain--the rope and net burns, chapped and bleeding fingers, the flopping of fins and tails--even the smell of fish everywhere rankles me.  And I want to fly away, ride away on Sea Mare into the hills of Galilee, smell the piney woods and forget about the work-a-day world.  And I think about how freeing it would be to be able to take you with me and show my dear little sister the world far and wide.  That's my song prayer at those times."
	"And you could compose more music and teach me how to ride a horse.  I'd really like to learn to ride well.  David, was that song you were just singing about Sea Mare (David's horse), or who, or what?"
	"I guess that it could be, but when I was first playing it, I felt like it was an ode, or at least a tribute to whatever it is that inspires me--a song of the sea;  I think it turned into a romantic wedding thing in the end.  But I like your idea--maybe I'll turn it into a song for my horse."
	“Carmela and I sing songs together that we learned from you, but we can’t ever get all the words remembered right, and so we go, “Rent-a-rent-a rent-a-rent-a-rent-a-rent-a.....”, to fill in the missing words.  We call them our “Rent-a-rent songs”.
	There was a pause in their conversation, and Mrym didn't want to say it, but it came out anyway.  She hadn't wanted to think about what tomorrow would bring.
	"Are you taking her on your journey tomorrow?"
	"No, Philip purchased a new cargo carriage and some steady horses to go with, so that's good, and you can go brush Sea Mare and feed her a honeyed figs now and then,  just to let her know I haven't forgotten her.  Oh, and could you do me a favor, sis?  I think there are rats in the haystack by the corral--would you ask your friend Timothy, or one of his family, if they've got a cat to spare that we could station in the hay shed.  I really don't want that kind of situation to get out of control--I hate those damn rodents."
	"Sure thing, David.  I'm sure there's got to be a loose cat somewhere near.  Say,  what happened to all those cats we used to have around?  There's just the tabby one that lives by the house, and maybe two wild ones by the boathouse, waiting for the boats to unload the fish and catch themselves a meal."
	"Ah, I believe the wolves, or jackals may have snatched them away.  You're right, you used to not be able to swing a dead cat around without hitting a furry feline."  He laughed at his use of that image.  But Mrym squinched up her face, looking like she eaten a bitter lemon.
	"Dave!  You wouldn't go swing dead cats around would you?  That's s'sgusting (that was how Mrym had always pronounced, 'disgusting')."  
	"No, no.  Its just a figure of speech.  Not to worry, little one.  Say, I tell you what--if you take care of Sea Mare, I'll bring you presents from Zippori and Ptolemais;  how's that sound to you?"  Mrym's eyes lit up like Shabbat candles.
	"Presents?  Presents.  Cause its my birthday going on and on, right?  I was just thinking I needed some new presents."
	"Ok, so what do you think you might want, or do you want me to surprise you?"   His sister's face was beaming and her eyes gleamed, dancing up and down and around, as if she were searching everywhere for what each part of her was saying inside her.
	"I was thinking about something the other day.  It might be too much, but I'd really love a silver ring with a blue stone set in it, something with a shine and a sparkle.  I saw it in a dream--I was wearing this ring in it, and it was so beautiful."
	"Well, we'll just see what we can do about making dreams come true, huh?  And don't you worry about the cost--I've got a few drachmas put away with just your name on them."
	"And I'm gonna spoil Sea Mare so bad, shine her coat and make her happy, so when you come home she'll tell you that she's my mare now."
	"Don't you get any kind of thought in your head that you will abscond with my filly.  Hey now."
	"What's casbond mean?  Whatever it means I wouldn't do it, David.  Honest."   Mrym  took on a serious affect.
	"I was just funning with you, M.   Abscond means to steal or to run away with something of someone else's, usually without them knowing about it;  and you know good and well that I'd never  be suspicious of anything you'd be doing--the only stealing you're capable of doing is stealing off from the fish cleaning  and alighting in a tree somewhere, or off to the shore for a frolic--or maybe stealing some man's heart someday."   Mrym smiled coyly and blushed.
	"Me? Steal away from the delightful aroma of fish guts, for a silly romp at the beach?  I'm trying to be good these days, David, really I am, but its so hard,  so hard indeed."  Mrym slung her limp wrist across her forehead, doing a fine impression of self-pitying.
	David launched into laughter, he was so easy to smile and laugh.
	"O dear, what shall become of us, toiling our selves to the very bone, nary a pinch of flesh left, nor joy in our poor, poor withered bodies.  Lord knows we've tried.  O yeah."    They both were laughing now, until tears welled out of Mrym's eyes.   "I'm leaking, David, leaking saltwater from my eyes. "   And with that she settled, and asked him a classic Mrym question, "Why is it we can cry tears when we are sad, and also cry them when we are laughing our heads off?"
	"Ah, my little peacock, that sounds like one of those philosophical questions you might want to take up with daddy Philip-- I'm not going to tackle that one right now-- yes, he'd be the one to talk to about such things.  You know how much he loves you, loves discussing the big questions of life.  Especially when he's got a few cups of wine under his chin."
	"The scriptures tell us to be moderate on drinking wine, but I don't see him being hurt by it, or hurting anyone else either.  But I get concerned when he's drank a lot of wine and stumbles around and sometimes falls down in a heap, or I find him asleep sitting up. Does daddy drink too much?"
	David thought a moment before answering,  "I'm not sure if he does or not.  But I've seen him on all fours on occasion after he's drunk a lot, turning different colors, and I know he's feeling poorly.  But he always gets on the job, and does a fine job at that, managing the estate, and at fishing and net-work, there is no one  better."
	Mrym seemed satisfied with his answer, but had one last comment to make about the matter.  "I guess I just get too bothered by some things, not so much daddy Philip's wine drinking, but the dreams I have--that's what bothers me more."
	"What do you mean, Mrym?  Are you having nightmares again?"   David was referring to several times over the years when cries and screams had awakened the family,  who found the girl shaking and gasping, as though she'd been fighting off a lion in bed, with her blanket twisted around her sweaty body.
	"No, not really.  Just spooky dreams that don't make much sense.....like the one I had the other day.  There was this part of the dream where you were out in a boat, fishing I guess.  And Philip was standing on the shore calling out to you.  His voice sounded so strange, like the cry of an animal.  Then I realized he was blowing on a shofar, and was trumpeting a call out to you, out to the sea.  I was bending over nearby, picking up some sparkling gemstones that seemed to appear  whenever  Philip blew on the ram's horn.  Then the scene shifted to a cemetery where a priest stood atop a family tomb,  chanting a long prayer that I couldn't understand, but when I looked closer, it wasn't a priest, it was a large white pelican which was pecking at itself and drawing blood.  The blood was dripping  all over his chest, and being lapped up by a group of children who were gathering around a grave hole near the tomb.  The place smelled of cloves and flowers, roses, I think.   At the grave was a beautifully-draped body with a multitude of colored stones set into the white linen cloth, and it was being lowered with a fishing net into the hole.  There was some disturbance--mourners were upset about the colored stones.  I was one of the children, but I stood apart from them at the dark hole and tried to see who had died.  And I heard the sound of strings, like a lyre or harp being plucked, and a song being sung, it was a haunting, farewell song about wine and the sea;  and I was very sad, like I had lost someone close to me.  
	"When I woke up,  I was thinking about the dream, and I kept thinking of the wine song, since it was the last thing I heard, and the fishing net around the 
body covered with gems;  so I thought of Philip, and started worrying that something had happened to him.  But when I saw him at breakfast that morning he was fine.  But I still worry that something might happen to him, like he gets drunk and  falls down and hurts himself, or drowns."
	"Wow, that's some strange dream, all right.  It would spook me, too, to wake up with that on my mind.  Dreams  sure are strange, they are.  But you know, little Mrym, I've had plenty of dreams that would scare the peewonkers out of the bravest warrior, but nothing ever bad happened, or came of it.  Sometimes I believe that our dreams are just stories our sleeping  thoughts start telling each other inside us, kind of like the theatre--just a really weird theatre, like the kind the Greeks put on.  Papa Philip's going to be just fine, I can tell you for sure."
	"All right, then."  Mrym brightened and stood up from squatting on the grass.  "There's one other thing....I wanted to ask you for a favor:   Will you bring me some pebbles or stones from the sea at Ptolemais?  I sure would like some of those to add to my collection."	
	"Do the Romans talk with their mouths full?  Of course I will, sweetheart.  Of course I will.  I'll find you the nicest looking stones on the Mediterranean coast."    Mrym’s name echoed off the boathouse from afar.
	"Uh-oh!  Gotta go now, David, I'll say goodbye later."
	Mrym took off running toward the fish factory, thinking about a silver ring with a lapis lazuli that was cobalt blue.  She really had been trying to be more responsible, to obey her elders and stay on task, for she knew the life of her family depended on everyone doing their part.  She just couldn't help but imagine that her part was something other than preparing fish;  so, she told herself that fish business was part of getting her ready for what she really would be doing, whatever that was.   She hummed a little tune about a pelican and the sea, as she merrily skipped away from her time with David.
*     *     *
	In the administrative town of Magdala there were two young men who had taken up the unenviable titles of tax collector for the Roman system--Gefen, who was assigned to account for taxes on farms, those citizens in the district who produced grains, fruits, legumes and animals for a living;  and Nathaniel, who's job was to gather in what was owed the rulers from the fishermen, and from all those involved in related activities.  Anyone and everyone owed the system, and there was a program in place for them all.  Taxes were assigned every occupation on a percentage basis,  a time schedule for payments,  generally corresponding with end if the harvest seasons, was indicated, and every tax must be paid under penalty of law.  The penalties of law for failure to pay on time, or to pay at all,   meant even more severe taxes levied, removal of properties and stores, loss of land and holdings, and/or imprisonment.   That the Romans used local Jewish men, known as publicans,  for tax collecting purposes was a clever ploy, and put these agents in the proverbial, "between a rock and a hard place"-- they were humiliated by their superiors, humiliated a and despised by their own people.  Thus they had to be a hardened and unique lot--desperate persons who were willing to take on the pressures of the job.  Most of their fellow citizens considered them traitors or blasphemers at best.
	Gefen and Nathaniel both, were orphaned by the Jewish rebellion several years back, sons of a Judaic faction led by Judas the Galilean, who had enticed a few hundred men to fight the Romans in Lower Galilee.  This group was known by the name, Zealots, and though they held most of the basic tenets of the faith, were more a political entity than a religious one--they had little regard for the sacredness of human life, and some, the Sicarri, even turned violence and murder toward their own people to obtain their ends--the death and destruction of the Roman system, rulers and anything resembling support of, or a symbol of, Roman power.  Gefen and Nathaniel’s father's died in the battle that took place in Zippori, also known as Sepphorus, then the capital city of Galilee.   There, the Zealots were slaughtered and crucified along the roads out of the city, by the Syrian governor, Varus, who acted under the auspices of Rome.  The city was burned to the ground and those Zealots not killed, were dispersed.  It was ironic, that Judas the Galilean's rise to leadership was fueled by volatile reactions to increased tax burdens placed on the people of Galilee,  and that, not so long after his death,  two sons of his followers would become tax collectors for the Roman empire.  Times were hard indeed.	
	Nathaniel, flanked by a Roman guard, rode horseback into the estate of Isaac and family the day after Isaac, David and Daniel had departed for Zippori on the first leg of their journey to the port of Ptolemais.  This was the first of two annual visits the accountant from Magdala,  at the beginning of the season in the early summer--  the more important one would be later, at the end of the season and beginning of the winter.  The purpose of this visit was to collect the fees for the licenses to conduct fishing, the boat tax for boats not owned by brokers or others, the fish processing license, taxes on surplus stores of fish and other products, and taxes on any animals used in service of their industry.  Generally, most citizens were charged with the responsibility of initiating timely payment of their taxes, in other words,  showing up with the payment on time.  For larger estates such as Isaac and Philip's, routine inspections were the order.  Taxes levied on farmers, fishers, artisan, stonemasons, woodsmen and the like, were often paid in grain, fish, work or materials, lumber, etc. since the people rarely had the money to pay, saving it for tolls on the roads, buying things or services which they couldn't barter for, such as marketplace transactions, and for unexpected needs.
	Philip met the two riders at the front gate, which was made of morticed stone pillars and wood beams arcing overhead;  a series of pictographs, stylized fish and a large spreading oak tree at the center, were engraved toward the apex of the top beam.  
	"Nathaniel of Zippori.  I've been expecting you.  Come and join us for some mint tea on the terrace."
	"Thank-you, Philip.  Already the late morning sun is hot, and so early in the season."  Nathaniel and the guard dismounted, taking a saddlebag with them;  a laborer led their horses away to the watering trough.  The trio marched toward the rear of the house, where Levana and Jacob were waiting with a pitcher of freshly brewed mint tea with lemon.  The social banter continued,  "So Isaac is journeying westward, you say? "	
	"Yes, he and son David, and a neighbor, to Zippori and then Ptolemais."
	"That's a long route to the port, is it not?
	"The trip is both business and pleasure--his daughter Dorona and her husband Abraham are settled in the capital, and he hasn't seen her for quite some time.  From there its a good road to the coast."
	"Yes, Zippori.  The city is not what it was when I was growing up, not nearly the place of beauty I remember.  Now that Herod has decided to move the capital to the new city of Tiberius, I'm sure the old capital will diminish further."
	"Well, Nathaniel, I have no personal dispute with Herod, but this incessant raising up of new cities and the accompanying lavish buildings, temples and adornments doesn't seem to be making life any better for anyone but the Emperor."
	Nathaniel took on a sullen demeanor, and Philip thought he saw him glare back at him after this last remark.   "Philip, I didn't come here to talk politics or pass judgment on the nature of the Roman state--just to take care of business in a cordial and efficient manner."  Philip bit his tongue, his thinking almost jumping out of his mouth, "Yes, and fairly and equitably, too, right?"  he though to himself.
	They reached the terrace, and Jacob stood to face them, and with a   "Hello, Jacob.  How are you?", and a, "Fine, thanks for asking.", they all sat down upon handsomely carved wooden benches and seats arranged about a round oak table.  The mint and lemon tea was cool and refreshing to the men's lips and throats.  From his saddlebag, Nathaniel drew out a sheaf of thin, waxed wooden slats--the tax records and account of Isaac and sons, fishermen and processors.  He began to read from the pages what was currently due, beginning with the licenses and basic equipment taxes.  Before he could finish, Philip cut him off,  "Hold on a minute,  did I hear right--the fishing licenses went up 30 percentage over last year?"
	"That is correct."
	"Tell me what good reason there is for such a large increase."
	"I was informed by my aides that your family has extended its fishing grounds a good measure beyond its previous demarcation;  thus the increase."
	"An arbitrary assignment of licensing fees based on territorial changes was never a part of the understanding before."
	"The understanding has changed, I guess you could say.  My job is not trying to figure out the scope of reasoning behind the calculations, but to exact the appropriate moneys or goods as lawful payment for what is deemed to be owed."
	Philip had consulted with Isaac on diplomacy, dealing with the tax codes, and how not to make things any worse than they were.  And he tried to exercise restraint and reason, and for the most part he succeeded.  There were those times when he just couldn't help himself.   "Holy Moses, what do you mean, "appropriate moneys",  and ,"lawful payment",  and how can the understanding change if I'm not a part of the understanding?"  He flipped his right hand up in the air,  as though he were tossing off a handful of dirt.
	"You know how the system works, Philip, and Isaac's has always been a responsible and reliable account.  Let's keep it that way, all right?  I don't want you to take this the wrong way, but it looks to me like you're family is living well, better than most in Galilee, I'd say.  I should inform you that there are suspicions concerning the assets of your estate, about the transactions that fund the Isaac family.  I’m looking past that for the moment, so make it easy on yourself and let's get this done with."   Nathaniel had known the family for several years, and knew they were good people who always paid their taxes, and rarely complained.  And he knew that the recent tax and licensing fee increases were the most severe ever, and he'd been prepared to deal with an irate populace.  He, personally, had to attempt to compartmentalize his feelings and sentiments completely apart from the tax collection he performed.
	"I can't apologize for my frustration with the system, Nathaniel, but I am sorry to reproach you, if that is how it seemed.  Proceed with your business, please."  Philip couldn't believe these words coming out of his mouth-- 'I'm sorry', and, 'please',  to a tax collector?  This was not like him, but he persevered.  Both Jacob and the guard had sipped their tea in silence, and though the guard seemed bored and distracted, Jacob knew he was listening carefully.  Nathaniel announced he would need to make a brief tour of the estate  inventory for verification purposes, and the men unfolded themselves from their repose .	After inspecting the boathouse and quay, where the boats were usually docked, the tax man observed, "Your boats look in good repair, and if I'm not mistaken, you have at least two new ones this year.  How many all told now, seven?"   Philip wanted to say, "None of your blasted business.", but instead he confirmed the count and said nothing more except that Joseph and his other  sons were excellent builders and took good care of their craft.  Next stop, the fish tanks where the catch was unloaded and counted.  
	"I noticed some discrepancies between the initial counts for the off-loaded fish and the final counts of dried and preserved fish, especially the sardines, and to some extent, the barbels.  Our accounts indicate a much lower yield than what the initial count would project to.   What would account for these different tallies?"
	Philip looked over the man's shoulders at the rows and columns of numbers and abbreviations indicating the monthly counts of the different types of fish, and the totals for each in the last year.  On another page were a series of calculations that didn't mean much to Philip--probably the  collector's personal way of doing mathematics.  And on the third page were the figures for the monthly tallies of fresh fish sold, dried and salted fish, pickled fish, and all the other processed forms of different varieties. "Let's see here."  After reading all he needed to read of the official's records, he pulled out a slim satchel from within his mantle, and reviewed his own family records.  "Ah ha!" His answer was quick in coming.
	"I believe if you check your "quantity" column, and the notations for measurements, I think you'll see that the units marked  with the abbreviation for 'quadrarius', should have been marked with 'quadrontal'--that is for the dry weight measured product;  and likewise, in the liquid measure--the fish sauces, pickled fish, and fish oil, there is a similar mix-up in unit abbreviations, 'congius' is mistakenly applied when it should be 'colleus'.  Thus, your volumes would seem much too low for what our original catches would indicate they should be."
	Nathaniel examined first his own records, then the family book.
	"Hmmm."   A long pause followed.  "It sure looks like that's it.  Between the Latin and the Greek, the Hebrew and Aramaic, and the other languages and units of measure use by various peoples, its amazing we can keep anything straight.  I hope you don't infer that I suspect you are trying to shirk your duties in paying taxes, or deceive me in any way.  I have to be accountable for these figures all the way up the line to the governor's office.  Its amazing how many people are checking up on other people's work in this kind of job. If I miss something, anything,  then I don't get paid.  Looks to me like I need to find me some better educated help, and if these mistakes get past me, start looking for a new job."   
	The rest of the inspection was perfunctory, a brief look at the storehouse and the processing buildings.   After a few notations of things to check on later, Nathaniel announced that he was satisfied that things were in order, and that the only formality left was the payment.  He jotted down some figures on one of his tablet-sheaths and handed it to Philip.  Both Jacob and he tried not to gasp or drop their jaws, but they both exhaled loudly, nearly in unison, as they viewed the large total.  
	Philip composed himself and called for the tax collector's and guard's horses.  "If it is amenable to you, sir, I shall deliver the payment over the next two weeks, as per our usual agreement--fifty percent in coin, and fifty percent in preserved product, to equal the full amount due.  Shalom."
	"Shalom to you, as well, Philip.  Give my regards to Isaac on his safe return, I pray."   And that was that for the time being.
*     *     *
When Dreams Get Serious

	The nights became increasingly difficult for Mrym on the days following David, Isaac and Daniels' departure for their trek.  After tossing about for a while, she would slip out each night and gaze at the starlit sky for what seemed like hours.  She found herself think of, and concocting stories about the constellations and zodiac characters,  especially her own, Gemini, the sign of the twins.  She had learned something of the zodiac from the teachings of the Rabbi and some of the community women who taught children the basic religious laws, history, traditions and principles of their people and faith.  One thing Mrym liked was the reference to the 12 zodiac signs as, "the arms of the universe".  Much of the teachings she had received from those teachers was general and rudimentary, left her with more questions than answers and thus served to stimulate her abundant zest and curiosity for finding out what was going on.   
	Investigations she made into  father Isaac's library, which was comprised of a surprising  number of scrolls and a few old broken clay tablets (some of which he apparently tried to secrete under a floor tile in the corner of the room where he stored his belongings), revealed some writings of special interest to her.  One, in particular, was a yellowed and almost crumbling scroll which was entitled, among other things she couldn't decipher, "Sepher Yetzirah", the Book of Formation, and another, "Sefer ha-Razim", the Book of Mysteries,  both written in Aramaic.  Brother Joshua told her that he thought they were attributed to Abraham and Moses, respectively, and were primary texts for the Qabbalah, the mystical or esoteric knowledge with regard to the understanding of Tanakh,  the holy books of Judaism, which includes the Torah;  and he told her it wasn't wise for her to dabble in the mystical texts.  In addition to the two old scrolls were other sacred manuscripts which Joshua said had come from the Temple library in Jerusalem, and were copies of scripture from the Assayah, a reclusive sect of Jews who had distanced themselves from the Pharisees, and Sedducees, taking an ascetic, apolitical approach to living.  She was very careful with all these scrolls, that they not incur further damage,  and hoped to find the time to learn to read and understand them. 
	She was surprised to find she had learned to read Aramaic nearly as fast as Hebrew, and had picked up some Greek as well;  language seemed to come naturally to her, like some people take up musical instruments proficiently at a young age:   Mrym was a language prodigy.  As she neared adolescence, she was known to start a  talk-stream of consciousness ( a babble, some said) and switch back and forth from one language to another.  This tended to mystify and baffle not only the other children, but their parents as well.  Among the staid community members,  there were more than whispers that this girl must be possessed or be a witch--"She just isn't normal, and, "Did you see that Look in her eyes when she spoke?"  And they'd herd their children away if things sounded too weird to them. 
	 At first, Mrym was puzzled why people looked at her the way they did, and then she was dismayed that others, especially those her own age, would shy away from or shun her.  Thus, over the years,  she found herself disaffected, alone, forced to reconcile with solitude;  she didn't mind the sense of solitude--it wasn't a loneliness born from the world as a whole, but in the context of social interactions.  And her intellectual maturity placed her leagues beyond her peers, so she tended to relate best to adults whom she trusted.   There was so much energy spinning within her,  of an increasingly rarified nature, that her heart felt like she might burst at times-- her inner life spawning  a multitude of secrets born of spirit, of dreams and visions, colors and configurations, ingenuous formations of ethereal and sublime imagination, along with the confusing magical thinking of a child soon to be an adult.  In short, she lived more inside herself than outside.  Past a certain point though, what people thought of, or how they behaved toward her, didn't really matter anymore, at least to her. 
	During one night of troubled sleep, Mrym lay on her back in soft grasses, scanning the midnight sky.  The earth felt like a great strength beneath her, and above the heavens seemed just that, Heaven--a multitude of dazzling stars embedded in an deep indigo vastness--here is paradise, she thought to herself.  If she tried, it almost seemed like she could follow the trajectory and movements of the constellations, like they were on some great wheel-- a great wheel of fiery suns and moons and stars.  And she could project herself into that wheel, and feel the whole thing turning inexorably in a great spiraling motion.  She closely watched her constellation, Gemini, identifying Castor and Pollux, the brightest stars of the constellation and two of the brightest stars in the heavens.  Mrym had heard the story of the twins from a citharode (a traveling bard or poet-musician-storyteller) whom Isaac had met and traveled with while in upper Galilee, on the road from Damascus.  The bard had stayed with her family for several days, and Mrym had actually persuaded the man to stay longer than he intended, so enraptured was she over the Greek fables and stories he spun.
	She thought of how Castor and Pollux, the twin brothers born of Zeus and Leda, had courageously joined the Argonauts in the quest for the Golden Fleece, and after their deaths, had been made into stars with their namesake.  Argonauts equaled adventure, and adventure of a celestial nature appealed to Mrym.   Her eyes drifted deep into her imagination, lids closing, and before she knew what had happened, present time became suspended into dream time:
	There in the mountains and valleys, near a bustling port city, Mrym traipsed to a resting place overlooking the city and the Mediterranean Sea.  As she scanned the horizon she saw two figures arise above the valley below--twin brothers, no, they were larger than mortals;  spirits or angels, she determined, as they manifested in size and grandeur.  One was extremely tall, many fathoms above her, and he had a long white beard, iridescent eyes like glowing pearls and a majestic countenance.  His face was fair and serene, like a contemplative mother's who was watching over her baby.  He was singing a most beautiful song in a women's voice--the song was calling forth Seraphim from every realm of God's creation--beauty, abundance, strength and joy of living.
	The other angel was shorter, though was as immense as the earth in height and breadth, more muscular and youthful, and had the look of a majestic Royal Falcon.  He wore the seal of Death on his forehead, and burned like a pillar of fire.  This brother sat atop a mountain, and was the Heavenly Scribe for the unfolding scene below on earth.
	From her vantage point nearby, Mrym saw a circuitous road coursing through the mountains on which a trio of men were slowly winding their way through, from the sea inland.  To her horror, a cloud of dust engulfed the travelers and became a snarl of writhing venomous snakes.  The tall angel cast down spheres of colored light, and lightning discharged from some and a host of spear-throwing angelic warriors descended and killed the snakes.  When the dust cleared there was one mortally wounded body on the road, pierced in the neck and a pool of blood pooling in a circle about him.  The dead traveler's companions were nearby, on their knees, but alive.  At that moment, Mrym watched as a glowing ball of light emanated from the right hand of the Heavenly Scribe and engulfed the deceased traveler and pulsated.  Myrm found that if she looked at the ball of light with her heart, she saw a magnificent peacock, with its tail spread wide, revealing a multitude of gleaming gemstones set in patterns, in rows:  sardius, topaz, and carbuncle;  then, emerald, sapphire, and diamond; then, ligure, agate, and amethyst; and finally, beryl, onyx, and jasper.  The feathers which they were set in seemed more like finely woven threads of gold and blue, purple and scarlet.  The peacock fanned its tail, and the dead man disappeared,  and the ball of fire swirled and spun back into the pillar of fire from whence it came.
	Mrym's heart was beating like a frightened bird, and she felt a wave of nausea overtake her.  She couldn't see the travelers or the peacock.  Her heart felt like breaking in two.  The two angels faded into the sky, and darkness and silence were all that remained.  
	Philip knelt down to the still body of his little Mrym and pressed his face to hers.  At first, nothing--then, his heart leapt to feel  the faint trace of her exhalation.  He kissed her pale forehead and hastened to the cistern for water.  He applied the cool water with his hands to her face and neck, rubbed her hands and feet, as he heard her breathing strengthen.  Abruptly she  sputtered and spasmed uncontrollably for several seconds, then relaxed and moaned softly, "Don't go, don't leave me, don't go, please don't leave."  Papa let out a deep moan himself, both happy and frightened by Mrym's episode, relieved that she seemed to be regaining consciousness.  He stayed with her, massaging her temples and arms,  softly singing a prayer for healing and protection while she stirred like a child awaking from a deep sleep.  She was pawing at her eyes as if they wouldn't respond, her back arched and suddenly she was back.  "What's going on?"  Her voice was bleary and thin, but it was Mrym's.  
	"You're fine, sweetheart, you fell asleep out here in the meadow.  I think you must of been deep into dreaming or sleeping hard when I found you. But you're fine.  Papa's with you now, and everything's going to be good."  He held in the truth that he was shaken by Mrym's seizure or whatever it was.  He only knew this something ominous to him, something he wasn't sure how to deal with.  Philip regained himself, carried and cradled his daughter over to the well, where she gulped down three cups of water, nearly choking on the last one.  There she seemed to regain her color, though her voice cracked and she could barely speak--he could tell she wanted to let him know what had happened, but did not have the strength within her.
	"Hey, little Mrym, you don't have to make words or make sense;  what you need is to come to bed--you can sleep between mother and I tonight.  I don't want you to be alone right now."   
	She smiled weakly and managed a few rhythmic nods.  "Papa, there were angels and a battle and a peacock and.....and I fear someone was killed.  Oh, papa."  Her crackling little voice trailing into a whisper, she settled into her daddy's arms.   Walking slowly toward the house, Philip felt a magnetic pull in the atmosphere and paused.  Overhead, out of the constellation, Gemini, sped a gold meteor across the night sky, from west to east.  Halfway through its journey, it split into two meteors and sizzled into the distant hills.  A phantom trace of its path seemed seared into Philip's eyes, and he wondered at the sight, then turned and carried Mrym inside.
	The following day was like any other day--up before the sun and get the day's work started.  After Mrym's midnight episode, the family took turns looking in on her sleeping form.  Joshua had placed a doll by her side, which she was clutching in her hands to her chest. It was a funny-looking cat doll he had made of combed wool, with fluffy ears, a smiling face and a striped tail.  It wasn't exactly a kosher doll, but it was cute and cuddly and what she needed.  It was nearly noon when Levana heard her toss off the blanket and pad across the tiled floor to the kitchen.   "Where is everyone?  Hey, what's going on?"  After a moment of rubbing her eyes and looking out the window, she realized the time of day.  
	"Oh my.  Where did the morning go?"   She still hadn't recalled the previous night, but it was seeping up through her waking self.  Her mother caught her just as she wobbled and started to collapse face forward.  "I didn't see that coming.",  she managed to say, as her mother pulled her over to a chair and secured her.  Levana saw that odd but familiar expression on Mrym's face, the expression that had prompted Isaac to say, when Myrm was only a few days old, "That baby looks drunk."  Her daughter's different colored eyes  looked off to the side and far into the distance, and her mouth had this defiant attitude written all over it.  
	“Nana, I’m afraid.  Nana, I’m afraid somebody has died.“   Mrym moaned softly, then louder and louder, until Nana felt compelled to reach out to her daughter, and the only thing she could think of doing was sit with her and hold her.  “There, there, Mrym, no one has died, everything’s fine.“  
	This was an awkward position for Levana,  something she'd never been comfortable doing, and she called on her maid to take her place.  Mrym was still gripping the cat doll in her left hand, and by then was quietly humming a tune.  Nana recognized the tune as one of the one's David liked to play--it was a joyful song about coming home, about thanking God for our blessings, it was a song he played whenever he came home from a journey.  Levana marveled at how quickly Mrym’s mood had shifted from sad to serene.
*     *     *
	The day began on a stellar note-- steady breezes and clear skies--just right for sailing the lake and fishing.  The hired crews had showed up on time and cast off, and only one boat remained, the boat David commandeered.  Though a bit foggy-headed from the affairs of the night, Philip prayed longer this morning than usual.  Besides the regular prayers, he offered a special prayer for the safe and speedy return of Isaac and company,  one for healing and full recovery of Mrym, and one, a request for an increase in the fish harvest that day and for the following days.  
	Philip gathered his boat captains together on the launch, Jacob, Joseph, Joshua, and Michael (Micah's oldest son, who was filling in for David). The crews milled about the stone-lined quay, carrying tools, supplies and provisions to and from the boathouse to the boats--checking the nets and carefully refolding them, making sure the lead weights were attached in the right spacing, ensuring that the anchors, rudders, sails and oars were in place, that extra rope was at hand and that bread and dried fish were packaged for meals on board.  He delivered his words in a serious tone this morning:
	"Men, as you know, our catch has been down the past two weeks and our moneys have thinned out to the point where I'm concerned that we may soon be unable to pay our laborers in a timely manner.  I don't know what's the cause of this slack, I hesitate to attribute to something we've done wrong, any kind of individual curse or sin,  or a collective one.   And I don’t won’t to hear about a big sea monster sucking the life out of Yam Kinneret.   We've got the best boats and crews on Yam Kinneret, and I seriously doubt that we've over-fished the areas we've been going to.  Jacob suggested that the recent increases in temperature have caused the fish to move to the depths, and possible northward and to where springs feed the lake.  So I'd like us to try some new locales for the next few days--Jacob, I want your boat going to the far east central side of the lake, Joseph will take a position slightly south of him;  Josh, you'll work in tandem with Michael in-between and west of your older brothers:  all of you--try to find the deepest or coolest waters and make sure you've got plenty of extra rope to set the deeper nets.  And I'm  going to meet up with Micah at the south end of the lake to check out reports of large schools of musht there.  I've let Micah have one of our craft until he can repair one of his that capsized last week.  Any questions?"   
	The fishermen looked at one another, and Joseph spoke up: 
	“By going toward the east central waters, won’t we be infringing on the territories of the Sussita fishermen?”    Sussita was the largest city on the eastern shore of Yam Kinneret, and had been the first to build a harbor on the lake.
	“Reports are negative on that, Joseph.  Your father, Isaac, made recent travels through that region, and informed me that focus of this port city is consumed with the processing and transport of grain from its outlying farming region.  What fishing that does go on there, is mostly for local consumption.”
	Joshua raised his voice next.
	 "I'd like to offer a prayer before we go out."  
	All heads bowed in unison,  "O Lord, my God, we give praise to Thee for Thy wondrous works, for the beauty of Thy creation--how much more wondrous and beautiful must Thou be.   And we give thanks that you have raised us up in these days and brought us together to do what pleaseth Thee and brings You delight.  We ask for Your bountiful aid and assistance as we sail and fish today on this abundant lake.  Send us your guiding light and tender mercies.  Take pity on us, for we are weak and dependent on Thy strength, we are the multitude of Thy children which you have brought into new life and freedom in the lands you have so generously given us and blessed.  Thou art the One, the Most Holy of Holies, and we bow before the your Glory each and every day and night."
	Afterward, Jacob brought up the family finances to the others,   "Philip and I reassessed our financial situation after the tax collector made his visit.  As you probably know, the tax levy , including licensing and fees,  has increased over twenty per cent from last year.  What else is new.  Nothing can be done about that for now.  We've had an extraordinary three or four years of growth and success, what with bringing together our fisherman's collective, and enlarging our facilities and fleet.  But its come at a cost--a lot more outlay of expenses, more overhead, more labor.  And with the trips Isaac and the rest have and are taking, that's strapped us for even more cash.  What it comes down to is this--we've got to watch our spending, cut out any expenses not absolutely necessary,  eat more wheat and less barley, more beans and lentils and less fish--eat less fish?  Never thought I'd hear that come out of the mouth of a fisherman, much less mine!  Forget that part.  But you get my point."  
	Affirmative nods answered him, then Micah's son Michael  spoke,  "There must be some other ways to cut costs, have you talked with Levi or any of his family about the situation.  Its  likely he's  going through a similar crunch with their operation, and is having to figure out other, cheaper ways of doing things."
	"No, and that's a very good idea--I'd thought we'd do that when Isaac was back from the coast, since he and Levi go way back. "
	Joseph carried the thought further, "What about calling for a Magdalene fishing community meeting for the surrounding district,  more heads could mean more ideas and possible solutions, right?"  
	Philip was quick to jump on that,  "Not worth the  risk--if we get a good-sized group of men together and the authorities get wind of it, well, you know what happens when the people congregate in such ways--its perceived as a threat, and before you could say, 'Emperor Tiberius". Levi and Isaac would be nailed to  trees,  buildings would be burning and the remnants of our community  would be heading for the hills, post haste.  Nah, I don't think the Big Boys or Isaac would entertain that notion--not to say it wouldn't be a great thing, but not in our world, today.  And if I'm reading your mind right, now you're thinking, why not meet in secret?--and the answer to that is, there are too many loose tongues, too many eyes and ears that can be bought with the price of a few drachmas, or even a sharp nudge in the right place on the right somebody.  Sad, isn't it?!"
	Joseph mused, "What we need here is a thunderbolt from God, the coming of the King, the Messiah, a real leader, at least.   We seem to have been rendered impotent to manage or effect changes on even the most basic facets of our lives and livelihood.  Where' s the hand of God when we need it?  I know I've got to have faith and patience and all that, but I get so frustrated I could eat nails when we continually come up against Roman laws and "the System" and fear-hate-fear tainting our very souls."
	Philip redirected the focus of the day, "May I suggest we each pray on this problem, and for now, carry on with the work we need to do."   No more need have been said, and the boats were out on the water,  sails unfurling to catch the rising breezes.  Blue pennants fluttered loosely atop the masts,  a signature of Isaac's fishing boats.  Philip plotted his course and soon split off from the others, heading south and east towards Micah's dock,  who gave him a hearty yell and a wave of hands.  "Here we go!"  shouted Philip, as he always did when beginning any journey or outing.  "Here we go",  softly again, to himself.
*     *     *
	Rabbi Samuel was a short, dark bearded man, with a wide face and ruddy cheeks, bushy eyebrows and a bulbous nose.   The rabbi always wore a straw colored turban made with alternating blue and pale colored linen, when venturing out in the summertime, and a black woolen hat when he attended to his affairs in the winter.  He was, for the most part, a pleasant natured man who had an easy laugh and walked with a bounce in his step.  In the evening, Mrym was biding time at the back of the livestock barn, feeding Sea Mare some honeyed figs while combing her long mane, when she heard the crunching of footsteps, steady and coming closer.  Looking out toward the road, she spotted the intermittent appearance and disappearance of a blue striped turban as it bobbed along the top of the stone wall by the road.  She galloped to the house and through the back door, trumpeting to all, "Rabbi Samuel!  Rabbi Samuel!"  The only persons inside beside herself were her father and mother, and they did not appear at all surprised or particularly eager to prepare for the guest's arrival.
	It was two evenings after Philip had discovered Myrm laying in an unconscious state  out on the grounds of the state at midnight.  Mrym, for all intents and purposes, was back to normal, though she seemed easily distracted, her complexion paler than usual, and was allowed to spend her time away from familial work duties.  Of course she had availed herself of the opportunity to go rock hunting by the shore and had found some new speckled stones which were egg and heart shaped.  She had found something else washed up on shore which she'd never seen on a beach before--a large peacock feather.  When she'd stooped to pick it from some driftwood, she felt dizzy and pieces of her recent Gemini dream  flashed before her eyes.  The feather was so beautiful and she placed it at one of her special stone shrines by the oak tree.	  There she said a prayer for the bird that had lost its feather.
	Mrym greeted the Rabbi at the door and brought him in, announcing his arrival like he was royalty, dipping her head down before him in fun, "The Rabbi Samuel of Magdala".  After social pleasantries, Philip, Levana, and the Rabbi retired to the communal room.  Mrym held herself back, but bounced into the room to join them when motioned to join them.  She soon became aware that this visit wasn't about her parents or restricted to them, it had to do with her.  The Rabbi began the dialogue,  "Mrym, your father and mother have counseled with me briefly on some concerns they've been having about you.  So I consented to spend this time with you, and them, to sort things out.   
And to get a perspective on what is going on with you, and perhaps see if I can help you, and them, in some way."
	Mrym stopped bouncing up and down and realized he was very serious, even though he spoke in a gentle and kindly way.  "I don't think there's anything wrong with me, though I guess things might seem strange lately.  There are things to sort out, there's always things to sort out, but I'm not sure you are the one to help me do so."   The Rabbi, though somewhat taken aback at her directness, had spent enough time around her, and her family members, to know that Mrym had a strong spiritual bent, a wild imagination, and was intensely perceptive and intelligent.  And that a lot of people shied away from her and felt intimidated by her.  He looked steadily back into her eyes and saw a fire burning hot, saw a young girl becoming a woman faster than she realized.  "Well, I'm not saying there is anything wrong with you, dear.  Something happened to you the other night and it caused great concern to your family, Philip and your mother in particular.  Now, I'm no healer or doctor, and I'm no great sage, but I am your spiritual advisor and I am your friend, if you choose to have me that way."  He smiled as he spoke, and Mrym smiled back.  "Thank-you, Rabbi Samuel.  I don't mean to be stubborn or pernickety, and I will be your friend, as well."
	"Philip, let me know if I've got this right or not--you and Levana awoke that night to the sounds of a person moaning and talking in a strange language, so you went out to investigate the situation.  You followed the moans to where Mrym lay on the ground, and you feared she might be dead?"
	"Yes, the moaning and speaking had stopped by the time I found her--she was motionless as though the life force had left her.  I was truly afraid she was gone."
	"Then after noting she was breathing, you helped revive her with cold water compresses and light massage.  Was it at that point when she started to shake and convulse?"
	"Right.  Her spasms lasted a half minute, maybe longer until they subsided.  Then she let out a moan...."
	"And said something like, "Don't leave."....."Don't go."?”
	"Yes, Rabbi.  And later, before I took her inside, something to the effect of,
"Papa, I saw angels, a battle and a peacock, and something about someone dying out on the road.”
	"I don't remember saying any of that to you, papa.  But I do recall saying the first part at the end of my dream.  I was crying, "Don't leave." to the ball of fire, the one with the man killed by vipers,  the part of the dream with the beautiful peacock in it."
	The Rabbi stroked his long dark beard with his left hand.  "I see.  You were having  a vivid dream.  Would you mind sharing your dream with me?"
	"If it will help you understand all this--I still have trouble thinking about it, its like the dream lives inside me and makes me tired when I try to think about what it means."   Mrym recounted her Gemini dream to the Rabbi in full, and when she was through, the man could see her shoulders slump and some of the glow go out of her eyes.  He sat in silence, obviously in contemplation over what had just been told to him.  No one spoke until he stood up, addressing Mrym,  "I could say a lot of things to you now about what I think, or I could say little or nothing to you now.  I think, for all of us, what is best for now, is to recognize that dreams can seem like they're more real than life itself;  that they do have an impact on us when we awaken, most often when they are profoundly disturbing, such as those with violence or bizarre unworldly phenomenon occurring in them."  He spoke calmly and matter-of-factly, then directly to the girl,  "And rather than staying up into the wee hours trying to figure out what everything means in this dream of yours, what I recommend is that you get busy getting back to doing the things a girl your age does, and get busy helping out your family, and let this dream go--let it settle into the distance, in the dust of daily living.  And don't give it a second thought, for there's so much more going on here in this world, the world that needs you.  Your family does need you, and loves you very much."
	"That sounds good to me, for now.  But sometime, could you and I study on my dreams in depth, Rabbi?"
	"I don't see why not, Mrym, little mistress of the sea.  Say, did you know your name meant that?"
	"No.  I thought it meant, "bitter", according to the Hebrew.
	"Oh well, I guess that's some unhappy, bitter Jew's reading of it.  But I don't think that's got the spirit of it--I like the Chaldean meaning better, or the version, 'One who is asked for, or chosen'.  I believe your name is in the Egyptian form, which is unusual around here, but then, you are an unusually wonderful soul, aren't you?"
This raised a big smile on her face, while he chuckled for a moment.
	"I'd love to stay and talk with you longer, but I believe I'm getting the bedtime signal from your mother, and I always listen to a mother's signals.  I hope you will, too, Mrym.  Goodnight.  Think about how great it will be when your favorite brother and Isaac,  come home soon.  Should be in the next couple of days, I hear.  And sweet dreams."  She hugged her papa and mama goodnight and started walking slowly away, then abruptly swiveled and asked, "Rabbi Samuel, is it kosher for me to have a kitty?"    
	"What?"   
	Philip explained,  "She has a cat doll that Joshua gave her, and she heard that cats didn't make kosher pets."
	"Oh my!  Aren't you always the inquisitive one--your kitty's just fine.  Now go to sleep."  And like a flash she vanished into the shadows toward her room.
	Back in the family room, the two men settled down while Levana prepared a tray--some slices of barley bread, a ball of leban (a kind of goat milk yoghurt made into a smooth cheese) some fresh figs and some wine.   When she rejoined them, and they had taken their repast, the conversation took an earnest tone.  First, Philip questioned the Rabbi.  "There's a lot more to this than what's been said--you think something's amiss, don't you?"
	"I must admit, I steered my talk away from Mrym to avoid getting embroiled in matters that a young girl, I dare say, any of us, in my estimation, should be studying at any length.  These dreams of hers, she has them often?"
	"It would appear so.  I mean, she trusts me as much as anyone, and more than most, Rabbi, I think because I listen to her and let her have her say freely.  But she's only related a couple of her actual dreams to me, and inferred that there were more.  I t seems there are some that she keeps completely to herself."
	"Have they all been this fantastic and intense?"
	"I've never had that impression.  Nothing that caused such a trauma to her as this one  apparently did.  When I first found her lying on the ground, I thought she had struck her head, or fallen asleep.  But it really scared me, it did."
	"And me as well,"  Levana related.  "And she's really not been herself since then."
	"What do you mean?   She seems pretty much herself tonight."
	"Its just a general sense a mother has about her children.  I guess if I had to give an example of what's changed, it'd be that she has this dreamy look in her eyes, like she's somewhere else, I mean, really  somewhere else, like she's floating on a cloud.  And she bumps into things, into walls and furniture, more so than normal.  Oh, and one more thing, I've found her talking to her kitty doll, like she's carrying on a regular conversation;  and twice, she seemed to be talking to someone, and when I go to see who it was, no one would be there.  Its strange, very strange."
	Philip rested his hand on his wife's leg,  "That sounds like a familiar kid's thing--talking to dolls, or things, or even having invisible playmates.  I think I talked to fish when I was young."
	"That sounds right,"  the Rabbi confirmed, "but the dreamy distant state and the clumsiness  bear watching.  I don't want to sound like an alarmist, but I think Mrym is experiencing some kind of deep, inner struggle, I don't know quite what.  Listening to the details of her dream story, though, has convinced me that, either Mrym is a visionary or prophetic being, or something is disturbing her mind, something she heard or read or seen and has taken to heart--or maybe its both.  In any case the disturbance within her is producing the fitful sleep, the far away look in her eyes, the floating about and clumsiness.  If I were you, I’d be looking closely at her for other signs--lack of appetite, reckless behavior, though that's a tough one with kids, hurting or cutting herself, speaking in a voice that's not hers--that kind of thing."
	Philip raised his eyebrows.  "That sounds kind of ominous--what makes you think that this thing won't just pass and not surface again?"
	Rabbi Samuel started to reply, then didn't.  He cupped his hands about his mouth.  "How can I say this without sounding crazy?  Ok.  In Mrym's dream, she refers to the Gemini twins--which is her sign if I'm not mistaken.  Later she describes two phantasmagorical angels, one tall and the other large in different dimensions.  These correspond to the  archangel Sandalphon, and the prince of ministering angels, Metatron.  There is a battle for someone' s soul, I suspect, a peacock appears,  which is a symbol for immortality."
	"Hold on just one minute, Rabbi.  What you're referring to is Qabbalistic cosmology, right?  That's all that esoterica and magic and what-not."
	"You are correct.  What I find somewhat disturbing is that this girl seems to be having a connection with this, this, esoterica, for lack of a better word.  Mrym may be tapping into what are called, 'the secret knowledge'.  And what is disturbing about it is, that there are many wise counsels who have warned that people under the age of twenty, I believe is right, should not try and delve into this sort of practice or magic world.  And I might add, I think for very good reasons--they are vulnerable and undeveloped, its like too strong a potion for them physically, psychically and spiritually."
	"I don't know, this seems too incredible.  I just don't see our Mrym caught up in sorcery or black magic or anything such as that.  Not her."
	"Philip, hear me out.  I wasn't saying that she's caught up in that sort of thing--its just she's vulnerable to powerful energies and spiritual forces, being the kind of special child she is.  Don't get me wrong, I could be way off--I don't think so, cause I like to think I'm usually right--so let’s err on the side of caution, and do keep an eye on her.   On the other hand, this whole trouble could be from a much simpler cause,  something we might be overlooking in the midst of our anxieties.   Levana, Mrym could be entering womanhood at an early age--has she started her menses?”
	“Well, I don’t think so.  I think I would be aware if she had.”
	“She could be going  through some emotional lability  related to this--I see she’s beginning to show breasts since the last time I saw her.”
	“She dresses and acts like such a tomboy, I hadn’t really noticed, Rabbi.”
	“Its something to keep in mind.  Say, you remember when she was just a few years old, and I gave you an amulet, a schmirah, to protect her from the daemon, Lilith?  I was serious then, and more so now.  Let me know how she's doing."  
	And after another uncomfortable pause, he stated,
	“You are looking at a problematic girl, on the one hand, and a prophetic girl, on the other.  I don’t pretend to know what’s best in this circumstance.  But if it was my game to call, I’d say, err on the side of the prophetic.”
	Philip and Levana gave each other a bewildered look, like they'd seen a ghost, one they couldn't wave a wand at and make  go away.   A lengthy silence prevailed.  Philip's mind wrapped itself up in knots a sailor couldn't untie with the ideas being presented--he felt boxed in, unable to find a familiar ground to stand on--the only thing it seemed he could do was take a few deep breaths, and change the subject.  The Rabbi helped him out, "So, Philip, how's the fishing these days?"  Philip was relieved the question was unrelated to giant angel creatures and venomous snakes in his daughters head, but he had this sinking feeling--something wasn't right.  And he felt it in his gut.  Oh, the fishing, the fishing.  	"You've no doubt heard there's been a dry spell of late--we just aren't pulling in the catches we're used to having.  I was fairly hopeful this morning, and we tried a new strategy, but either the fish are getting smarter and have inside information, or we're getting dumber or we've lost our edge.  We're barely meeting our payroll for laborers."
	The Rabbi thought for a moment, then replied, "There's an old adage that, if you want to catch fish, you've got to think like a fish."
	"With all due respect, sir, I've been thinking so much like a fish, that Levana said she noticed my skin was getting scaly and that I was growing fins and a tail." 
	"Hmmmmm.  Well at least you're a clean fish, kosher all the way."
And they all laughed--it was more a laugh to break the tension than a belly laugh.
	"But seriously, Philip, you know things come and go, the old ebb and flow--you know, what the old ecclesiastic preacher said, 'To everything there is a season and a time for every purpose under heaven.'  I know it is your season to gather in the fish, but perhaps there is some purpose being brought forth which will be in your best interests in the long run."
	"I'm not sure I buy that right now, but I get your point--there's a lesson here in patience and forbearance, in certitude and servitude--I've heard the sermon.  And what the gist of it all is, is that we are reminded to always turn toward the source, and worship God and praise Him."
	"Sure, we all get tired of the same pat answers, but the scriptures do hold the golden key, and I remind myself that I like the looks of what's behind the door what fits the key.  I also like what the nomadic tribes to the south say, "Worship God, but tie your camel."
	"That'll be my thought for the rest of the week, but I'll translate it to, 'Worship God, but tie your boat."
	"My prayers are with you both, and for Mrym as well.  One last concern, you might check and see what she's been reading....didn't you mention something about scrolls--there's some esoteric, mystical text that comes with warnings against being read or used by unprepared or too young minds.  Just a thought.  I bid you fair weather and a good night."
	"Rabbi, I thank you for your generous time spent with us.  We'll be in touch."  "Shalom's" all around, and the Rabbi exited into the night.  Levana held onto Philip's arm, "What's all that weird stuff about Metatron and Sandalphon? Those names are enough to scare the Beelzebub out of me.  I just don't understand."
	"We don't really have to understand it all right now,  do we, dear?"  He tried to sound soothing and light-hearted.  "I think I need another cup of wine, a big cup of wine. You?"
	*     *     *
	The next morning's eastern sky had a thin overcast, and was bathed in deep crimson as the sun rose in the crease between the horizon and the cloud layer.  The fishermen stood by their boats and watched the display of light, commenting on what this meant;  some thought, as was common among sailors, that this was a warning, some thought nothing much of it, but all thought it was a beautiful sight.  The wind grew and became blustery as they pushed off from the dock. Levana and the young children, Ben and Mehira, heard the morning yell, "Here we go!" and she knew her husband was on the water and setting sail.  The house was a mess, or so she said to her older daughters, Shoshona, Dorona and Carmela, as they were preparing to go to work at the fish house, where already a handful of workers were filing into and beginning the days procedures.  Three of the boats had come in late last night, having stayed out late on the water, the crews hoping to garner a full load of fish for the afternoon-evening run.  But once again, as in so many days of late, the catch was disappointing:  partial boat-loads  of mostly small fish--sardines, smelt, anchovy and small mullet.  Since it was so late and all the fish handlers on land were gone for the day, they had stowed the catch in wraps  and baskets in the boathouse, where it stayed reasonably cool.  The small fish were customarily used whole in fish sauces, though the sardines and anchovies were also preserved in oil and salt, sometimes wine, or on occasion, eaten raw or broiled, and commanded lower prices  than the larger fish.
	The older daughters offered to help their mother clean the house, but she shooed them out the door, saying, "No, thank-you anyway.  There's more important things for you to do--there are fish in the boathouse that need immediate attention, and many vats and urns of garum, muria, and allex need checking on, too."   She was referring to some of the varieties of fish sauces which required a curing and maturation process of up to a month or two.  "And don't forget to get someone on the salugo tank, it was getting low yesterday;  and tell whoever makes the brine to watch the salt ratio, its been too salty lately.  Oh yes, and I think there's a mess of eel to go to the separate pickling vat, got that?"   "Got it, Nana." In unison.  Of course, the daughters knew what was on the itinerary each day, since they were the ones who really kept the place functioning day-to-day;  but officially, Levana was in charge, and she had put in a lion's share of work when she was younger.  And like the matriarchal lion, she ruled the lair, or at least had to act as though and think as though she did.
	The mother sent Ben and Mehira with Mrym, whose daily chores now included tending the vegetable garden,  feeding and brushing David's horse, drawing water from the well for the house,  watering  flowers and plants around the house, and taking care of the littler ones from time to time.  In addition, Mrym had appointed herself queen of landscaping with rocks and stones, which included overseeing the formation of miniature villages made of stone, twigs and moss, populated with tiny people who wore acorn hats and dressed quite nattily, with tunics, mantles and dresses made of the finest leaves and grasses.  Here she ruled judiciously her small, but vastly superior monarchy known as, Mrymville.  She employed Prince Ben and Princess Mehira as construction and maintenance contractors, though she found them much too inattentive and prone to wander off the job.  She'd throw up her hands in mock exasperation,  "Inbreeding in the royal family has left the queen with an imbecile and a fool to pay her tribute.  Ah, such is my plight."  But life seemed good in Mrymville, at least on the surface.  The little queen had been perking up daily,  her hopes boosted by the thought of David, Isaac and Daniel returning any day now.  
	Her days were filled with preparations for their arrival,  and doing chores,  along with getting in some serious playtime at the shore.  But her nights were a tangle of thoughts she couldn't turn off, a host of anxieties lurking in the shadows, mixing and stirring up dreams that woke her covered in a cold sweat.  Just when she thought she'd gotten a break from the crazy-making dreams,  last night she had dreamt a short dream that still crept into her day, and left her with a recurring feeling like bees buzzing under her skin.  Ben and Mehira were crouching  and waddling up rows of vibrant green bean plants, snapping off handfuls of pods and dropping them in the baskets they carried.  
	Mrym rested amongst the rows of bristling green foliage,  to consider her dream again.  It had begun with nothing unusual about it, except for the exaggerated clarity and colors of the boats and crew.  In the dream, she was searching for stones  on the shore. Nearby were boats with sails and blue banners streaming from their masts, like the ones her family had, solid boats made of cedar and oak.  They looked so majestic cutting through the blue water,  and the fishermen on board wore blue scarves to match the banners.  Everyone looked so pristine and proud.  Two of the boats cut their sails and dropped anchors made of stone and shaped like big 'X's;  the crews unfolded and flung out their nets, which sparkled like diamonds and emeralds.  
	While the fishermen worked their nets, Mrym noticed a bearded man dressed in an emerald green turban,  white tunic and pants, and a crimson cape, mounted on a white horse.  He was stationary, at the end of the stony breakwater 2 0r  3 furlongs in length, which jutted out from the  shore near where she stood, .  He was watching or presiding over the fishing boats, and his strong profile looked familiar to Mrym--his face looked a lot like the wild baptizing preacher man in the river dream she'd first had when she was four.  The wind began to whip the waters into whitecaps,  and ominous storm clouds formed looking like billowing monsters.  The bearded man now had at least four pairs of wings, and his horse two pair more, and as the storm quickened, he drew his sword and swung it toward the fishermen.  Electric blue lightning bolts sizzled from his blade, crackling and flashing into the darkening skies.   The men strained to pull in their nets--but no matter how hard they struggled, they could not gather them in.  The squall began to swell until Mrym would lose sight of them from time to time.  The men were about to let go the nets,  and try to escape with their lives, when the crimson-caped angel flew on his stead over the boats, emanating a bright white light over the surging seas below.  All at once, the fishermen's nets lifted from the water and tumbled into the hollow of each boat, with a thousand silver lights flashing and spinning about. 
	 The boats were filled with the most beautiful fish Mrym had ever seen.  The storm abated, and the shaken and surprised men dug themselves out of the multitude of fish, and sailed toward the harbor to share their good fortune with others at home.  The angel and his horse vanished into the sky, taking with them any remaining clouds.
	At the end of this dream, Mrym was walking along the shore toward a large object in the distance.  It had the appearance of a large piece of driftwood having been washed up on the beach.  But when she reached the object, to her horror, she realized it was the body of a man wrapped in white linen cloth, strung with blue ribbons.  She couldn't see his face because of the wrapping, but she felt she knew the man.  The strange part was--the encased man was bound in a fisherman's net, just like the ones her family used, and he had blue stripes of fabric on his body.    That's when Mrym woke up.  That was what unsettled her all through the day.	
	Someone was tugging on her sleeve,  "Yoo-Hoo!  Yoo-Hoo!  Is anybody home?"  Ben and Mehira were standing beside her with baskets full of green beans.  Ben asked her if she was all right, and told her they needed to take a break and take the beans to the house.  Even though Mrym played tricks on her little brother, she loved him and vice versa.  She took both baskets under her arms and led the two homeward.  On the way she decided to tell them about the fishing dream, but left out the part about the dead man wrapped in a net.  They loved hearing stories, and Mrym was always quick with stories.  She would create whole magical worlds for them to while away the hours in, and Ben said she should write these stories down into a book.  "You could be a famous writer and write books so children everywhere could have interesting stories for their mamas and papas to tell them."  She told him that was a wonderful idea, and she just might do that when she got older.  "First," she told him," I have a long way to go and some other things to do before I get to a place where I can do that."   He didn't understand what she meant by that, but she assured him that she would dedicate her first book to him,  "And I'll dedicate it so:  “For Ben, the very best little brother I ever had."  Ben grinned as wide as a split-in-half pomegranate, until he thought about what she just said,  "Hey, wait a minute.  I'm the only little brother you ever had!"  But Mrym was already skipping way ahead of Mehira and him.
	Carmela greeted Mrym, Ben and Mehira at the back door, "Wait, wait.  Nana's just finished cleaning and sweeping the house, and you have enough dirt on you to grow cucumbers on, and I'm the dirty-faced little brat police.  I'm afraid I'm going to have to take you down to the water and throw you in."  She made a big sister,  monster face and chased the two screaming kids away from the house.  
	Mrym set the baskets of beans by the doorway, and rested on the terrace.  She drained a large mug of  cool water, thinking aloud, "This has been a good day."
	"I'm glad you've had a good day",  a voice replied.  A man's deep yet gentle voice, startled her with it’s quiet thunder.  The bearded man dressed in white, green turban and crimson cape was standing by the circular stone casing around the well.  She couldn't take her eyes off his, which bore into her--like the eyes of a king or someone very powerful.  She couldn't speak.
	"I will take care of you and guard you, though many troubles will beset and threaten your very life.  I do this in the name of His Holiness, the Lord Ruler of all.  Do not despair long, Mrym, even when you find yourself lost and alone--say this prayer, and always keep circling around His mighty throne in worship.  "Say:
God sufficeth all things above all things, and nothing in the heavens and the earth but God sufficeth."   
	And he faded in a mist of tiny sparkling green lights.  Mrym was too stunned to do anything.  She looked through the oak trees, and in the distance she could make out the dots on the sunlit waters that were her family's.  They were heading homeward.  And above the western shoreline, low in the sky, was the evening star revealing itself in its simple splendor.  She felt she could sit there for hours and just be present and contemplate all the signs of God in nature, but the mystical  reverie she'd been plunged into was about to burst.
	There were voices, then shouting:  It sounded like her mother and Rose were cheering and shouting over by the front gate which opened to the road.  Then she heard the clopping of horses' hooves approaching, and the crunching of wheels on the gravel road.  "David's back!  David and Isaac are back!"  Her voice seemed to be coming out of someone else, not of her own self.  Beside herself with joy and excitement, she tripped over the basket of beans and scampered toward the road as fast as her legs could carry her, her arms flailing sideways, and up and down.
Already she could see the traveler's carriage, horses in front, with a donkey tethered behind it.  It had stopped inside the gate, and her mother and older sister, Rose, were approaching the two men on the driver's bench--it was Isaac and Daniel, and they motioned the two women away from the cart, shook the reins and rolled toward the wide yard and large oak tree by the animal barn.  Her mother and Rose followed several feet behind.  
	When Mrym, winded by her sprint, reached the carriage, Isaac was holding Levana and talking earnestly and quietly to her.  Daniel stood statue-like  behind them.   Her mother was shaking and trembling, and began to wail.  Mrym enclosed her mother and father with her arms, forming a circle.  "Hey!  Isaac, Daniel, Hey! You made it--Hey! What's going on--Hey! Where's David?"  She stopped in her tracks, her heart pounding like a hummingbird's.  The sickly scent of decaying flowers mixed with cloves set off an aching sensation which growled in her stomach.   Then nothing seemed real anymore,  she couldn't feel or control her body.  Mrym rushed toward the carriage, with the muffled cries of Isaac in her ears, "Don't Mrym.  Don't go there, please, baby!" But she had already climbed the sideboards of the carriage and was looking down into its bed.  There were folds of dusty white linen drawn about a long shape, and blue ribbons strung about its breadth.  Around one end of the linen,  was a pendant of  silver stars,  like the one her brother David owned.  A large dark red stain covered one end of the linen.  Her mind barely registered the fishing net laced across the shrouded figure.  She reached down to lift the veil.  David?  David?  David?  There was no reply.  She felt her knees give way, and the sky and carriage, stones and people spinning around.  And the sensation of falling--falling weightlessly,  a silent descent,  deeper and deeper into oblivion.
*     *     *
A Year of Unbearable Sorrow

	When the boats carrying Philip and sons slid across the mirror-smooth waters of the harbor,  a gibbous moon hovered high in the east, and the evening star burned steady and bright nearby.  The sky was a deepening blue-violet haze.  In his breast, Philip felt the slow strong beat of his heart, and in his mind, he felt relief and satisfaction--this was a good day.  It didn't portend to be such, for once they’d reached the intended fishing channels, a freak summer squall had flared up like some devilish furnace, and caused the waters of Yam Kinneret to seethe and toss them about like the stick boats he'd made as a child. (The weather was usually predictable in these Galilean summers, not so, in the more volatile winters).  In the midst of this, they'd struggled to reclaim their nets, which had been thrown just prior to the sudden turbulence.  But they were stymied in their efforts to do so;  it was like a great force was pulling the nets downward.  With the waves surging well above  them, it was all they could do to ride the storm swell and stay the crafts from capsizing.
	Later, Philip would tell people that a great light shone upon the floundering boats with their desperate crews,  and that it seemed as though some great force lifted up their nets and let loose a flood of fish like he'd never seen before.  He was so distraught at the time, that he wasn't sure the boats could handle the weight and volume of the catch.  Yet all his fears were disbanded from his being--the storm dissipated as fast as it had gathered, the boats had taken on little water, and a quietude had overtaken every last man.  He had never been with such a mute bunch of fishermen in his life,  yet he felt synchronous with them--it was enough just to be alive and look into one another's eyes now and again for reassurance.  'Yes, this really happened,'  confirmed the next man's eyes.  Philip would tell people that, "All the people in Israel offered fewer prayers today, than were uttered by our men this eventide, on the Sea of Galilee."
	The fishermen had anticipated a frothy welcome, or at least a hearty, "Here's to ya!" and some help tethering their boats which were brimming with fresh hope.  They were greeted, instead, with an empty dock, but for three other vessels that had returned earlier in the day.  The men secured their dollies (as they liked to call their boats) to the narrow, stone quay which had been built to accommodate the small fleet when Isaac was a young man.  They had started to unburden their nets into the sorting bins which were built quay-side;  they quickly filled the wicker trays--large baskets on wheeled carts.  Even so, there was not room enough at the facility for the exceptional quantity of tilapia and musht and all.  They needed the help of the laborers who were most always on hand when the boats came in.  Seeing the disappointment in his men at the lack of assistance and reception, and feeling their exhaustion as they toiled, he strode purposefully toward the processing plant, while in his mind he considered the situation and concluded the only thing that made sense--something was amiss.
	The processing facility was dark, and there was no sign of anyone.  He heard the neighing of horses across the way at the animal barn.  He thought nothing of it at first, but as he turned to walk to the house,  a flash of insight and recognition bore through his tired brain--'Isaac and company had returned home!'  and thus, there was celebration and cause to interrupt the regular dispensation of work and duties.  He walked past the big tree, and the carriage that was stationed there;  he paused to look up at the slim arc of moon, and starlit skies  beyond the oak leaves, “Beyond this mortal world“, he thought.  He did a double take, and looked again at the carriage--'What was that doing here?"  His thinking was:  It most certainly was the vehicle that Isaac had chosen for his journey, but if the traveling party had returned, why wasn't it put away by the animal barn? Philip didn't see Levon, who was sitting against the oak tree with his head between his knees, behind the carriage .
	“Life has its mysteries,” he mused, and started imagining how good a fresh flask of wine would taste and feel right now.  As soon as he entered the lamp-lit house, the mystery would resolve itself, and the world would never be the same.
	"Hey ho!"  Philip gave his best happy sailor-come-home impression.  It was an impression lost on the somber interior of the house.  He soon found his family gathered in the communal room.  Isaac pushed himself up from his chair and extended his arms openly to Philip, who instinctively accepted the warmth and love of his friend and partner.  But the embrace held longer than usual, even for a reuniting after a long separation.  "God be with you, Isaac, my friend.  How do you fare?  You look sallow.  And how was your sojourn?"
	The older Isaac hesitated a moment, then replied, "God be with you, too.  You must excuse me.  For though I have returned, I have brought only grief and mourning, I fear.  A broken-winged bird has a better life than I and my loving family, right now."
	Philip's demeanor changed, and his countenance darkened, "What is wrong, Isaac?"  
	He waited within the aching silence, then turned and scanned the darkened faces in the room for an answer.  Isaac inhaled sharply and choked back his emotions, but could not reply.
	"David is dead."   Levana spoke stoically, saying what no one else wanted to or was able to say.  "My David is dead," she repeated, though this time she was talking to herself, as if to convince herself that the inconceivable had truly occurred.  The blood drained from Philip's head, and he wavered and tried to steady himself, doing so with the aide of Rose, who had stood by the entire evening, a source of comfort to all.
"Oh my,"  was all he said;  and the day, with its concert of stormy mysteries, miraculous restitution,  and deliverance, came to a terrible finale.  He barely noticed Carmela handing him a cup of wine, or how fast he emptied it, nor did he find any longer, any sense or pleasure in boasting about the fortuitous chain of events he'd witnessed.   The news of David’s death capped the wearisome toil of the stormy day, and  dragged him down.   It was all he could do to settle into the posture of a man determined to make the best of what now seemed the worst;  it was all he could do to steady the beating of his heart.  
	"What happened, Isaac?"  He finally asked.  
	Isaac began his story of the traveler's journey, beginning with the stopover in Zippori, to deliver some fish products to a trader, and visit with Dorona and Abraham , which had been the highlight of their trip.  His daughter and husband were expecting their first child, and the time spent with them was joyful and a pleasure.  She seemed so happy and fulfilled, and all was well.  Abraham was working as a carpenter and home builder, and he and Dorona also had started a new venture--selling a premium fish sauce (made by his father) packaged in beautiful blue Egyptian glass bottles.  Zippori was known for its glass works, and the new blue color was the currently the most popular amongst traders.  Abraham had told Isaac and David about the latest news concerning Tiberius,  the Roman city being designed as the new capital of Galilee and as a Kinneret harbor city,  to be built just south of Magadala, near the ancient town of Hammath, where there were ancient healing thermal springs.  Isaac, like the rest of Galileans, had heard rumors and indications of the building of Tiberius, but now it was a certainty.  In fact, road building in and around Tiberius was already underway;  within two years, all manner of craftsmen were going to be in demand, stone masons, carpenters, artisans, blacksmiths, livery men, as well as the usual army of laborers, transporters, traders and food suppliers.  Abraham was considering working there, but was ambivalent about having to leave his wife and child.  
	Isaac described an uneventful trip through the valley road and the hills of western Galilee to the plains of Acre and into Ptolemais,  the route being a steady stream of caravans and travelers from the east, north and south.  The usual duties and tolls were exacted by the officials, and Isaac and Daniel had prepared for the exchange, having brought some fine ostrich feathers and Egyptian cosmetics to be used in payment in lieu of drachmas.  Isaac mentioned, in passing,  that a strange hunchbacked man cloaked in a dark hooded robe seemed to emerge from the shadows, always at the periphery of each place they traveled or rested.  To Isaac, he appeared to be slinking around, peering often in the traveler's direction.  But as far as they knew,  nothing foul had come of his peculiar intermittent presence.
	Their time in Ptolemais was fruitful, with trade negotiations with the Turkish traders from Antioch cemented, with an unexpected bonus--the traders had a source for salt comparable in quality to that from Palmyra, which Isaac preferred to use in his fish preservations, and at a much lower price than they‘d been paying.  The only possible impediment to the sea trading plans, the Turks had informed him, was the ever-present danger of piracy.  And there were reports of Jewish pirates joining in the frequent robbery of ships along the Mediterranean coast, which was something new to Isaac.  The traders assured the Galileans that they’d taken extra security measures for their voyages, including doubling the crews and increasing the number of vessels that sailed together.  	Besides mapping out the pending trade deal  and shopping in the markets for bolts of linen and sail cloth,  they had engaged in the time-honored practice of swapping ideas and stories with the local fishermen at the portside cafes  and tea houses at night.  Additionally, Isaac  reported that he and Daniel, after spending a couple days in the port city, decided not to buy new sail cloth from the local merchants--the flaxen sailcloth from the Magdalene area was a better deal and had more tensile  strength than what they saw in Ptolemais.   While Isaac and Daniel were busy with their affairs, David had been sent by his father across the bay to the minor port of Efa, at the base of the western edge of the Carmel mountains.  There he was to meet some distant relatives who were involved in silver and gold- smithing and related jewelry enterprise.  Isaac hadn't originally mentioned that this was a part of the intended expedition, so Philip noted to himself,  and thought Isaac was being purposefully vague about David's venture.
	"What was that about, David's special trip across the bay?"
	"I wanted him to make contact with these relatives to see about buying some donkeys to bring back home--I told Jonah I'd pick him up a mare if I saw any good prospects, and he and some others were also interested in some jewelry,  gems, rings and such."
	That seemed odd to Philip, but the gravity of the situation defied any further discussion of this part of the trip.  Isaac stood up and paced around the room, poured himself some wine, which he drank slowly and methodically, then began describing the last leg of their journey.
	"With all the business done, and all of us reunited,  we disembarked from  Ptolemais, returning on the northern route from the port city to Kinneret.  Its a long two-day trip by wagon, normally, and we got a late start.  The coastal weather was windy and the road was dust-blown and hot.  We didn't get far the first day, and we laid over that night in a safe haven near a small community.  The second day we set off very early, to make up time--it was at the end of that day, day before yesterday, when we encountered trouble on the road to Capharnaum.  A band of mounted marauders encircled us in the late afternoon, just beyond where the road forks north to Korazin and Hazor,  and we taking the south fork to Capharnaum.  They wore tunics with wavy black stripes  and turbans  that covered all but their eyes, they had very long braids of hair which trailed them on their backs;  they spoke harshly with non-Galilean inflections in Aramaic and Hebrew.  They charged about us, and their mantles and braided hair looked like a seething mass of serpents. " 
	"We were lashed and tied to our carriage, while the thieves ransacked our belongings, taking our coin purses, a bolt of fine silk, and tore up the carriage and the blue glassware from Zippori, searching for something of value.  The only thing they didn't bother were some amphorae (twin-handled urns) filled with pickled fish.  I kept telling them we had little or nothing they could possibly want, but they only spat upon me and searched more vigorously.  During this time, David managed to free himself from his bindings, and ran toward some hills where a cluster of farms stood;  he didn't get far when a rider with wild braids flying from his turban overtook him, and pierced his throat with a large dagger, David swung at the rider, in an attempt to pull him off his horse, but the killer cut David's throat again.  David fell to the road, and bled to death on that spot, before our eyes."
	Isaac's voice was quivering and breaking up, his eyes were wet and red, and he sagged forward.  Levana, who was openly weeping by then, grappled for a chair and helped her husband sit and rest for a time.  His family gathered around him--all his sons, Jacob, and his wife Rachael, Joseph, and his wife Leah, Joshua and Ben;  all his daughters (except for Dorona), Rose (her husband, Levon was out by the carriage, keeping watch over the body as required by law), Carmela  and Mehira-- none were dry eyed, and sobbing came in waves throughout the room.  Daniel had left to summon the Rabbi, and to notify the Chevra Kadisha (the local Jewish sacred burial society) of the family's loss and need for burial assistance.  
	Philip raised his hand, then dropped it to his side, bowed his head, and offered a prayer for David.  Only the weeping of his family broke the silence.  When he finished, he raised his eyes and the first thing he focused on was a faint blue light apart from the others--Mrym was standing by herself in the corner shadows.  At her side, in her right hand, was her little cat doll, and droplets of some dark liquid were splattering on the floor below it.  Unsure what was happening, he became alarmed as he strode toward her--wide trails of blood streamed down that arm, as well as down her left arm.  He knelt down in front of her.  On her arms were hideous cuts which spelled out the name, "David" in Hebrew.  "Oh, my baby, what have you done?"
	Mrym's face was pale and expressionless, her lips closed tight, and her eyes glazed, looking right through him.  Philip looked over his shoulder, and motioned Levana over to him.  But his wife stood like a stone, as if in shock.  "Mrym's cut herself, and we need to take her to another room and clean her wounds."  He spoke as softly as he could, but everyone's eyes were on Mrym.  Rachael rushed to the wounded girl’s side, and helped Philip guide a torpid Mrym toward the kitchen to bathe her arms in the water basin there.  Afterward, Rachael applied a balm to the slashed flesh of her forearms, and they bound her wounds in gauze and Philip carried her to her bed.  
	Carmela was waiting.  She had anticipated what might need to happen, and offered to stay with her sister for the night.  Philip kissed her two daughter's faces and thanked Rachael and Carmela, excusing himself to join the mourning family.  He looked back, and Carmela had lit a candle,  rocking Mrym gently in her arms.  Tears streamed down his face and burned his eyes--he felt so helpless, and tried not to feel the steady pressure in his chest, tried not to think about all the hearts that were breaking, tried not to think about the anger that enflamed his own soul.
*     *     * 
	At dawn, a group of men from the Chevra Kadisha arrived at the Isaac family estate to administer Taharah,  or ritual purification,  for David's body.  They first consulted with Isaac about the manner in which David had died,  with regards to ceremonial matters, ritual purification of those who had touched the body, the headstone and such.  Mrym watched as they filed into the house to consult with the family on preparations for the burial.  To Mrym, their black hats, beards and attire made them look like strange black stickmen, walking stiffly without volition on their part, mindless strutting black birds come to peck at the dead.  The image haunted and disgusted her, and she shook to rid herself of its taint.  She had laid awake all the previous night, trying to hum songs and prayers that David might of liked to sing.  Carmela snored softly next to her, unaware of the dawning light.  
	Still humming and praying, Mrym left her room, intent on going out to the lakeshore, but stopped at the front door to listen while the leader of the burial society spoke to her mother and family:  "Since it has been determined that David died as a result of a violent attack, and that he sustained open wounds, we won't  have to administer the full Taharah of immersion--that is to prevent the loss of his blood which must be buried with him, at least as much of it as possible (Mrym had seen a clay pot full of dried clumps of reddish brown dirt in the carriage, which she later found to have been David's blood mixed with the dirt from the road on which he'd fallen and died--that, too would be buried with her brother, along with the segments of linen he'd been temporarily wrapped in for his final journey home.)  After the cleansing of the skin and  accompanying prayers, we will dress the body in the Tachrichim (white linen clothing/shroud) and place pottery shards on his eyes and mouth.”  
	The black bird stickmen  turned their heads as a group to see what the humming was all about, which only made Mrym hum louder. 
	“The shards indicate our human frailty,” the stickman leader continued, with punctuating glances at Mrym,  “and that when the vessel is broken, that the essence is released.  We'll need David's Tallit (prayer shawl) for the service, if you would, please."  The leader gazed once more toward the source of his displeasure--the doorway was empty and the humming prayers were fading into the distance.
	The time of the funeral was discussed, with the emphasis on, “As soon as possible“, since to leave a body unburied for any undue length of time indicated great disrespect and discourtesy to the diseased, as well as being considered most shameful to all.   The family had spoken with the Rabbi the night before, and expressed their desire to wait until Dorona and Abraham arrived from Zippori.  The Rabbi wasn't pleased with that plan, since this would make it two days from the time of death, but assented to it.  The days were getting hot, and any delays would make for a deleterious, foul-smelling occasion, even with the cloves, myrrh and other incenses,  fragrant camellias and roses which had been placed around the body for their fragrances, not sentimentality.   The Chevra Kadisha also had required that Isaac and Daniel, and any one else who touched or had lingered around, or seen the actual body, should be given ritual purification, since contact with the dead was considered to impart uncleanliness, even dark spirits, into the living.  The spokesman asked Levana if it was true that her daughter had climbed into the carriage, pulled back the shroud and kissed David on the face--which was the first she'd heard of it.  
	Philip entered the room as that question was being asked, and interjected that he didn't think so, and told the group,  "Furthermore, I think that this insistence and theology about the dead causing unclean or evil spirits to contaminate the living is a bunch of old superstitions.  I, for one, don't plan to be cleansed--don’t need to be cleansed,  nor will I have my daughter subjected to this so-called purification, if you please."    A sudden hush and incredulous look came over the black-clad group.  The spokesman tried to tactfully reproach Philip,
	 "I understand, Philip, how deeply distressed you are over the death of your stepson.  And I want to respect your wishes as much as is humanly possible, but these are matters  of tradition, law and important to us all."  
	Philip abruptly walked out of the room and trudged off toward the boathouse.
					*      *      *
	Whole new bunches of polished stones and pebbles had washed up and collected on the beach.  “No doubt, they were a result of that sudden squall that had nearly capsized the fishing boats“, Mrym thought.  “Things sure have taken a turn for the weird and bizarre these days.  Why, just yesterday not one, not two, but three of the fish processing helpers found Roman coins in the stomachs of three tilapia.  What are the odds?“,  she mused.  
	Getting back to her rock hunt, now that was something she hadn't had time to do lately, and the little treasures gleamed at her in their moist beds.  "There you are, my precious one, I have a spot that's just right for you."  There was a favorite-shaped stone, flat with smooth, rounded edges and honey-combed with rose quartz, a heart-shaped beauty which practically begged to be selected.  "There you are, my little rosy heart."  Every so often she'd lean over and prize up several stones for review, and feel herself light-headed, her eyes swimming in sparkling stars.  It wasn't an unpleasant sensation, but when she finally fell forward into the incoming surf, she sputtered on her knees and decided it might be best to rest awhile on her special limestone outcropping.  There upon, she heard the muted crunching sound of bare footsteps approaching her on the beach.  She looked over and up at Philip, who was standing one foot in the water,  staring straight into her eyes.
	Sleep deprivation had lent a deep-set look to Mrym's eye sockets which accentuated the green and blue flames of her pupils.  Philip almost jumped back, the sight of the girl's wan appearance was so haunting, he turned his gaze away from hers to regain his composure.  He greeted his daughter,   "My little Mrym.  What are you doing here?"  No response but the lapping surf and her burning eyes.  "I know, there's so much hub-bub going on at the place, a person needs a place for sanity and refuge, a place to recollect one's sense of self, right?"
	"Sanctification, purification, contemplation--a sanctuary here, by the water.  Here,  in my temple."
	The man was gladdened to hear her finally speak,  albeit laconically, since she'd been next to mute all night and day.  He wondered at what Mrym was going through, how she was coping with David's death;  so far, the warning signs blared danger, like a ram's horn in a battle.  
	"How are your arms doing, Mrym?"  He sat beside her and gingerly pulled back the sleeve covering her right arm.  She had peeled off the dressing applied the night before, and the jagged angry wounds screamed, "David".  "My stars, little one, you sure know how to wield a knife.  Does it hurt much, dear?"  Long pause.  "No."
	The only way Philip could make sense of Mrym's act of self-mutilation, was to put  it into the context of one of the hallmark displays of Jewish grief--the rending of clothing by the deceased's family just prior to the burial.  It was a symbolic way to show how torn they were inside, how wounded they felt;  and Mrym's way was extreme and not acceptable under Jewish law, but he felt her pain and could not bring judgment on her.  
	"We're going to have to clean those cuts soon, and put a new dressing on them, all right?"  
	"I might as well be talking to the moon, you are so far away, my best girl, and I know it may be impossible for you to go through this any other way but how you need to go through it.  And you know I'll be here to hold your hand and be your papa when you need me, and your Nana and sisters and brothers, too--we're all here for you, for each other.  You know."
	“I’m bleeding inside and out, papa.”
	When he looked at her she was smiling with a crooked grin, like she was listening to far away voices who were telling her stories or a joke.  
	“What?”
	“See how the blood flows from my loins as well as from my arms.”
	Mrym displayed her bloody thighs.  Philip drew in a deep breath, and nearly panicked, before realizing what was happening to his daughter.
	“Oh my little Mrym, you need a woman’s care.  I will send Carmela and Rachael to tend to you.”
	Philip felt almost relieved to know that she was menstruating.  At least there was a logical explanation for something, for so much had happened lately that seemed senseless to the him.
	"Do you believe in angels, papa?"   That could only come out of Mrym at a moment like this, and it seemed like old times.  But now he had to think.
	"Well, if angels are a kind of force or power released by God for the benefit of humankind, then I believe in angels.  Honestly, Mrym, I don't have any personal experience with what are called angels."
	"Yes, you have.  You just didn't know it at the time."
	"You know what I mean, M, I've never seen anything I identified at the time as an angel."
	"When you were in the big squall yesterday,  an angel was there to bring you home."
	"You actually saw an angel?  But you weren't anywhere near us."
	"I had a dream, a vision, and then the angel came to visit me later;  I saw him just as clear as you sitting here right now."
	Philip considered her matter-of-fact statement, and whether it might be hallucination--the product of a imagination synergized with the distress  of her present grief, or perhaps the result of her physical passage into womanhood, or a combination of things;  God forbid, though,  it might be something organic, something awry with her constitution, maybe a disease in its early stages affecting her mind.
	"And the angel talked to me here at the house just before Isaac and David came back."
	"Honestly, I don't know what to say, Mrym.  I think that David's death has brought great tumult to our world, and I don't doubt that you are extremely sensitive to the spiritual forces in this world.  I would like to make sure you feel well enough to attend the services this afternoon;  they'll commence when your sister and Abraham arrive.  Should be any time now.  What do you say?"
	"I'd rather go for a horse ride along the coast of Yam Kenneret."
	"You and me both.  But Kavah Hah-Met, that's what its about--respect, not only for the body, but for Neshama, the soul, as well.  You and David loved each other so much."   Philip watched for his daughter's response or reaction.
	"David?  David is a good man, so very good.  I was just telling Timothy how David just told me he had brought me presents, and he hoped I'd like them."
'Her voice is strangely flat, not her style at all,'  Philip sensed,  'And what is she talking about, like she thinks David is still alive?'  He took a different line.
	"Timothy?  I talked to Jonah today, and he said Timothy was away visiting his Uncle Bartholomew in Cana.  So what's this story, hmmm?"
	"I was, I was talking with him, just today, papa."  She had that crazy distant drunk baby look in her face;  it was simultaneously eerie, curious  and laughable.  But it was more strange and out-of-place at this time, than anything he'd experienced with Mrym's unusual personality:  It was the first time he really thought she might be lying to him.  But he chose to drop the matter, for the moment.
	"Well, baby, I'm going to go see to it that your sister and aunt will administer to you right away.   And I need to check on how the others are doing at the house.  I'll see you up there soon, right?"
	But Mrym had slid off her perch and was wading calf-deep in the warm water.  She was looking out across the surface, and there in the near distance was a fishing boat with a blue banner rippling in the breeze.  Mrym was waving to the vessel, as though she had some ethereal connection to whomever was on board.  And she was reciting what sounded to Philip like chanting in a language unfamiliar.  The sound of her girlish voice rose and soared across the serene harbor--it was like a chorus of songbirds resonant and sky bound.  He stood transfixed by the sight and sound of her, unsure if he should leave her.  He shook himself loose and ambled up toward the house to get help for his daughter.              					*     *     *
	The Jewish cemetery was, as by custom and law, just outside the city,  but was only a short distance from the synagogue.  On this funeral day,  a mass of yahmulke-topped men milled together, segregated from the  snood and scarf-headed women, while children clustered around their family loci, and only a soft drone comprised of deep murmurs and closed whispers emanated from the congregation, punctuated by an infrequent cough, or a baby‘s cry.  David's body was shrouded completely and lay on a platform at the Isaac family tomb.  An open grave had been dug close by,  with mounds of dirt on two sides, making it look like a dark, gaping mouth.  Everyone was in place, except for Philip, who had slipped away as discretely as possible to search for Mrym.  Mrym was missing.  No one had seen her since late afternoon, when Dorona and Abraham had arrived from Zippori, and each family member was preoccupied with preparing themselves for the service.  The entire family had assembled and started off together, Mrym included, but no one seemed to remember when she vanished from the solemn march to the cemetery.  Philip had informed Rabbi Samuel of Mrym's absence and his continuing concern for her.  The Rabbi reluctantly conceded to postpone the beginning prayers, so that Philip could return home to search one last time for the wayward girl.
	The reverent drone turned to chatter and muttering,  as the afternoon turned to evening,  and children fidgeted and  husbands grumbled.  Wives were caught somewhere in-between.  Rabbi Samuel was attempting maintain his decorum and patience, though his feet were tapping left and tapping right in a nervous patter.  Most of the people were beginning to shuffle about, which provided a great, muffled rustling sound, since all of the mourners were either barefoot or wearing cotton and wood-soled clogs or sandals, that because leather was prohibited at burials.  At last, papa Philip bobbed alone into the congregation,  signaled the Rabbi with a shrug and upturned hands, and took his place with the men of the family.  He looked around the four directions, one last time, hoping, just hoping.....then shook his head side-to-side at Levana, who was with the women of the family--she was rolling her eyes and pinching her lips.  
	The ceremony began with funeral prayers and chants, in particular, El Molai Rachamim.  The service was simple and direct, with no special adornment or flowers, which were proscribed by law.  Men and women alike wept openly and held one another for support.  The prayers gave way to eulogies expressed by the Rabbi, and by family members who gave mention of the high qualities of David's presence and life on earth, qualities which they spoke of aspiring to.  Isaac was eloquent and self-contained as always, Jacob managed to offer his honor before choking into tears, and Joshua nearly collapsed after waxing poetically from the depths of his heart about how David elevated work and net-making to the level of worship in his daily life.  The men of the Chevra Kadisha assembled around the body of David, and covered him in a linen shroud, and by request of the family, a portion of one of David's excellent  fishing nets was stretched around the shrouded body.  They lifted and carried the body toward the open grave.  What happened next would be told and re-told for generations, and would serve to change things forever in Magdala, and perhaps elsewhere.
	Above the murmuring and weeping crowd,  the gallop and drumming horse hooves  reverberated off homes and the synagogue walls, and before anyone knew what to think, a chestnut horse and rider flew over the low stone wall of the cemetery  and abruptly halted just beside the far end of the grave.  Utterly surprised, the Kadisha had released the body unceremoniously into the pit, and fallen over one another, as the horse snorted loudly and panted for air.  It was Sea Mare, David's horse.   And the rider none other than Mrym, dressed in a gray man's tunic and mantle, a small sheathed sword at her side, wearing an emerald green scarf, and looking as fierce as a child warrior could look.  Beyond the initial gasps of surprise and noisy jostling, the congregation stood stunned, not at all sure what protocol was in such a circumstance.  But before they could react any further, Mrym spoke--her face jutted forward, her posture erect and her words unrelenting:
	"My Brother David is a man who lives in his heart and carries a song for everyone, he carries a song for his Lord--they are songs that can soften the hardest heart and strengthen the weakest nerve.  He lives humbly in the temple of his Lord and rides the steed of the Glory of God when called upon.  My brother gives of himself to others without regard to his own desires, and desires only the highest good for man and woman alike.  He is whom I always aspire to emulate-- a tireless and faithful servant of God.  We ask for mercy and salvation, peace and redemption, love and reconciliation for all humankind, man or woman, great or small, rich or poor, clean or unclean, Jew, pagan or gentile, friend or enemy--for we are all the children of God, and the Kingdom of God is His,  which all will enter who bow before Him in worship.  None are free from sin, and none shall stand in subjugation or judgment of another before His throne without being reduced to ashes.  So it is, and shall be.  The Kingdom is at hand, and the day of judgment near.  Rejoice and repent of all your sins, not only the ones you despise, but the ones you relish in private.  The time is come, the time is come--there will be a voice, a most beautiful voice from Elijah, calling to you from the Jordan, calling to you from the wilderness, welcoming you to the baptism of the spirit.  You who claim to have ears, let them hear."
	Her voice carried sonorously across the cemetery and town, and she had drawn forth a timbrel,  punctuating her verse with the drum, which echoed off the hills.   The people of the land generally stood immobilized by her speech, though murmurs and stirrings of irritation, suspicion and blasphemy quickly spread.  Mrym continued, returning to the service at hand, and delivered extemporaneously,   Psalms 91, which was the standard Psalm read at burials:

He that dwelleth in the secret place of the most High shall abide under the shadow of the Almighty.
 I will say of the LORD, He is my refuge and my fortress: my God; in him will I trust.
Surely he shall deliver thee from the snare of the fowler, and from the noisome pestilence.
He shall cover thee with his feathers, and under his wings shalt thou trust: his truth shall be thy shield and buckler.
Thou shalt not be afraid for the terror by night; nor for the arrow that flieth by day;
Nor for the pestilence that walketh in darkness; nor for the destruction that wasteth at noonday.
A thousand shall fall at thy side, and ten thousand at thy right hand; but it shall not come nigh thee.

Only with thine eyes shalt thou behold and see the reward of the wicked.
Because thou hast made the LORD, which is my refuge, even the most High, thy habitation;
There shall no evil befall thee, neither shall any plague come nigh thy dwelling.
For he shall give his angels charge over thee, to keep thee in all thy ways.
They shall bear thee up in their hands, lest thou dash thy foot against a stone.
Thou shalt tread upon the lion and adder: the young lion and the dragon shalt thou trample under feet.
Because he hath set his love upon me, therefore will I deliver him: I will set him on high, because he hath known my name.
He shall call upon me, and I will answer him: I will be with him in trouble; I will deliver him, and honour him.
With long life will I satisfy him, and shew him my salvation.

	By the closing of Psalms 91, Rabbi Samuel's nose had turned into a bright red ball, and the congregation was edgy, some calling for Mrym's  arrest, and others for her to be stoned;  shouts of “Sorceress”, “Daemon girl”,  “Shame” peppered the air.  Her family stood, devastated not only by the loss of David, but the outrageous and disgraceful behavior she'd displayed at the culmination of such a sacred and solemn occasion.  There were even a few young men at the periphery who were gathering up stones, readying themselves to apply instant justice upon the blasphemer.  The Chevra Kadisha had regrouped and rushed the rider, yanked the reigns from her grip, and wrestled her to the ground, where they unceremoniously bound and gagged her, and dragged her wriggling body away, down the road toward the synagogue.  Only one other person in the congregation followed, and that was Philip, who was praying to God in one breath, and in another, yelling for them to stop.   He merged into the commotion and mob on the building grounds.
	In the cemetery, Rabbi Samuels cleared his throat, and motioned to the people to be still and desperately tried to regain at least a semblance of order and ceremony.  He led them in a short, closing prayer, saying little else.  Isaac led his family by the grave, tossing the first handful of earth on David's shrouded body.  With each successive handful, the tears and weeping overtook the shocked  and disconsolate family members.  A tragic sight, they found themselves hanging their heads as much in shame,  as in grief for their loved one. One by one, they offered their last respects to the body, and began a weary  march home.
*     *     *
	The families of Micah and Jonah had brought plenty of food to the mourning family's home for the meal of condolence, se‘udat havra‘ah--there were bowls of eggs,  fruit salad,  breads and sweet rolls, baskets of nuts and dried fruit, a small caldron of lamb stew, olives and fish roasted in olive oil and garlic.  But Isaac, along with the rest, had lost any appetite they might have had, and as they entered the home they lingered together, hugging quietly for several minutes, then broke off into separate quarters  for a respite.  Carmela and Dorona lit candles, and offered prayers, and held hands.  Levana appeared so tired and upset that she had to be helped much of the walk home, and she secluded herself in her bedroom immediately upon arriving home.  Isaac sat out on the front porch after leading Sea Mare to the stables, having had to rescue the horse from a gang of boisterous and angry townsmen who were threatening to kill it, since it was obviously daemon-possessed, to their way of thinking.  
	The night sky was just beginning to light up, and the full moon was just visible above the eastern horizon.  Its light was a molten color, more like the  moon at harvest, when the dusty air filtered the silver into gold.  He thought about the moon and its magnetic pull on the earth and seas, how the tides and the moon were entwined.  The fishing, too, of course.  And he could see how ancient peoples developed religious beliefs and practices based on the natural forces,  it was a natural transference, if not a rational process.  So it seemed to Isaac that, given Mrym’s sensitivity and recent strange behavior, that today’s episode could have been stimulated by the position of the moon in the heavens.  But still, he feared the worst, that his daughter was in spiritual as well as physical peril-- if not possessed of demons or spirits, then unsound of mind, and might well be subject to ostracizing, shunning or worse.  As the law stood, harsh punishment was in order, and he’d heard of many situations where women were stoned to death for less than she had done. 
	But at this time, more than anything, his heart was heavy with his grief over David’s death, and there was so much work to do on the estate.   The week of shiv’ah lay before his family--it was the seven days following burial during which family and close friends of the deceased paid tribute to him, with a dedicated and singular focus;  clothes were worn without changing, hair and beards not trimmed, bathing not done, clothes unchanged, leather not worn, work and sex not engaged in, and mourners sat on the floor or on low stools, not chairs.  With no family members working for the next week, he was contemplating how to take care of affairs in the time being.  And that’s when he saw a figure coming out  of the darkness toward him from the driveway--it was Philip, and he was toting what appeared to be a large sack or bundle across his chest and partially over his shoulders.  
	“Shalom, Isaac.”
	“Shalom, Philip.  What have you brought us, my friend?”
	Philip peeled back the edge of a blanket to reveal the back of Mrym’s tousled black hair.  “I have brought home the little princess Mrym, who is stone cold out, with the sleep of the ages, or so it seems.”
	“O Lord.  My prayers have been answered.”
	“By that you mean that Mrym wasn’t torn apart by the wolves at the cemetery?”
	“Or prayers to that affect, yes, Philip.”
Anticipating the next questions, Philip continued, “The Rabbi took charge of things once we cleared out most of the people at the synagogue, and we resigned ourselves to his quarters there.  After prayers and meditating on the events of the evening, he decided that he would make no decision or recommendation at this time, until things settled down, and he could consult with elders and another Rabbi.  So he remanded Mrym to me for safekeeping, determining that she would be better off with her family, especially since this is Shiv’ah.  And I have to say, Isaac, this girl may look slight and lean, but she’s a load to carry.”
	“This is such a relief, though I know its just the beginning of the process of answering much harder questions.  Honestly, I’m just worn to the bone, and have to close my eyes and turn it all off for a spell, and soon.  I caught myself repeating what I was saying to people and forgetting names and what to do next.”
	“You’ve been through an ordeal times two, along with the wear from the journey,  I’m surprised you remember your wife’s name, let’s see, what was it, Lydia?”
	Isaac barely managed a smile.  “Yes, its been quite a while since I’ve been with Lydia.  I’m thinking I’ll send for her tomorrow--we could sure use a level head around this place.”
	“Isaac, do you think it wise for Lydia to be here when Levana is in the condition that she is--I mean, you know I have no problem with Lydia being around, and I think you’re right about needing some clear and level heads to keep things stable.”
	“Levana’s a lot tougher bird than you think, and she can handle herself with propriety when necessary.  And I would hope that, by now,  she doesn’t despise Lydia as she once did.  We’ll see.”
	“I suppose we need to get this little package into a bed soon.”  referring to Myrm.  “Where do you think the best place is?”
	Out of the bundle, a thin, croaky voice replied, “I was thinking I might could want to sleep with the horses.”  Philip looked across his shoulder at the movement beneath the blanket.  “Now, who is that in there, and what do you mean, sleep with the horses?”  No reply from the bundle.
	“Why don’t we put her in with Carmela and Dorona--they’re sharing a room, and we can put some bedding on the floor in there between them, so someone will be around to look over her.”
	“That sounds fine to me.”   There was a long pause, wherein the stars sparkled more brilliantly than Philip could recall.  Staring off into the beyond, he thought he almost felt frightened at how small he was at this moment, so small in the scheme of things--just a small speck in an infinite world of unimaginable proportions.  
	“You’re not so small in God’s eyes.”   The little bundle said.
And that did scare Philip--how did she know what he was thinking?
	“Time for sleep, little Mrym.  Tomorrow is another day”.   He bid Isaac goodnight, “Get some rest, I'll see you in the morning.” , and went inside with his bundle.
*     *     *	
		Shiv'ah was supposed to be the time focused on mourning for the loss of David, but Mrym’s episode at the burial lingered with each family member.  Still, David’s life was properly honored through the prayers, candles, and other traditions, and the family found themselves pulling together closer than they had, for a long while.  On Isaac's instructions, the continued operation of the fish processing facility was given to Micah and his family, for the time being, thus averting any concerns the family might have over this.  But Mrym, and the trouble with Mrym crept back into their thoughts, prayers and contemplations each day.  Not only was the specter of her appearance at the burial looming over them, but Mrym seemed bound to persistently act to drive her family to distraction,  if not into consternation. Carmela and Dorona awoke early that first Shiv'ah morning to check on their charge, Mrym, who was placed between them the night before.
	"She's gone, Dorona."
	"What!?  I swear, I sleep light and would have noticed her leaving."
	"Maybe she just got up to use the outhouse.”
	“Well, wherever she’s gone to, we’d better find her before someone else does.”  The two dressed hurriedly  and began their search with a quick inspection of all  the rooms in the house.  ‘Not here’, and ‘No”, were all that was whispered between them.  
	“What are you two up to, anyway?”   The two women jumped in unison, as a haggard Levana stepped out of a doorway in their path.
	“Uh, nothing mama, just going to see if anyone else was up yet.”  Dorona was the best liar of the two, but she wasn’t up to the task.
	“Don’t even try to lie to me, daughter,  I brought you into this world, and I can take you out--so what’s up?”
	“Oh, mama, Mrym must of wandered off during the night, again.  And papa put her in our care.”
	“Good luck, sounds like you’ve got you’re hands full.”  She only shook her silver hair,  turned and walked back to her room.  Her daughters saw their mother’s shoulders sag--she seemed to be shrinking fast in size, by the second.
	Dorona took the lead, “You check the outhouse and then the shoreline where she likes to play, and I’ll start at the gate and then the fish factory, the animal barn and stables.  I’ll meet you at the boathouse.”  The two separated and scurried away.  A gray bank of clouds slid across the Galilean sky and blotted out the sun.
	An hour later, a fretful Carmela heard a whistle and saw her sister waving to her in the distance, near the animal barn.  When she rejoined her, Dorona reported that Mrym was in the stable which David’s horse was kept in at night;  and that she’d been afraid to confront the girl then, wanting to have Carmela be there with her.  The two sisters cautiously approached the stable entry  and took a hidden vantage of the stall.  Mrym was sitting on a pile of hay, rapidly speaking to what the sisters thought was Sea Mare.
	“.....and the ten Sephirot, Keter, Hockmah, Binah, Chesed, Gevurah, Tiphereth, Netzach, Hod, Yesod, and, of course, Malkuth--they all form the Tree of Life, that is how the creative forces of God manifest themselves in the universe, right?”  Mrym paused, as though she were listening carefully.
	“But when I think of the Tree of life, I think of roots and trunk and branches, and if the tree is inverted, and the roots are born in heaven, then the leaves and fruit would form on earth.  Are we the leaves and fruits of the tree of life, or is the tree of life a way of understanding the nature of God or God’s creation?”  Again she paused for a time.
	“I see.  Maybe that ties in with another thing I was meditating on.  When I think of the seven pre-existing things, the Word of God, repentance, heaven and hell, the Throne of God, the Heavenly Temple, and the name of the Messiah, I connect the Word of God, with the name of the Messiah--they seem essentially the same to me;  and the Messiah is the embodiment of the eternal Word, which has been, and always will be, around, and the Messiah is the Tree of Life.  With all the talk around Palestine of the new Messiah coming soon, I find it hard to find anyone who really knows anything, any authority who can be trusted to guide the people to receive the Messiah.  So many numbers, so many names, so much on my mind, and the mind of my people.”   A long pause followed.
	“But I’m trying so hard to understand, I don’t know why I should be careful and cautious, I just don’t feel any sense of danger--that all seems like adults and their fears and ignorance confounding things.  They all seem to fall back on pat answers and warnings, like, ‘You’re too young and vulnerable, and will get hurt, or hurt others’, and, ‘You’re a girl, and girls don’t belong where you’re trying to be’, ‘and, ‘Girls are inherently sinful, not worthy of titles of leadership and spiritual authority’.  I think its all a fabrication and an illusion, and I’m even beginning to suspect that all these traditions and laws and codes are tired-out crotchety old men that need to be forgotten, buried or at least replaced with something new and more relevant to today.”   
	Carmela and Dorona had never heard such ramblings, and were getting a creepy feeling, like maybe Mrym was very ill in her brain, and that she was talking to a hallucination, or something--something they didn’t want to even try and think about or understand.
	“I’ll do what I can.  I’m glad you are here.  Thank-you.  Shalom.”  
	Mrym stood for a moment,  and began combing Sea Mare for a short while.  She looked glassy-eyed, and began to walk toward the far doorway to the animal barn where she stopped suddenly, and started shouting, “Stop!  No! No! No!” in a shrill voice.  With that, she staggered in circles and crumpled to the floor, like a marionette whose strings had just been cut.  She lied there, motionless.  The women ran to get Philip or Isaac, but couldn’t find them.  Joshua was out by the well, and they told him of Mrym’s condition;  they told him of how they’d spied on her in the horse stable, and tried to give him an idea of how strange her talking was.  Joshua rushed in a fast walk to the stable, the women trailing behind him.  
	Mrym hadn’t moved,  and Joshua knelt down, to find that she was breathing and had a thin but steady pulse.  He couldn’t find any evidence of broken bones or head injury, and asked Carmela to help him lift her and carry her to the house.  
	“Do you think its wise to try and lift her?  Maybe we should leave her here and get Philip or Isaac?”
	Joshua thought for a moment, then agreed, asking the two to go find one of the elder me to come and attend to Mrym. He told them the two fathers were most likely at the boathouse, having wine together.  “And please, let Nana know that Mrym is found and being taken care of.  I don’t want her to come out here and see her like this.” 
	When Philip and Isaac entered the stables, a tall funnel of dust spun out from beside  them with a whirring sound,  pulling up straw and hay air-bound,  which were deposited upon them, then vanished into the corral.  
	“That was weird.”  Philip had seen these dust devils on hot summer’s days, usually in the fields and always at a distance.   They were akin to the water spouts the sailors and fishermen often saw on the water.  
	“Not what we'd call normal, eh Philip?  And on such a calm, windless day, no less.”
	They both knelt down by Joshua and Mrym.  Isaac was peeling back the girl’s eyelids and examining her body for wounds or bruises.  Philip was massaging her arms and legs.  After Joshua gave the elders a report on what the women had told him,  Philip observed, “She seems fine, except that her limbs seem fixed in position, and not too pliable.”
	“Yes,” confirmed Isaac, “Now I want you both to keep what I’m about to say confidential--it would seem that our little Mrym has catalepsy, or some condition similar to it.  Before you get any crazy notions in your head, let me tell you that there are many people who claim that there is a spirit,  or daemon, who infuses a person with this malady by their presence.  I can’t tell you if this is true, or not true;  but I can tell you that Mrym is troubled and ill in a way that I don’t quite know how to deal with.  There are ancient remedies, mostly talismans, incantations,  and rituals of expulsion of the suspected spirits, and though I’ve studied them in the past, it was more out of curiosity than with the intent to utilize them, or invoke any supposed powers ascribed therein.”
	“I, too, have heard something of what you speak, and seen those who carry amulets and utter incantations, but I’ve always steered clear of that sort of thing, figuring it was better off left alone, especially by the likes of me.  But you say you’ve studied upon these things, Isaac?”
	“Most of it I read about in some old Qabbalah scrolls which my father passed down to me.  I haven’t seen or read them in many years.”
	“I thought the Qabbalah was passed down as an oral tradition only.  I’ve met a couple of mystics from upper Galilee,  who claimed that their knowledge was not written down.”
	“That’s probably right, for the most part, for most of the ancient traditions were passed along by the oral route for many generations.  But there have always been scribes, always someone who wanted to make a more reliable permanent record, for a back up.  You know, in case some crucial person died before communicating  particular gems of knowledge.  
	“Getting back to the point I want to make--Mrym may be afflicted with something we don’t know how to handle, she may need help that we are unable to give to her, and if I’m correct in my cognitive perceptions, there will be a number of local people wanting to punish her,  even put her to death.  We need to be thinking of ways to protect her from the wolves out there--you know, as well as I know, that Mrym is a precious and special child, maybe, as you have related to me,  even a prophetess, and we are her caretakers.  I think I will go so far as to say, the Lord would have us be her protector.”
	Philip and Joshua nodded, and Joshua addressed his father,
	“Doesn’t the fact that Myrm is only 10, and not of mature age, lend a formal judgment compassion and mercy?  She’s so young, and has no cause or intent to be evil or unclean or a bad influence.”  	
	“I would hope so--I suspect that mob rule has its own justice, and that even the Sadducee high priests might come down hard on her, would they know about such a girl and her behavior.  Stories of things like this do get around.   I’m hoping that the good Rabbi will take command and render a compassionate plea in her behalf--but I’m not counting on it, and I’m going to look into alternate plans, as the situation might necessitate.”
	Philip agreed, and followed, “And I’d like to propose that we keep Mrym here in the stable, not in the house, at least for Shiv’ah, to avoid any further complications there.  I’ll personally see to it that she is guarded and tended to.  All I will need is for you to bring me food and water, and other things as needed.  A couple oil lanterns and some candle lanterns would be good, too.”
	Isaac had been wrong about Levana.  Shortly after Shiv’ah had begun, and Mrym had begun acting ever more strangely, the grief stricken mother had collapsed on the kitchen floor, and was tended to by Rachael and the other sisters in her bed.   After a few days, she was relocated, at her own behest, to Micah and Susannah’s  home down the road, for a lengthy stay of rest and recovery.
	That was only the first day of Shiv’ah, and already the Isaac family’s worries and grieves were mounting.  As Isaac and Joshua left Philip and Mrym behind, the father placed his arm around his son, and told him just how much he loved him, and that he was sorry for the loss of his dear brother, and that he would do everything possible to prevent the loss of his beautiful sister.  Joshua was openly weeping as he put his own arm around his father.  Never had Joshua felt his father’s compassion open up in such a way.   The two walked slowly toward the house, as the setting sun behind them dropped below the cloud layer  struck up a chorus of golden rays--a Purkinje effect painted the entire lake and hillsides with a surreal, copper-colored hue.	
	*     *     *
	With prayer and sheer perseverance,  the grieving family clung together through the period of mourning known as Shiv'ah. The rabbi had paid visits to the family, to pray with them, and let them know that he had successfully staved off the hot-headed members of the community in Magdala, and had indefinitely postponed any decision on what to do about Mrym.  Mrym had stayed in a catatonic state for three days, and was tended to by Philip for the first few days, until he was required by Levana’s express wish to be transferred to Micah’s home. Lydia,  who had arrived two days after the funeral, continued the girl’s care afterward.   Mrym's first words upon awakening from her cataleptic episode, were, "Where is David?  Is he still here?  He told me he'd bring me presents if I took care of Sea Mare."  Then she drank a tremendous amount of water, and fell asleep, though this time she was snoring loudly and talking in her sleep, something about a ring, a blue stone, and rocks from the sea.  
	Lydia was present at her awakening, and remarked that she'd never seen such an exotically beautiful child;  that she had, even as ill as she was, a pristine bluish aura about her that indicated the presence of God.  Lydia had a gift of seeing spiritual auras of people she came into contact with.  Philip remarked to her,
	 "Mrym is ten years going on twenty, and not a few men have mistaken her for 14 or 15  years, and asked me to arrange a marriage to her.  She surely will break some man's heart someday, that is, if she ever marries.  The way things are going, no man is going to risk the challenge.  And maybe that's as it should be--I believe our Mrym is meant for greater things than business as usual."
	Mrym continued to room in the animal barn, and only came out to walk down to the shore.  She didn't seek anyone out, talked only in cropped and sometimes cryptic sentences, prayed in soft-spoken words at least 3 times a day for an hour at a time, and would awaken in the night shaking and trembling and crying out a name that Philip, Lydia and the others thought sounded like, "Ambriel", or "Gabriel", or someone’s name.   It was the last day of Shiv'ah, and having heard about Mrym's cries,  Isaac went and sat with her, asking Lydia to leave him in private with her.  She sat staring off into space, her eyes half closed.  He waited for her to speak rather than initiating it himself.  They sat together in silence.  Isaac lit a candle from the box of candles Philip had brought in, and it wasn't until the candle burned halfway down that she chose to speak,  "Here it is, the last day of Shiv'ah, and I've stopped having dreams with David talking to me.  Night before last, I asked him if I could join him, because he seemed so happy and I missed him so much.  And he told me, 'No, you have good works left to do and its not your time now."  That's all, I'm afraid I won't get to see him or talk to him for a long time.  Before he told me that, he asked me to tell you, his father, that you have some precious things that are meant for me, and a part of them should be given me now,  and a part of them will be given to me later, when I will know what to do with them."
	"You saw and spoke with David?"
	"As real as you and I are talking now."
	"Then describe the precious gifts he intended to give you now."
	"That would be a silver ring set with a shiny blue lapis lazuli gem, and some stones from the Mediterranean sea shore, I believe."
	Isaac eyes smiled into hers, while he loosened a waxed cloth purse from the sash around his waist, and handed it to Mrym.  
	"You're right, Mrym.  During our travels, David told me about your requests from him, and asked me to hide them well just before we left Ptolemais to return home.  Now that I think of it, it was like he knew something terrible was going to happen to him.  Now, I'm not sure what David meant by me having some more 'precious things' to give you later on.  That puzzles me, eludes me at the moment.  I’ll need some time on that one.”
	“This bag smells like pickled fish.”
	“Well, my daughter, that speaks of how I managed to secure it for you.  I'm going to take leave now and be with Lydia, dear.  I'm glad you're safe now and  alive.  You are truly a precious one. Shalom."
	He left her sitting cross-legged in the low-burning candlelight,  her shadow flickering on the wall behind her, still holding the gift bag in her open hands.  When Isaac looked back, it did seem to him that there was a faint bluish glow about her, with a rose-colored halo around the blue, that was protecting her from dark forces that danced in shifting shadows around her.  She appeared to him as a large, pronounced  flame in the darkness.   "Shalom" ,  he said again, as he stood in the doorway.  
*     *     *
	The summer days lengthened, the heat rose to scorching levels, and the fishing life was relatively back to normal, beyond normal even--yields were beyond expectations, and the money flowed like a boundless stream.  Shloshim, the 30 day period of mourning was moving along for everyone--everyone, that is, except Levana.  By the end of Shiv'ah, Levana had become so melancholic, that Philip arranged to have her move from Micah’s house, to stay with his brother Jude's place in Bethsaida, which was a long day's travel to the northern edge of the lake, on the Via Mares, the Roman name for the "sea route" whose course ran north and south around Yam Kinneret.  There she could rest and recoup her wits and energies from the recent ordeals in Magdala, and be cared for by Jude's wife, Esther, and their aunt Sarah who lived with them.  
	With David's passing, family members had feared that the  trauma would be the undoing of Mrym, and perhaps even their mother.   Though the effects were obviously profound, Philip and the others couldn't tell just how much, or in what way they could attribute the impact--she had already been having intense dreams or visions or hallucinations, depending on who you asked, and behaving in contrary and unseemly ways before David died.  After Shiv'ah she did seem to settle down some, though she still wandered off when not closely watch, and when she'd been found later,  claimed to not remember anything about what she was doing during that time period.  Philip had queried her a number of times after incidents of fleeing the  estate, or being found at midnight, preaching naked out on the limestone ledge by the water, or simply pacing up and down in the animal barn, making cat growls and yowls  and talking to invisible visitors--each time she indicated to him that she had no recollections of those incidents.  She seemed oblivious to what other people witnessed her doing.
	Philip tried taking her out on a boat once while he was fishing, but he was often diverted from his work, worrying that she'd jump overboard or do something crazy;  and the crew griped and grumbled, claiming she jinxed the boat and drove away the fish.  He tried farming her out to Jonah, to help tend his sheep,  or feed the chickens, or do whatever needed doing, but even farmer Jonah's  and his family's patience quickly dissipated as they rounded up  missing sheep, hunted for spooked chickens roosting up in tree branches, and generally having to work much too hard to undo the consequences of Mrym's lapses.
	Philip didn't dare let her go to town out of fear for her life from spiteful and violent men, so finding her any kind of job or occupation there which would keep her interested and safe was untenable.  He even had the fleeting, impossible thought of tethering her to the big oak tree when she was not being overseen.  The only thing that seemed to keep her preoccupied for any length of time was brushing and grooming David's horse, and making her rock shrines and stone temples, altars, configurations or cities, the what-have-you's  of Mrym's  imagination.  These stonescapes became more intricate,  and involved rituals and chants more and more, with evidences of burnt candles and indecipherable Hebrew numerology in the dirt and gravel beds  on which they were built.  Family, friends and laborers were often seen carefully diverting their walking paths away from her altars,  casting an furtive eye on the evolution of Mrym's stone civilization.
	What most concerned Philip and the others, was that Mrym's fugue states, in which she dissociated herself in trances accompanied by unpredictable and often bizarre behaviors, were happening more often, and with more frightening intensity.  And contiguous with the trances were cataleptic fits, in which she could remain immobile for days.   Her skin had gone from a rich olive complexion, to an ashen, gaunt, and anemic pallor, and her hair, once lush and shiny, seemed brittle and thinning.  Sleep, for her, was either the sleep of the dead, or too busy being awake to be bothered with.   Food was now couched in metaphysical ramifications and meanings, and likely to be untouched and unappetizing to her.  Even her voice changed radically, depending on her state of mind--from frightened little girl, to boisterous young man,  to drugged or drunken slur, to raspy old hag--she had a range that defied normal physiology.  But Mrym regularly revisited her self as a regular girl of her age, and that exacerbated what was so maddening to everyone, and added to the difficulty of trying to figure out what could possibly be done to help her.
	So it seemed to be a Godsend, when, several months of vexation later, the dark, swarthy man, dressed in strange attire, rode on a camel into the courtyard one evening.  He spoke first in Greek, then switched to  Aramaic, and wore the clothing of a wealthy trader.  Philip greeted him in the yard, and welcomed him to his home.  His name was Ahmed, and he was one of the Turkish shippers and traders whom Isaac had dealings with.  Isaac, who was staying at the house intermittently, would be out fishing for another hour or so, so Philip made his guest comfortable, with mint tea and lemon in the shade of the vine covered terrace, and poured  him fresh water, that he might cool himself and sponge off the road dust.  
	"You have a very fine estate here, Philip of Magdala, you do.  There is serenity and beauty that abounds in your country--perhaps it is the abundance of fresh water, and the green hills and valleys.  Quite different from the more rugged and arid place I call home."
	"Where is it you call home?"
	"Home, ah that is such a sweet, but elusive word.  I have perhaps mislead you--I have really no place other than where I hang my hat, to call home, if I be honest.  The current place I call home is Antioch, on the Orontes, in Syria, actually I spend most of my time there in the port of Seleucus.  Why I am here, trading with Isaac and you and these Palestine markets, is the overwhelming demand for goods and foods in our city.  The population is so dense and growing that the fields and fishing fleets cannot come close to supplying the needs of the people.  In fact, the countryside has been decimated from poor farming practices over the past few decades,  and vast areas have become wastelands, deserts if you will."
	"The other home I have is near where I was born and raised, near another city named Antalya, or Antioch in Pisidia, a port in what you call Turkey.  Truth be known, I've never thought of myself as a Turk, but a Pisidian--though most of the time I think of myself as a citizen of the seas, of the world."  Ahmed made a grand gesture with his arms, as if to encircle the whole of everything.
	"So you've seen much of the Mediterranean, I suppose--It amazes me the dedication, courage and seafaring wisdom required to endure those long voyages."
	"I suppose its in one's blood or it isn't--just like you and your fishing, I'd probably starve to death before I could make a living fishing;  and you might well capsize or flounder off course before you could traverse the open seas."
	"Or likely be killed by pirates."
	"Funny you should mention that--I give credit to pirates for my knowledge and survival on the sea--I once was a pirate."
	Noting the widening eyes of Philip's facial expression, he reassured him,
	"But that was a long time ago, and will never be so again, my friend."
	At that point, Isaac had sailed into the harbor and docked at the quay.  Several minutes later, Philip and Ahmed spotted him strolling hand in hand with Mrym.  The men stood and greeted one another arm in arm and with hearty hello's.  After pleasantries were exchanged, Isaac asked the Turk what had compelled him to visit such an inland destination.
	"You know, just checking on my investments and dealings--got to make sure everything is going well.  But honestly, my dear man, I came as soon as I heard of the terrible loss of your son, David, so soon after I met him...what, only a few months ago.  I offer my condolences to you and your family, and prayers for him."
	"Thank you, kind sir.  It has been most difficult, losing one's son--and such a fine man, and a great fisher and net builder.  Philip here trained him well."
	The men talked on until the evening star shone on the horizon.  In the midst of their discussions about trade routes and the dire state of the economy, they were interrupted by Mrym's question.  She had been whiling the time away, bringing the men fresh tea and barley bread, and generally lurking around, unobtrusively listening in on what they were discussing.
	"Mr. Ahmed, are there many people in your city, or country, who are seeking knowledge about the coming great Prophet, or Messiah?"
	"Ah, the little one has a sharp mind.  You must be Mrym, I've heard all about the little princess Mrym--Mrym of Magdala she is called, no?  This is an interesting thing you ask.  There is much in common between your country and mine--for one, we have the scourge of Roman rule which squeezes the life blood out of us both, and, yes, this is true, what you say--there are many people in Antioch who keep a keen ear open for such matters, for it is in the spirit we are united as brothers and sisters, yes.  This is true in Antalya, in every port of call I stop in, too."
	"What do the seers  you’ve heard envision?"
	"David was right about you, educated like a scholar, and curious as a cat.  the word on the street is, that a great King or Prophet will rise out of the wilderness somewhere in Palestine,  and I believe I've heard the name of your land, Galilee, used in association with Him.  When, I can't say I've heard that, though we all know that Herod's had his astrologers confirm the birth of such a possible Prophet, and sent his thugs and minions to kill innocent sons of the people some years ago--all out of fear, such a fearful coward, that Roman who dreams himself important as an emperor."
	"He is here, amongst us, Ahmed sir, awaiting his coronation, awaiting the call to his mission.  I have seen him in my dream."
	"Now this in interesting.  In your dream, you say?"
	"Yes, but I can say no more now, but that the time is come, and the voice in the wilderness will trumpet the Word of the Lord unto all humankind."
	“If this be true, then I hope to the Almighty that I don’t continue losing my hearing, I would hate to miss the sounding of that trumpet call.”
	The men sat in silent contemplation.  The shadows of the trees were growing long, and Isaac rose to see about supper preparations.  Ahmed broke the silence,  "Mrym, would you be so kind as to do a tired old man a favor?  Over yonder on that beast I rode in on, is a large oval basket tied to the saddlebags.  Would you fetch that for me please?  And be very careful not to open the basket."
	She stared into his big brown eyes, managed a brief smile and slowly approached the camel.   "Don't worry, he's not going to bite--he might spit on you, but that's all."
	She lugged the large brown basket over to Ahmed.  He balanced it between his legs and spoke to her:  "Mrym, this is a good part of the reason I rode 2 days here--to bring you this gift from a far away place in the eastern vastness of my country, in a land called Van, where there is a big beautiful lake much like your own here.  This gift was requested of me by your brother David, when I met him on his last journey to the coast.  He thought you might enjoy....no, he said, need to have this gift.  You must be very careful with this gift, especially at first."
	With that said, he unlatched the lid, reached inside and lifted a large cat out of the basket.  The cat was surprisingly calm, didn't have the usual frightened and fed-up look of a cat that's been kept in a basket on a bouncing camel for two day's travel.  This was an extraordinary cat-- mostly white, with an amber and white striped tail, and fur soft and luxurious, like silk.  Its ears were large and feathered with spiked wisps of long hair, and amber coloring streaked up her forehead.  But it was its eyes that captivated--one amber and one blue, and they were gazing straight into Mrym's.
	"She's called, a Turkish Van cat, a rare pure breed that's indigenous to east-central Turkey.  You will find, Mrym, that this cat will be a good friend to you, more like a dog--she will follow you around, and is an excellent mouser;  she takes care of herself and is very curious, just like you.  And one thing you will find very different--these cats swim--they are known as, "the swimming cats".  Its very strange, the first time you see them do it.  And this pretty one is about a year old and her name is Pearl, but you can name her whatever you want to.  Pearl is the rarest and finest of all the Van cats I‘ve seen--she has the odd-colored eyes--just like you--you see, both of you are rare cats!"   And he laughed deeply with delight in his eyes.
	A little stream of tears was gliding down Mrym's cheeks, as she held her hand out to her new pet.  She looked over to her two papas, and raised her eyebrows, as if beseeching them, and they almost simultaneously said, "Go ahead, Mrym."   Soon she was holding the cat in her lap and petting her and talking to her softly.  "She's vibrating with a funny sound."  The cat was purring like it had already found a new home.  Ahmed counseled her on cat care, and told her to keep her close to her for the time, preferably in a place where she wouldn't run off and get lost, but qualified what he told her, "But I don't think Pearl is going to get lost--she's a smart cat, and who knows, she might find you if you're lost."  More laughter.  And Mrym excused herself, thanking Ahmed profusely, and carried Pearl back to her little stall in the animal barn, happier than she could remember being for a long, long time.
*     *     *
	A year from David's death, life hadn't changed substantially for the fishermen of Magdala--fishing was good, the taxes went up again, and rumors of insurrections and fomentations abounded, though little of import seemed to actually be going on.  The building of Tiberius was the big news, and was attracting much business and a new influx of people to the area.  Isaac and Lydia had long since retired back to Capharnaum, Levana had reemerged to take the helm as matriarch of the estate, and Mrym was still Mrym.  For several months,  "the blessing of the cat" (which is what Philip called the Turkish feline's introduction to their family life)  had been a palliative, a calming agent for Mrym's feverish mind and wild predilections.  No sooner had the family thought a cure had been effected, than the spells reemerged and approached levels just short of being a tempest.   She seemed to return home more often than not, during her fugue state wanderings, and the family attributed that to God, God working through the cat.  It wasn't a traditional belief, and was more pagan and animistic than Judaic, but like Philip said, "Hey, whatever works!".  The only really bad situation was Mrym nearly burning down the barn with an unattended Yahrzeit candle (which she had vowed to burn every year on the anniversary of David's passing).   Ambriel, the cat (not the angel) was purported to have knocked over a pitcher of water, putting out the flames.  Pearl's name had long since been replaced by, "Ambriel", and sometimes she was called, "Ambriel Pearl", or "Ambee", for short.  
	Mrym and Ambriel took up permanent residence in the animal barn, and had made a nice home for themselves.  Philip was somewhat embarrassed to have the community know that his strange daughter lived in a barn, and he'd heard some of the cruel and vile things that were spoken against her, and his whole family.  And he tried to shield Mrym from those affronts.   But everyone in the family knew that Mrym was much happier there, and were able to slough off the poisonous backbiting and gossip which encircled them, especially when any of them went into Magdala.   Suffice it to say,  Mrym and Ambriel were the least concerned about idle gossip and backbiting--and they were as inseparable as Castor and Pollux in the constellation Gemini.
*     *     *
 Journeys:  A Stone's Throw Away and Then Some

	The zodiacal calendar was entering Gemini, and Mrym's twelfth birthday close at hand.   And this meant she was Bat Mitzvah, which meant the ladies of the house and in the family would conspire to celebrate her coming of age, and perform the ritual confirmation of her religious responsibilities.  A small ceremony with family members and a few faithful neighbors were  planned.  Mrym said all she wanted was a strawberry cake with whipped cream topping, and a new saddle that would fit her and Sea Mare,  and some saddle bags to go with.  “And....”, “and....”.   Mrym liked presents, and would try to extend her birthday as long as possible to garner more praise and get more presents.  Everyone laughed about it, but surprisingly enough, they found themselves adopting the same tact for their own birthdays.
	And they were pleasantly surprised, as well, when everything at the celebration went off without a hitch.  Mrym was more like her old self, and more like a 12 year old girl, though a closer look into her green and blue eyes told another story--one of intense longing, deep dreams, a hunger and thirst that burned in her heart, and an even closer look betrayed a fierce torment that racked the girl's soul.  But that day she was simply their daughter,  sister, niece, friend, and now, young woman.  She would be more accountable for who and how she was, in what manner she lived would be solely on her, not so much with her parents as before.  That didn't phase her, but it bothered Philip and Levana, as well as Isaac and Lydia, who had attended the ceremony.  For them now, a deep breath was less one of relief, and more one of gathering strength for another battle.  They would all need a lot of deep breaths until the lengths and breadths of their lives were done.
	The night after the Bat Mitzvah, Mrym had two dreams.  The first was a continuation of her earlier stone people-stone country ones.  Mrym found herself wandering in land of great trees, like the cedars of Lebanon, in rugged and rocky mountains.  Its seemed she was in a panorama of  natural history, a mystical unity of mineral and air, water and wood, fire and ice, smoke and substance--interwoven with every aspect of human history.  Through the trees she could see the dawning of a new age, the progressive and eternal processes dwelling within all creation, which urged every spirit toward redemption and reconciliation, toward the Kingdom of God dwelling within, as well as without.  Mrym walked through the mystical forest and came upon a magnificent structure, a golden domed building, like some fabled temple, with beautiful marble stone pillars sculpted into the statuesque forms of women.  These were the forgotten women of history, who laid the foundation for what was, and is to come.  Inside the building, she discovered a great library, and entered the central room made of marble and alabaster.  Here were long marble tables, presented as though for a feast.  There people sat in chairs alongside the tables, each with a stack of books in front of them--even the  books were made of a translucent stone.  As Mrym walked past the people who were busy reading, she could feel different energies for each one--at one station, there was a military energy, a hostile destructive force surging within the space--the barbarism of battles and conquests swarmed through her as she passed by.  
	Around the vast room were a multitude of expanding and contracting exhibits, like a shifting museum, a panoply of images cast in stone--laden with truths specific to a place in time--Where is mine? thought Mrym.  One exhibit was the topography of plateaus on the edge of the sea, with a jagged mountain range to the east.  A woman stood nearby and told her the mountains were terrifying and sad to her, and Mrym knew the woman’s anguish in her heart, and said to the woman, “Asia Minor”, and the woman nodded.  Mrym could feel that familiar powerful force, a feminine energy, guiding her and protecting her wherever she went--“this is where I belong”,  she thought, and picked up her stack of books and went to a table and sat.  She saw the feminine energy take form before her eyes (My angel, Ambriel? she thought)--a beautiful spirit maiden, surrounded by a rose-colored glow, with full-lips and fair skin, tendrils of dark auburn hair about her face, and gleaming eyes that smiled warm into Mrym’s soul--”She is affirming my choice in books.”  Around her moved women from all lands, and she knew then that educating and helping these women was her calling.  And the dream faded into the early morn.
	Before she awoke, the second dream surprised her, for usually she had only one major dream in a night.  This one was short, but even more intense.  In this dream, Mrym was climbing a great mountain and when she looked across the land, she saw a great golden light shining like a beacon on the edge of Yam Kinneret--Capharnaum, a voice inside her said.  She must go there to tell the Messiah that she’d seen Him from the mountain, where she had been living in a cave.  And that the mountain was where He would make His great announcement.  That was it, but it was a dream that continued to live in her and give her hope, even in her darkest times to come.
	She felt exhausted the next day, as if she’d been on an long arduous journey.  She found herself bumping into walls and falling down, speech tangling up in her mouth, nothing was as it seemed, and finally she collapsed, crumpled in a heap, weeping.  That night when Philip went to bid her a goodnight, she wasn’t in her room in the stables, and he thought, “Oh no, here we go again.”  But on returning to the house, he saw a white blur dash down the cellar steps--it was Ambriel, the cat.  And where Ambriel was, so was Mrym.  He found her sprawled out on the stone floor, propped up against the far wall, underneath shelves filled with preserved foods.  
	“Papa!  You’ve come down here in the abyss to join me.”  She spoke brashly and Philip heard her slur her speech--the S’s in particular.  There was an empty wine skin on the floor beside her--Mrym was plain and simple, stupefied and drunk.   “Let’s continue this conversation at another time.”  Philip insisted as he cut her off when she started carrying on about the monster that lived in the bottom of the lake and ate young girls who were bad.  And she was snoring before he even laid her down in the bed he’d made for her by the hearth, her furry white companion curled up beside her.
	That wasn’t the end of it--for the next two nights the same sequence repeated itself.  And this was getting on Philip‘s last nerve, not only was he concerned for Mrym’s sake, but  he was a man who valued his wine greatly.  After the third night of drunkenness, he checked his wine supplies and barred the door with wooden beams hammered into place.  That evening, the beams were still in place and Philip was satisfied he’d put a stop to that--until he heard  yelling and howling coming from the animal barn. There, straddling the ridge pole of the barn roof, was his drunken daughter, laughing and crying at the same time, and shouting at the silver moon which, in it’s fullness,  shone and reflected off the mirror of the lake.  Ambriel's eyes flashed amber and blue in the dark, in the shadow behind Mrym.  He wasn’t even going to ask how she’d managed to pull this off.  I took him over an hour to coax her down and settle her into bed.  There, she reared up and announced, “You don’t have to worry any more, that’s the last wine I  be having for a long, long time.”  and promptly dropped like a stone into dreamland.  And she was right.
	*     *     *
	The following day was Shabbat, and, to call the weather muggy was like calling water, wet.  The winds were nil, and even in the early morning, the sun blazed mercilessly.  When Mrym rolled out of bed, she drank water at the well, like she'd been in the desert for a fortnight, and then staggered around like she was light-headed for a few moments.  Philip and Levana watched her from the porch, holding her head and twisting her mouth, while veins stood out in the girl's forehead.  A wrenching motion double her body and she  vomited out a purplish slime.  "Hangover."  he said to his wife, who waited to comment, as she followed the awkward gait of her daughter as she ambled off to her room in the barn.  A moment later, the white cat with a sizeable rat in its mouth, trotted across the yard toward the barn.  "Ugh! You know how I hate rats.  I suppose we've got rats in the cellar now.  This day bodes ill, I can feel it in the air, something's not right with the atmosphere,  maybe the stars and planets are out of synch."
	"Ah, you worry to much, Levana, Mrym will be sleeping off the effects of the wine, and we'll get a days rest in as well.  I don't think I'll be going to the synagogue this Shabbat, no."
	"Nor I.  I don't even think I'll cook today, what with all the humidity and heat."
	"Hey, and if we do have rats in the cellar, it looks like we've got the perfect solution right at hand."
	That the two did not go to town for prayer service that day was fortuitous, for them, as well as for a certain family member who was not feeling well at all.  For this particular Shabbat would be the final act of blasphemy for Mrym of Magdala in her home town.  The news would reach Philip by the abrupt appearance of the galloping horse and rider, riding for their very lives, in the estate courtyard:   Mrym would succeeded in mobilizing half the town in a rage against her.  
	Mid-morning, unbeknownst to Philip and family, Mrym had saddled up, dressed in one of her brother's  outfits, topped with black yalmulke, and once again had ridden into and disrupted a prayerful gathering, this time inside the synagogue.  As the people were settling in their seats, and before Rabbi Samuel had arrived, Mrym had entered through the rear entrance, perched herself on a chair in front of everyone and began to deliver a fervent homily:
	"My people, hear my cry.  I bring you good news, I bring you hope.  The prophesies of the ancients are being realized this very instant.  The stars that were foretold to fall, and the sun and moon to darken have fallen and darkened-- that is, the so-called spiritual leaders, the divines, the Saduccees, the high priests, the rabbis no longer can be looked to for true and worthy guidance.  The sun and moon that represent the glorious manifestation of God's Prophets, saints and divine luminaries are cast into the gloom and ignorance of those who would usurp power from them and cast themselves as the primal light.  Thus, the meaning of Isaiah's prophesy is also this, that the laws and ordinances no longer reflect the new exigencies of a new age.  And thus the people are bound in oppression--not merely the oppression of the Romans, but the oppression of their own society, of their own leaders who have forsaken the spirit for the letter of the law;  those who have failed to hear with their own ears and see with their own eyes  what is the truth, and thus remained imprisoned by knowledge inherited through traditions, and through the spiritual ears and eyes of others.  This is the meaning of oppression."
	“But God' promise is real, it cannot be forestalled, and its coming to new life, to fruition again, now, in our age.  Be watching, dear people, for the King who will lead you out of your spiritual oppression and confusion and ignorance.  He will rise amongst us in the wink of an eye, as the lamb of God, and raise the holy Nightingale's call, from the rose garden of His Holiness.  And the clouds around your souls will be vanquished and your souls lifted up into the new Sun, the new Moon, and stars, in the Kingdom of Heaven.  Rejoice that you have been born in this most auspicious time, in the Day of the Lord."
	Mrym could speak no more, for many in the congregation began ranting and threatening her with death,  and calling her, "Heretic", "Possessed by Daemons", "Blasphemer", "Sorceress", and the like.  The members of the Chevra Kadisha, that had handled David's burial, were among the most vocal, the most agitated.  They had charged at her as she leapt out the back door and ran to her horse tethered nearby.  Already a handful of young men were moving fast upon her,  screaming and heaving rocks at her.  One struck her full above her right ear, which nearly caused her to let loose the reigns and tumble downward.  Dizzy, she'd ridden away, letting Sea Mare steer her.  Strangely enough, Mrym didn't feel afraid, but almost ebullient and energized, though she knew she needed to gallop to safety.  But where?  Sea Mare was already galloping her way homeward.
	When Philip saw Mrym ride into the yard, head bloodied, he acted intuitively, as if he'd been preparing for this very emergency all along--he yelled at her to wait for him at the barn, while he hastily collected a clothsack of bread, dried fish and fruits, and a canteen of water.  He reached the barn just as Mrym was coming out, lugging a basketful of Ambriel.  As she was strapping the carrier onto the rear of the  saddle, Philip tied down a blanket to the saddlebags, now filled with food and supplies.  He talked to his daughter in short breathless bursts, "Take the old road south, then cut west on the cattle path."  
	"You know the way from there to main highway to Zippori."
	"Stay off the main road, if possible, use it only to climb the grade out of town."
	"Oh my little Mrym, here, take this, too."
He handed her a pouch full of coins, and counseled her further.  "Don't tarry, darling one. You know where your Uncle Helix lives,  near Qana--he’ll take you in and keep you safe for a day or two.  Stay out of towns as much as possible for a few days, then find your way to Bethsaida.  You can take refuge with my brother Jude there.  You think you can find his place?"
	"Yes, papa.  I've been there twice, remember.  Thank you for everything, and I’m sorry to bring you so much strife.  I think you were right about my mouth getting me into trouble.  And say farewell to everyone for me.  I love you, papa."  And she leaned down out of the saddle to kiss his cheek and lips several times rapidly.
	"Oh you're going to grow up fast now, too fast.  And I'll be just an old man, wondering where you are, and how you're doing.  You know we may not see one another for a long while."
	"I'll find a way to let you know I'm all right, sweet old man.  God be with us all."
	"Godspeed, Mrym, I love you.  I love you."
 Sea Mare and her brave rider trotted down the beach which Mrym loved so much, then gained speed, and soon all that could be seen was a fading billow of fine dust, where the old road slipped between the hills.  Philip wondered if he would ever see his little Mrym again, at least in this world;  if ever  prayer rose to heaven, pure and transcendent, it was Philip's devotions that evening, after the din and the dimming of the day.     
					*     *     *
	The Galilean world didn't seem to change much over the next few years for the men and women who comprised the people of the land, except that it became more of what they had come to expect.   The Saduccees lavished deeper in their comfort with their hands joined with the ruling class, and the common folk found their hands more and more in empty pockets  and their lives more grim and frustrating.  The household of Philip and Levana sailed through the hardening times with less trouble than many of their neighbors, and some in the Magdalene community resented them for it, and spread stories that the family's good fortune was due to shady business deals and most likely was the work of sorcery.  But many people there considered Philip and family to be good friends,  good people who cared about each other and their neighbors, and would do anything for a person in need.  There was still widespread disapproval of how the family had dealt with David's death and burial, issues of cleanliness and  traditional laws and practices which they had clearly defied.  And that disapproval was undoubtedly spurred on by Mrym's outrageous acts.  Even Rabbi Samuel was disenchanted with Philip over his dealings with Judaic law, David’s burial, and the parenting of Mrym.
	Philip was visibly slowing down, and his age began showing in his deeply furrowed brow, the streaks of silver and gray in his black hair, and his beard was fully white, but more the manner in which he moved was more deliberate and sparse.  He'd been delighted and relieved to have learned via Isaac that precious Mrym had arrived incognito in Bethsaida about 3 weeks after her exodus from Magdala, looking robust and relatively level,  emotionally and psychologically.  In the mean time, Joshua had been married to Lily (short for Lilith), the daughter of a scribe from Jerusalem--a very intelligent woman who now was a part of "the Team", as Philip liked to call his family now.  It was an arranged marriage, but not like the arranged marriages of the earlier children--this one was fully arranged by the two partners in marriage.  Isaac continued to work on the special business connections, and the family had no shortage of money, though any surplus was secreted through various investment schemes and clever means to avoid the watchful eye of Roman tariffs and taxation.  
	The one truly disheartening circumstance was the rapidly decline of Rose‘s health.   Despite the efforts of  physicians, her increasingly  jaundiced, feeble disposition had deteriorated, and ended mercifully in her departure while asleep one night, being held in her husband, Levon’s, loving arms.  Of course, Jonah and Philip’s family were overcome with the unexpected death of Rose, and her funeral was attended by large crowds of people.  What Philip, Jonah and Levon kept to themselves, was the nature of her illness, for it was common to ascribe blanket terms like, “leprosy”, or, affix the cause of death as being directly related to sin, or daemonic interference.  In truth, they knew that Rose had a hereditary condition which had been passed along by Isaac’s lineage, and this condition contributed to Rose drinking wine in excess and to her death.   Even though her heart had stopped, other forces out of her control contributed to her death.  Isaac and the others who knew, preferred to not label what it was that caused her death, and Philip had said that it was, “death by living in this sometimes damnable world”.  
	She was buried next to David, in the family plot in Magdala.  Both her and David had headstones which matched and were simple, carved from limestone from the nearby quarry.  The ceremony for Rose went smoothly, and Philip felt a palpable nervousness in the crowd of mourners, and thought they were half-expecting Mrym to fly out of the sky and dance on their heads.  At the end of Shiv’ah for Rose, he had walked to her and David’s gravesite to pay homage and tribute, and had been keen to notice little groupings of stones on the tops of both headstones.  They looked just like stones that Myrm was so fond of, and would have carefully selected.  He indulged in an fanciful thought for a moment, then dismissed it out loud, “Naw, it just couldn’t be.” And the thought faded into a clear image of his daughter, glowing and smiling eyes looking straight at him, blue and green,  step by step, clear and true, as he walked home at dusk.  He smiled through a stream of tears, and paused to looked out across the lake to the north.
	But Mrym’s world was another story--the world she experienced had shifted dramatically for her, and had tested her metal and resolve.    She had learned survival skills that most women, and even many men had no clue about.  She had overcome her homesickness and lamentations over leaving her family behind at the estate.  She had adapted to a new living situation, a new family, and relative anonymity.  She had learned a new trade, that of a sculptor and stone mason, which gave her a sense of accomplishment,  rare for women in a world dominated so heavily by men.  And physically, in the four and a half years since her escape from the Magdalene mob, she had blossomed into a most exotic woman, even though her health was unstable and she was still prone to her debilitating fits and spells.
	There were men who stumbled or ran face-first into poles or buildings, while staring at Mrym as she went on her way through the Bethsaida and Capharnaum streets.  Thoughts of romance, attraction to the opposite sex, and marriage were as foreign to her as the idea of living in a Rome as some patriarch's concubine.
	She’d mostly lived with Jude and Esther, Philip's brother and sister-in-law, and they had bent over backwards to insure her safekeeping and good health.  They had literally hidden her for months until the storm receded, and had provided her with a good life, by Galilean standards, but one that was more conservative and restrictive to her movements than she had previously know.  In her 15th year,  they had placed her in an unusual apprenticeship with a blind stone mason from Dan, by the name of Jeremiah, who had patiently taught her his craft for nearly a year.  But to say Mrym was happy or content during her time in Bethsaida  would be a misrepresentation--Mrym was uncomfortable in her own skin, and the inner battles she fought appeared to the town's people there, as was the case in Magdala,  as crazed, demented and outright sick. 
	She missed the Magdalene shore from time to time.  She had hoped that being near where her biological father lived would give her some sense of connection, of belonging, but this was not to be.  Isaac and Lydia were caught up in their own life together, and a year or so after she arrived,  they had moved further away than they had been to her previously--they had relocated south of Magdala.  In the small town of Hammath, with its hot springs, Isaac gleaned an idea for opening up new business opportunities in the nearby site of the future capital of Galilee, Tiberius.  Tiberius was well into construction, and there was much money to be made in supplying the needs of the craftsmen, workers, artisans, city planners and organizers.  But, being closer to his old family estate near Magdala was really at the center of his move.
	Bethsaida was a simple town of hard-working fishermen and their families, and didn't have the diversity of the farms and trade which Magdala had going.  To Mrym, there was a strange feeling of density around the town, perhaps accentuated by the dark basalt rock which was the predominant and only cost-effective building material, and thus used on nearly every building and structure.  And the stones on the shores near Bethsaida were mostly dark gray basalt, which made for monotonous stone hunting for one such as Mrym.  She would occasionally find white quartz and rose quartz crystals, polished by the tides,  which stuck out like a white cat in a charcoal heap, and this lightened her heart, though this was only a fleeting sensation.   
	Mrym increasingly craved intellectual stimulation, the discourse with and the contact with more diverse people from different regions and foreign lands, and rarely had she known this in Bethsaida.  She felt weary of the constant scrutiny of her well-meaning relatives, and longed to pursue an independent life in other parts of her country and the world at large.  An abiding and escalating tension, dissatisfaction and  frustration was a growing force within her, a force which had to burst its bindings on occasion, and yet was never dissipated, and no satisfaction did she find.  Without identifying it specifically, she had a sense of dread that her vexation and disquietude would eventually take on immensely personal and destructive dimensions when interlaced with her volatile mix of fits and spells--placing her well-being at extreme risk.  It was that dread fulfilled that propelled her downward,  in her late teens, and undid her life to the point of being fragile and ever more dependent on the people currently caring for her.
	Soon after Mrym's covert arrival into Jude and Esther's home life, it was apparent to Jude he'd been given a great challenge.  At first, it was the awareness of the bizarre and indecipherable conversations she'd have with no one else around her.  Then the fugue states emerged and left Jude and Esther terrified of what was happening to the young women.  Early on, Jude had installed a sturdy lock on Mrym's door to prevent her from fleeing to some unknown place and potential danger.  This served the purpose at hand, but it caused a rift in their relationship, as well as possibly making matters worse.
	"Uncle Jude, I don't know how much longer I can withstand this situation--I am a prisoner in my own room, and I feel like I am going mad with internal pressures  and the shadow people closing in on me."
	"I'm sorry it has to be that way, Mrym.  But given the situation, which is the nature of your dis-ease, for lack of a better word,  I don't know what recourse we have at the present time.  All I can think to say is, I'm doing this for your own good.   If you have any suggestions of how we might help you in another way, I will be happy to consider them, and try and implement them if they're within reason."
	"I'm summoning all the energy I have within me to restrain any negative behavior that might flare up from me, but I can't control what compels these phenomenon.  I believe that there is a healing power from God that can reconcile my conflicts, moderate the extremes I experience, and relieve me of my affliction.  I believe in the saving grace of our Lord.  It perplexes me why I can't receive it, or find its ever-flowing fountain of life.  Its exasperates me to the point of despair, at times."
	This dialogue had been one of the few clear moments when she had confided in her uncle--she didn't have the sense of trust which had been carefully fostered by Philip, and David, back home.  "Back home", she thought to herself, and it occurred to her that the Persian soothsayer lady in the market had told her this would be so, that a time would come when she would have no place to call home, only the “sacred path”.   This only reinforced the melancholic hue which her life had taken, and for the first time, she wept at the thought of being homeless.  The only truly bright lights in those years between the ages of 12 and 18, were the annual rendezvous she would have with Philip, or Philip and Isaac or some of her brothers and sisters,  usually at the end of the fishing season, when the weather became less hospitable to the fishing life.
	A favorite local place were the Josh Pina springs, reputed to have healing properties, within an hour's walk of Jude's place, and that is where Philip would take her when he would visit.   The hillside afforded a picturesque overlook of the north end of the heart shaped lake--they were at the top center of the heart.  A picnic would be in order, and much hugging and story telling, laughing and singing.  And she would tell Philip all about her stay in Bethsaida.  "I feel like I've been banished, that I'm in exile, and I'm going out of my mind, papa."
	"I know, my little Myrm,"  he still called her that though she was no longer little, "I've been kept up to date by Jude, and it seems he's really trying hard to do what he thinks is best for you."
	"I understand, but I think if I didn't have Ambriel and Sea Mare, I would throw myself over a cliff, or drown myself in Yam Kinneret."
	"Now let's not get dramatic and get me more worried than I am about you."
	 "You're really worried about me?  I think you need to stop it.  I think the problem which people think is Mrym,  is profoundly overblown."  Philip detected indignation, feigned or otherwise.
	"Now put yourself in your uncle's place, or in my place, if you will.  How do you think you'd respond if you witness some of the things that go on when you are under the influence of your episodes?"
	She was somewhat taken aback that papa Philip had turned the tables on her this way.  But she reflected on some of the recent events.  There were those few times she was able to flee from the couple's home, during the night, and found herself doing things she hadn't planned on, nor even wanted to do--it was as if a dark wind whipped a smoldering fire into a sudden blaze.  Those nights when she would take pigments and brushes and paint symbols and messages on the sides of buildings--large outlines of fish on the local synagogue, zodiac signs on people's houses, a pictograph of a mystical looking Tree of Life on a large basalt boulder;  and words in Greek, Aramaic and Hebrew which indicated the presence of ,"the Holy Spirit", the need to ,"Repent", and ,"the Time is come.', even a plea to all women of faith to watch for the coming of the Messiah, and to come to His calling, posted on doorways throughout the town.  With the town gossiping about these acts of vandalism, as acts of zealous cult members, Jude had redoubled his efforts to detain her.  She had seen his exasperation with her--how he’d become exhausted, and had lost sleep and his fishing productivity had plummeted.
	"I feel ashamed, papa, when I see things from his perspective--I get so enmeshed in my own concerns or thoughts or energies that I shut out most anything else.  Its not like I'm trying to be selfish or self-absorbed.  Really."
	Her father understood completely, and empathized with her and encouraged her, and gave her love and support in full measure.  That made the inevitable parting time so much more painful.  And the residual effect of those happy visits kept her up for a while, but only for a while.  She had wanted badly to go to Rose's funeral, but Philip had convinced her it would be too hard on everyone, especially her.  She'd even packed her horse and was mounted and ready to leave, when she felt a powerful presence enfold her, as though she was being held in someone's enormous and strong arms.  When she looked about her, there was a rose colored light surrounding her, and the voice of her guardian angel, Ambriel, soothed her and beckoned her to stay her impulse to flee.  "I will let you know the time, at the Lord's bidding, Mrym."  That was another thing that kept her going, her contact with the spirit world, though she noticed that she wasn't having the intense and weird dreams or visions that she had once been having on a regular basis.  She sensed that her dreaming capacity was still there, and it was like future dreams, too, were within her in some latent form.
	After Mrym's episodes began to re-escalate between her 17th and 18th birthdays, and became steadily more debilitating and certainly  life threatening, Philip had made a special visit to his brother's place.  Mrym had not left her room or eaten for two weeks, and was scarcely responsive to anyone.  Jude reported to Philip what had transpired in the past couple years, as a context for the current dilemma.
	"You recall when Mrym was really struggling two years ago, and Esther came up with the idea of sending her for apprenticeship with her sister's son, Jeremiah?"
	"The sculptor and stone worker, up north in Dan?"
	"Right.  That made such perfect sense, with Mrym's penchant and curiosity for stones and minerals, and her need for active engagement with the natural world.  And Jeremiah is a gentle man, who has a big heart and artist's sensibility in him.  Plus, Dan is in such a beautiful place;  it seemed the best possible idea we could think of."
	"Well, it worked out reasonably well, I mean, Mrym seemed relish the experience and learned the techniques quickly, didn't she?"
	"For the most part, yes.  But for the year she was up there, she never developed the passion for the work that we'd hoped to see.  Yes, she was mastering everything ahead of schedule, but her heart just wasn't in it."
	"That must have been discouraging for her teacher, for Jeremiah."
	"I think so, though he doesn't like to talk about it."
	"What do you mean?  Why?"
	"That gets into the real reason it didn't work out for either of them.  Jeremiah began feeling extremely attracted to Mrym.  She is a commanding presence, or can be, you certainly know.  And the feelings became more amorous, to a point when he had to let her know how he felt about her.  Unfortunately for him, the feelings weren't mutual, and Mrym let him know in no uncertain terms that she was not interested in him for anything beyond the apprenticeship and platonic friendship."
	"And Jeremiah's feelings were dashed, his happy ship of love crashed into the rocks called, "Mrym".  I always knew she was going to be a heartbreaker, if she survived her wild self.  I hope he knows it wasn't something personal, Jude."
	"We tried to console him with that, but I don't think he was listening at the time--it was the first time he had such strong emotions for a woman.  It became extremely hard for him to focus on his work, and his tutorial with Mrym suffered as well.  That's when he called it off."  Jude continued into the recent events.
	"Toward her 18th birthday, I noticed changes in her behavior--she went into convulsions in the market while talking with a gypsy women, and it took three of us to keep her from hurting herself.  These convulsions last only a minute or so, but they'll put the fear of Hades in you right quick."
	"And how often do these seizures or convulsions happen?"
	"I'd say about every 2-3  weeks.  But what's more, afterward she speaks in a strange dialect for several hours.  On top of that, she's begun to stutter lately--it sounds like her mouth is freezing up on her in the middle of pronouncing words.  She gets so frustrated she is nearly foaming at the lips."
	"How are her fits of catalepsy, better.... worse?"
	"You mean those long periods when she's rigid and motionless, and a person can hardly tell if she's alive or not?  About the same, I guess.  They still happen, but its hard to say.  Sometimes they last for days, other times they're over in a matter of hours.  And who knows how many other times they happen for periods of time when nobody else is aware its happening.  I'm simply amazed she's still alive, though that is why I sent for you."
	"Jude, I don't know how to thank you for what you and Esther have done--you didn't have to involve yourself in my family's worries, but you've hung in there with the best of them.  I heard Esther talk about all the faith healers, the potion and medicine men, the traveling herbalists and physicians you tried, in the hope that something, anything, would effect a change.  And to take her in like a daughter, I...."
	"What are you saying--your family worries are mine as well.  You'd do the very same thing for me, and probably do a better job of it.  I'm just a poor dumb fisherman, after all."
	"Jude, if I hear one more self-denigrating word from you, I'll punch you into next Tuesday.  And those are the honest words of another poor dumb fisherman."    They both busted out laughing at themselves.
	"So, brother Jude, bring me up to where she is now."
	"Like I said, Philip, I had to send for you--Esther told me Mrym was feverish, and her color turning jaundiced a few weeks ago.  So we tried some herbal formulas from an apothecary shop in the market, and it seemed to cut the fever and help for a while.  We also started giving her some extra protein, but that's a question mark.  She became swollen, and phlegmatic, and we tried all the usual remedies, all with limited success.  I've thought, at times, that having her cat with her is more efficacious than any thing we've tried.  I guess the most positive thing I can leave you with, is that we've helped keep her alive so far."
	"From all that you've told me, and from looking in on her after I arrived, I'd say you've done well, and I owe you."
	"Pssssh!  You don't owe me a thing."
	"Its getting late, my brother, and I had one of those rough rides up here--I wish someone would invent a more cushy saddle for us old farts who don't have any meat on their butts."
	"I keep telling you, Philip, you'd be better off on one of your donkeys than that horse.  I tell you, that horse bounces harder on purpose when you ride him, like he's got it in for you."
	"Yeah, if he were kosher to eat, I've have drawn and quartered the sucker long ago, and made a fine stew out of him.  That's why I call him, 'Stew'."
	"Get outta here, Philip.  You have reached limit, with wine and with bad puns both.  Let's get you squared away with a bed, a nice soft bed, that'll do your butt good."
	On the way to his bed, Philip stopped in to check on his daughter.  Mrym was softly sighing and wriggling her limbs under the blanket.  He uttered a short healing prayer, and when it was ended, she opened her eyes and smiled a faint smile.  "Thank-you,  papa.  I was just thinking I needed my papa, and here you are.  Thank God."
	"Yes, thank God, my little Mrym."
*     *     *
	Isaac was pruning a stand of olive trees when Philip loped up to him, riding a dapple little donkey.  "Whoa there, ass."   Isaac was about ready to laugh, but he held back, then let a belly laugh rip.  "Philip, that is one of the smallest donkeys I've seen in these parts, and I'm sorry, but you look like every stride is kicking you in your behind."    Philip winced and nodded.  "Shalom, Isaac.   Yeah, and I was hoping that after my trip to Bethsaida and back, I'd be toughened up more.  I must of bruised something, but I figured a donkey would be a smoother ride.  Dagnabit, I should of walked, I suppose."
	"Come on over to the house and we can sit and talk in the shade there."
	"If you don't mind I'll stand for a bit, but something to drink would be nice."
	"Whatever suits you.  I've got some new wine from a neighbor down the road, by the Hammath hot springs.  Aristotle's his name, a Greek fellow, the last in a long line of vintners--he makes exceptional wine, dry and clean tasting."	
	They sauntered up to the house and Lydia met them on the covered porch.
	"Hello stranger, welcome back."  Lydia was standing in the doorway, arms akimbo, looking like a cool breeze on a hot Galilean day.
	"Hello, Lydia.  Thanks, its good to be back home, though the weather sure is getting insufferable, the heat and humidity's enough to steam clams on the  rocks."
	The three sipped the Greek's wine and the conversation turned to Philip's time with Mrym at Jude's.  Philip impressed Isaac with the gravity of the situation,  of how Mrym was suffering from torpidity and a very depleted state.  The gaiety he'd displayed just moments before dissipated, and was replaced by the knitting of his brow and a deep sigh.  The older man slid his right hand through his gray beard, and stared off toward Yam Kinneret.   He seemed to slump, and for the first time, Philip saw a deep weariness in Isaac's body.
	"I've been praying over that girl seriously of late, like something in my bones was telling me she wasn't getting any better--and now, from what you're saying, it sounds like we're losing her.  With David, and then Rose, dead, I just don't want to bear the loss of another of my children.  I've been waiting for a sign, hoping for some direction.....maybe I just don't see it and its right in front of my face, that's what I keep thinking.  What do you think, Philip?  You've been more a father to her than I ever could have been."
	Philip had never heard the man admit that to anyone, and he felt gladdened to finally receive his due and commendation;   yet he felt humbled, knowing he'd only done what the spirit, and his heart had directed him to do.
	"You're right, there's no use trying to soften what's going on--Mrym is in dire straights.  And with the many dear attempts to nurture her to health by all of us coming to naught, I, too, feel bereft of answers and thin on hope right now, too."  	
	"Philip, with most all of our children, and I mean that in the truest sense of the word, "our", I've always felt they were given what they needed, and I've had no regrets.  Well, that is except for Jesse and Mrym.  Jesse was out-and-out a wild seed and rebellious--he just had to get away and fight his battles in the passion of the day, immersed as he was in the political intrigue and repressed anger of our times--and then became disillusioned and consequently disappeared.  I've always hoped I'd reconnect with him before I died, but my prayers seem in vain, and my hopes have diminished nearly to the point of zero.  Mrym's been a case unto herself, and with her I feel I owe a great debt, considering the lack of affection she sustained early on, by both I and Levana."
	Lydia, a woman of few, but always carefully considered, words, interjected with a more upbeat tone,
	"Isaac, you have many friends and acquaintances across this land, including every kind of person of about every kind of occupation and learning.  You've traveled from here to Antioch to Damascus, from the Negev wilderness to the Dead Sea  and beyond.  Surely you must have some contacts, some one who might be able to help Mrym.  I was thinking of the Assayah community down south, what about them?”
	Isaac perked up,  "Yes, that community at Qumran has had some powerful healers in the past, but I'm not sure they still live there--after the big earthquakes, you may recall.  I heard they've dispersed throughout Palestine, some even migrating to the Far East."
	Philip added, "That's what I heard, too.  In fact, I believe there's at least two groups living in the Galilee district."
	"Those would be the northern Assayah, the Nazir, I believe their called.  They're an ascetic, very hermetic bunch.  Strict to the letter about purification--they reputedly don't eat meat, don't drink wine, are celibate, and spend most of their free time praying and meditating."
	Lydia mused out loud, "Hmmm, they don't drink, don't have sex--what do they do for fun?  Could you trust them, being so pure and all?"
	The men couldn't keep from breaking out in laughter.  
	"I don't think fun is in their vocabulary.  Wouldn't want to make their stay here on this earth anything close to pleasurable, now.  Seriously, Isaac, I know that the healers and physicians who've tried to help Mrym have failed, and I'm not so sure but that most of them are either charlatans or lacking the knowledge or power to deal with the magnitude of Mrym's fits and spells."
	"And you're thinking that perhaps some mystical healers who live up in the mountains in caves may have the magic power or a cure?"
	"I know it sounds desperate, but it seems these are desperate times."
	"There is this community  of Assayahs, a very small one, that live in the western Mt. Carmel area.  But they don't accept women into their community, at least to live;  they just don't trust women."
	"You mean, they don't trust women more than all the other men around here don't trust women."   Lydia's face was darkening and her eyes burned, though she had a half grin on her lips.
	"You watch your tongue, woman.  You know what I mean."
	"I'll watch my tongue the day you start cleaning up after yourself."
Philip shuffled uneasily as he anticipated a full blown argument ensuing.
	"Lydia, we have a guest.  You don't need to be talking like a Syrian (Syrians were known to be proud and masters of sarcastic wit).  Let's get on with what we're discussing now."  Lydia stormed inside the house.
	"I'm sorry, Philip, must be the moon."  Philip cleared his throat, "I'll probably pay for that later."  And continued where he'd left off.
	"Just because they don't want women around, does that mean that they won't treat women with diseases?"
	"That I'm not sure of.  They reputedly are a very benevolent and beneficent people, and I've heard that they work in league with some women outside their group who work with orphans and lepers and such.  You make a good point.  I don't want to sound resistant to new ideas for helping Mrym, but I think I keep wanting our prayers to bring the answer, a cure-- I want God to intercede and bring abiding relief.  Call it pride, call it whatever you wish."
	"I call that just being a compassionate, God-fearing man, and I truly understand, Isaac."
	So the two made a plan--that Isaac would contact some of the people he knew who could direct them to the Nazir Assayah commune, and if that looked promising, they would take their ailing daughter to receive the healing she needed.  Plan in hand, they ducked inside to help Lydia clean house and fix a tasty meal.
*     *     *
	The mountain loomed large before the seeker's eyes, its wide, curving peak pure white, encrusted with crystalline snow.  She panned the massive devotion of rock and earth and trees before her, which buttressed  the higher, brighter crown above.  There.  There was the place where earth and heaven would unite.  There was the place where the Word would connect the human with the divine.  The seeker didn't know what this meant, she only knew she'd seen the holy place, the place where the true expression or  manifestation of the Most Holy would take place.  The ordained place on Mount Hermon would be the site of the Great Announcement, the revealing of the true nature of the Messiah, His transfiguration from that of human being, a profound teacher and spiritual leader, to the station of exalted, the spirit of God, the Word of God made manifest.  And she knew right where He would stand and reveal His truth to a select group of disciples.  No, that was a limitation on the vision--the Truth would shine through all creation, whether conscious or not of the Light, would blaze with joy and adulation at the rekindling of God's promise, hope and faith to all His worlds, to all humanity.
	As she stood in awe, a wind seemed to sweep across the snowy crest of the mountain,  cirrus clouds and snow swirled upward into the blue sky, and a great image of a tall angel was drawing closer and coming right at her.  The tall angel reminded her of Sandalphon, the archangel she had seen in a dream years ago, but this angel was feminine, and enveloped Mrym in a gentle golden mist, where she stood transfixed.  The angel spoke to her:
	"You have met my twin brothers, Metatron and Sandalphon, and I am the female emanation of them, Shekinah.  Metatron protected you as a child, as well as later, and Sandalphon has woven your prayers, and all your family's prayers into a most beautiful wreath, which has been presented to the Lord, our God.  And with this crown of devotion, your Lord has chosen you, Mrym of Magdala, to be the bearer of the message of the Transfiguration, to the being you call, the Messiah, whom we call, the Christ, Spirit of God.  You will inform Him of the holy place where His announcement will be."
	As dumbfounded as Mrym was, she managed to eek out a few words,  
	"But I am so weak, and plagued with the daemons of catalepsy and seizures.  I am not worthy."
	"Fear not, Mrym, for you shall be strengthened and healed, you shall be guided to His feet, and the hem of His robe.  Be of good faith.  Ambriel will also be watching over you.  Consider your calling--you have been honored to call upon the women of the world, and help bring the Spirit of God into their lives.  Your faith, and God's love will touch many lives, and from you, a Multitude of Magdalenes will issue forth and change the whole world.  So shall it be."
And the angel withdrew to the heights above the mountain.
	Mrym sat up straight in her bed, and the clouds of her dream drifted white and blue into the soft gold of the early morning light.  She thought she heard doves  cooing in the distant trees.  Her brow was beaded in sweat, and her face flushed, but she felt good deep inside, her heart was dancing to the timbrel of a new beat, a new life--beyond the physical debilitation that had crippled her these past months.  She ached to walk on her feet, and tread the shores of her beloved lake;  she missed the span of cloud, sky, earth and water, and the feel of the wind, which enriched her soul.  She wanted to ride on her horse and flee into the northern mountains and bathe under waterfalls and sleep under the sky.  She was tired, sick of the stuffy rock house and being infirm.  Angel Ambriel came to her time to time, and lifted her up into the light, and Ambriel, the cat,  kept her company night and day, with occasional excursions  for food and water.
	Mrym wondered what was to become of her--all the dreams, all the premonitions, the visions, the sense of something greater moving all this crazy thing called, My Life, to a better world, a world where people just like herself could live in harmony and peace with all other people, where women stood on equal ground with men.  A multitude of Magdalenes?  How was this to happen?  It seemed like such a far away dream at times, and yet it was nearer to her than her life vein.  She knew  she was a part of the Great Announcement of her dream, that she truly had a divine calling, and that she must stay alive to fulfill her part.  But right now, she felt herself drifting away into a great wilderness within her self, where space and time were non-existent, and she spiraled and soared and dived into a multitude of life forms that left her unsure of who she was, what was real and what wasn't.  It was like she was dancing, dancing to the song of a million reeds and strings, drums and voices--an ancient song that was always calling her, calling her to come home.  “Home?  Home?  Where is my home, Lord?”
*     *     *
	The sail was proud, steadily filled with the southern wind that pushed the boat northward.  "A strange wind blows, I can't explain it meteorologically--a wind like is this so uncommon.  But here I am, closing in on the Bethsaida harbor.  I remember leaving late this morning from Tiberius bay, but I must have fallen asleep, for I couldn't have traversed the entire expanse of Yam Kinneret in less than a couple hours.  And the dream of wings, swift heartbeats and unearthly music--I don't feel I've been fully in command of this craft."  
	  Isaac was squinting toward the land ahead, marveling at the speed of his crossing,  and thinking about his daughter, Mrym, about how she was guided by the spirit, deep within her heart-- about how he'd left her when she was so young, and her mother was unable to give her the  love she needed from a mother.  He'd always envied Philip and how the two of them gravitated together, and though he knew he couldn't make up for his shortcomings in the past, he'd always hoped to make it up to her someday.  "Someday."  There was something vague, uncommitted about, "someday".  Today was the day, he decided. No more somedays for he and Mrym.
	Isaac had always provided for his family, even after Levana and he had split apart;  the family never lacked for basic needs, and even lived in relative luxury.  Philip, as well as others, had always posed questions to him about the family resources--how could they afford the expansions, the journeys, his many travels far and wide, and he had always managed to satisfy their curiosity with cleverly worded responses, stories that seemed to provide logical explanations for the acquisitions which funded their ventures and adventures alike.  These were the time-worn stories of his father's dedication, the devotions of a fortunate and hard-working man who made the right investments, at the right time, and so forth.  He pondered, "Was it time now for the truth, to let his family know the real story of Isaac's good fortune?  Was it time to honor the visions and dreams of his beautiful and dying daughter?  And, if so, how best to do this--or was it too late?" There would be a time and a purpose under heaven, when he would talk to Mrym about the truth.  The water spray fanned up from the cedar and oak bow and arced across Isaac's face.  It was  cool  and reviving, and brought him back to steering his boat into line with the dock just ahead of him.  
					*     *     *
	Isaac and Mrym's sojourn through Galilean hills was slow and methodical, with the two using the same carriage that was bought for the fated trip during which David was killed.  Mrym was propped up  with pillows in the cart bed, so she could she the sights as they passed along the winding roads to the coast, then down to Mt. Carmel.  And her father hunched over the front seat and rode with the bumps and bounces of the road.   "Daddy, I hadn't noticed how gray your hair has become."   The  old man corrected her immediately, "That's silver, silver, not gray, and I earned every last one of those silver hairs, in part thanks to you."
	"Oh daddy, that's such a clichéd response.  Grandpa was the same way as you, and I didn't have anything to do with his hair color."	
	"Well, Mrym, if and when you ever get to be a parent, you'll find yourself thinking the very same thing."
	They didn't talk about her condition, or the political and social troubles in the land, just kept a sparse and light banter, in between the long stretches of rough road.  Jude, Philip and other family members had cautioned him on this trip, expressing fears of highway robbers and other dangers.  But he'd assuaged their fears, and for most part, any suspicious and mistrustful thoughts or emotions had been a non-factor.  There was that familiar sense of being watched which crept up on the man from time to time, and he even thought he saw a shadowy form flitting about in his peripheral vision, especially as they rode the coastal road south to Ptolemais, Efa and Carmel.  Just as he and David had thought they'd seen a dark-hooded hunchback character here and there on that fateful journey 5 years ago, he attributed it now to road weariness.  The shadow and tree people were a common phenomenon among overly tired travelers which could easily become the cause for worry and fear .
	Years later, Mrym would tell stories of her visit with the Assayah people--how they lived in caves and stone huts in a remote region on the holy mountain of Carmel, not far from where prophet Elijah made his final residence on earth, and confronted the pagan gods, in particular,  Baal, claiming victory for the One True God.  The treatment of her condition was classified by the healers as a spiritual imbalance, with strong indicators of daemonic possession.  Her 2 week treatment consisted of a strict diet of raw foods, medicinal herbs, specially prepared amulets, and a final daemonic expulsion and ritual purification.  This exorcism entailed the chief healer to demand of the daemon to identify itself, and then the requisite incantations and prayers were exhorted.  It was a very extensive and intensive process, which left Mrym extremely exhausted and even more depleted in the end.  But the daemon Azuzel, according to the chief healer, had used trickery and shifting forms and names to elude exorcism.  And the attempt had left her condition unchanged, which the men knew immediately , when she went into severe convulsions and subsequent trance.
	Mrym and Isaac paid tribute and thanks to the Assayahan's, for their fervent efforts, and slowly made their way back to Bethsaida.  Mrym was in a deep fugue state much of the way back to Jude and Esther's home.  A half a day's trek until they reached Bethsaida, Isaac guided the carriage and its somnambulant cargo to a place to rest overnight, whereby the looks of scattered rings of blackened rocks, many others had rested.   He stopped under a spreading oak tree, checked on Mrym, and adjusted the amulet around her neck which the Assayahan healers had given her--it was a medicine bag full of herbs and roots--kamia shel ikrin.    He then gathered up twigs and branches to make a small fire.  The night air was pleasant, not cold, and Isaac knew a fire could attract night highwaymen, but he desired a fire.  A fire brought comfort to him, the glowing embers and crackling wood ablaze, the fragrant smoke,  aided the contemplative mindset he wanted to be in.  
	The gray haired man sat on a wide rock, sipping from a wineskin.  He was deep in thought, reminiscing about his lifetime of travels:  all the roads and pathways he'd traveled, the thousands of faces he'd see and people he‘d met, the many destinations--villages, towns, and cities he'd visited.  The images of his travels formed an intricate mosaic which caused him to feel of surge of emotions welling up from within--he could feel his chest, his heart swelling until his whole being was infused with an amalgam of diverse feelings and thoughts--it was like his whole life synthesized into one mass of energy surging within.  And everything in his life had brought him to this remote spot, on this dusty road in the hills of Galilee--what did it all mean?  What had been the purpose--his purpose? 
	A distinct cracking noise snapped Isaac out of this fourth dimension of consciousness in which he'd been enraptured.  At first he thought it to be the crackling of the campfire, but it happened again, outside of the campsite--when he spun around to glance toward the source of the noise, he realized he'd been staring at the fire for an indeterminate period, and all he could see were phantom flames from the fire, and an incandescent blur of faint firelight to the edge of darkness.  Something or someone was moving toward him--a indistinct shape advancing with soft, shuffling footsteps.  Isaac felt around for a hand-sized rock, a stick, anything with which to protect himself, as he struggled to see into the darkness.  Within an instant the shape had a voice:
	"You can put down that rock, traveler, I come in peace, bearing no arms or malice."  
	The shape's voice was soft but forceful.  Isaac responded, dropping the rock.  
	 "Come sit with me at this fire, stranger, that your dark form may take that of a human.  I have wine and some bread if you are hungry or thirsty."
	Isaac could see the shape assume the definition of a hunch-backed man in a hooded cloak, a staff in hand.  At first he thought the man was old, but soon saw that it was his deformity which had given him that impression, and he observed that the man's garb was that of the Assayahan men whom they'd just visited.  He felt relieved, yet mystified by this strange man appearing now at his camp.  He held up the wineskin, but the man declined.   "The order I belong to refrains from the use of fermented beverages and foods.  But thank-you nonetheless."   He drew out a bag from his cloak and drank a long dreg of water, and wiped his lips with the back of his sleeve.  He then looked square in Isaac's face--Isaac could make out the face of a young man who had born a  hard road--there was a long scar slicing diagonally across his left cheek, across the eye and onto his forehead.  His eyes looked much older than his youth.  There was something very familiar about him, but his full beard and long sweep of hair masked clear identification.  After the staredown and an awkward pause, the stranger spoke.
	"I have not meant to frighten you on your travels, and always sought to remain unnoticed.  I admit that I have followed you another time, years ago, only to determine if you were the one whom I thought you were.  And now our paths cross again, though this time with intentionality on my part."
	Now Isaac was even more mystified, who was this person and what were his intentions?  His questions were answered before he could ask them.
	"You are Isaac of Magdala, now of Hammath, and that is your daughter, Mrym, whom the elders tried to heal of her daemons and ills.  And you are the father of David, the one who was killed by Sicariian Zealots on the road from Ptolemais."
	"You wear the dress of the Assayahans, sir, with whom we have just visited--is it from there that you know of me and my daughter?
	"I would beg your pardon, for I am ashamed to sit before you, for I have caused injury to you and pain to your heart."
	"Who are you, man?  And why are you following us?"   Isaac was losing patience, but he felt himself trembling, as if his body knew what the answer forthcoming was.
	"I am Jesse, who fled your family and loving counsel when young and with foolish impulse."
	“What?”
	The old man looked deep again at the other man's face, and knew his son's eyes looking back at him, imploring his recognition.  All the feelings and thoughts that were coming together at this point in his life burst into tears from his eyes.
	"Jesse!  Can it be?  Is it you, my son?"   And he reached to pull down the man's hood.  And in the firelight, the two men stood together and held one another for a good length of time.  When the emotions and weeping of the two resolved into stillness again, they sat together, and each told the other of their stories.  At one point, Jesse reached and held his father's weathered hand.
	"Father, I have caused you undue pain and dishonor, and I would ask your forgiveness, though I know I don't deserve it.  Countless were my prayers for forgiveness from God, for I had no other father to turn to."
	"Jesse, my son, even as God is the Ever-Forgiving, you were forgiven long ago in my heart and soul.  And all my sorrows and pain over losing you as a son are erased and replaced by this joy and happiness that my prayer has been answered, that I could be with you again before I died."
	When asked what had happened to misshapen his body, the son told his father how, in a skirmish with Roman soldiers, he'd been thrown from his horse, and broken his back.  He'd been rescued from being killed, but was unable to walk.  A friend had carried him to an Assayahan group on the coast, near the port Caesarea, and there he'd been healed, though at the cost of being hunched over permanently.  From then on, he'd vowed to become a part of that group of believers, and ended up being initiated into the Carmel community after a few years of hermetic life in that region.
	Isaac informed his son on the status of Mrym, and how discouraged he was over her continuing infirmity.  And Jesse told him how sorry he was not to have taken the opportunity to know his little sister when he still lived at home--how beautiful and special she seemed now.
	"The chief healer, Menachem, told the counsel that Mrym had the gift of prophesy, and is watched over by archangels, which means she has prominent place in the destiny of God's plan for the earth and all its peoples."
	"I've come to believe the same thing, though I don't know how she's going to get through her present difficulties.  But then, I think, if Mrym is part of God's plan, then she has unlimited power and mercy to work with her, when its time."
	"Isn't that true for us all, if we could but see it?"
	Isaac looked at his son, and smiled.  This was a Godsend, and he only wished Levana could be here to be with her son.  And he wished Mrym could rise up out of her dormant state and join in their reunion.  "If only....", and stopped himself.  The talked on late into the night, and they made beds near one another and slept.
	At dawn, they broke bread and had morning prayers, and Isaac was afraid to ask his son, "Would you come home with me?  Would you come and visit your mother?"  Jesse addressed these just as he was thinking those questions, and whether he should ask them.  "Father, I know it would bring joy and peace to your heart, and to the hearts of my mother and family, if I would return home with you.  But regrettably I must return to my brothers in spirit, for they are my family, as well, and I have overspent the luxury of liberty to travel outside the community as much as I have.  Please know, that I will make every effort to come to the western shores of Yam Kinneret as soon as I have finished my courses and duties for this coming year."
	"All is ask is that you keep in touch, and follow your heart, worship God, and come say a prayer over your little sister, Mrym, before you say goodbye."
	And so he did, and bade his father and sister Godspeed, took his staff and walked westward, turning around only once in the far distance to wave a final farewell to his father.
	*     *     *
The Darkest Light Just Before the Dawn

	Rambling down the cobblestone streets of Bethsaida, the carriage jostled Mrym into a waking state.  She stirred and sat up, and stretched her arms out and overhead like a cat.   "Hey, what's going on?"
	Isaac swiveled his head around, happy to finally hear signs of life coming from behind him.  "Wake up, sleepyhead.  Were almost there."
	"Papa, was there a strange hunch-backed man visiting us last night?"
	"So you were aware of what was happening then?"
	"I don't know, it seemed like a dream, only not a dream--I just remember him saying prayers and kissing me on the face, and he had tears in his eyes.  It was a lovely face, though scarred and weathered.  Who was he?"
	"I was going to wait to tell you,  since I wasn't sure it was something that you should know right now--whether or not it might distress you and cause you more troubles."
	"Oh papa, you're always looking out for me, and treating me like a baby.  I can take it.  Who was he?"
	He told her who he was, and what had been his story;  and Mrym became very excited--he hadn't seen her smile this much in years.  
	"I'm so glad Jesse's alive on this earth, and doing what he can to make the world better.  I think this the best thing I could have ever hoped for on this journey."  
	 Isaac considered her words, and agreed, thinking to himself that if it were he in her place, he'd have thought that the best thing to come of the trip was himself being healed.  Again, Mrym had showed him what a selfless being she was at heart, always considerate of other's sensibilities.  Perhaps the scriptures were right when they spoke of a child leading the people in the latter days, in the end time.  These were an end time, he was sure, and all the tumult and changes political and social were only a small a part of a much grander picture.  "That must be it," he thought, "and I have lived to witness some of it.  Maybe the best is yet to come, maybe....."
	Philip arrived at Jude and Esther's a day after Isaac and Mrym returned, and the group had a fine little celebration of the reunion with Jesse, and of a safe trip completed, even though it was not wholly successful.  Philip had hitched a ride with a caravan of camels heading for Damascus, and he reported to Jude and Isaac that camels were definitely the way to go, as far as creature comforts in a traveling animal go.   "My butt was just telling me, I need to get me one of those dromedaries.  Yes, mighty smooth land sailing."
	"You and your buttkuh!"  Jude and Isaac were both busting out laughing, "Isaac and I will buy your buttkuh a camel if it'll make you happy!"
	"And if we don't have to hear you whine about your tender gluteus maximus anymore!"
	 After much feasting on cheese filled dates, honeyed figs, breads and lamb, chased down with ample amounts of berry wine, the happy group sat in a moment of pleasurable silence, just taking in one another.  Even Mrym was in attendance, having walked for the first time in weeks.  Isaac raised a cup and offered a toast to all present, “Here’s to all you beautiful souls, who are the truest treasure of my heart today, may your lives  be full of the Lord’s grace and healing, your nets full of fish and plenty, and your mouths full of mirth and joyous soundings, in God’s name.”
	And they drank to one another’s health and well-being and good spirits, until Isaac begged to be excused to rest.  His retreat from the celebration was a surprise to those there, except for Mrym--she knew the emotional toll that had been taken on this journey.  She felt helpless to come to her father’s aid, as she watched him walk slowly toward Jude’s back porch--each step seemed heavier and more weary than the last, and to Mrym, his body appeared to fade and become frail and translucent, until he vanished from sight.  “It was like the last walk an old man makes on this earth, before he dies.”   She thought to herself.  but she let him rest in her mind and rejoined the others in the lightness of the moment. 
					*     *     *
	 After  Isaac and Philip sailed away south-southwest to their homes,  Mrym enjoyed a short respite from being actively consumed with her illness.  She gained in strength daily, even helped Esther with her chores, and showed Jude and his fishing buddies, how to tie those special knots that David had once showed her.  Mrym had survived her teenage years, and Jude thought perhaps she would physically outgrow the fits and spells and craziness.  Esther thought that if Mrym would just get married and have children, this would alter her body and her life in positive ways, and yield a more grounded life.  They'd both known of people whom they referenced as examples for their hypotheses.  But neither  knew the heart and soul of Mrym, and her afflictions, nor her true capacities.
	One morning Jude and Esther awoke like every other morning (except for Shabbat), preparing for the working day with a breakfast of bread, eggs, fruit and yoghurt.   Mrym was not in her room when they called her, then Esther found the note left on the table, written on handmade paper.  Esther could not read, and gave the note to Jude, who read it aloud for the both of them:
	Uncle Jude and Aunt Esther,   By the time you read this, I will be on the road to my destiny.  I thank-you for your loving kindness and your generosity toward me.  I know I've been a hardship for you to bear, and I'm sorry for the undue troubles I'm sure I've inflicted upon you.  I hope to make it up to you when I am able.
	What the spirit voices are telling me, or at least, what I'm able to discern from my dreams and visions, is that I am to go now, into a wilderness and a new place--I'm not sure where, though I think it is to the north--where I am to prepare my self for what is to come.  I will spare you all the other details, but can tell you that a great change will come over this land and to its people.  Good news.  
	I have taken Sea Mare.  Though she is getting old, and hasn't been ridden like she needs  to be, she seems ready for a long ride.  Ambriel is going, too, so I'm with my friends, the horse and the cat, and together we will make this a fine adventure, I hope.  I availed myself of some of your really good fruit preserves, Esther, and a sack full of dried fish and some bread.  My prayers will always include you, and I hope to see you again in the future.
					With God's love,  Mrym

	Esther discovered that Mrym had left much of her clothing, except for the warmer outfits.  She had taken what little personal belongings she'd come with--her special rocks, the silver ring with a blue stone, the tattered cat doll that was missing a leg and an ear, her pens and sheaf of writing paper bound in an oil-skin bag, and the little purse still filled with coins which Philip had given her almost 9 years ago.  The white and rose quartz stones Mrym had retrieved from the local shores were also missing.   Under the bed she  discovered a large bundle in a red cloth bag, firmly bound in ostrich skin and sealed in wax.  A message was glued to the bundle, which read:

	These are scrolls and manuscripts I took from my father Isaac's library years ago.   I would like them to be returned to him or my stepfather Philip, whenever it is convenient.  Please keep them discretely away from the curious, and sealed up as they are--I no longer have any use for them.    Mrym

	Jude and Esther sat quietly at breakfast, and said little about Mrym for several days following her exodus.  Jude finally wrote a message to his brother, and told him of her departure.  He flagged down a camel train heading south, and gave the leader some silver coins to have the letter delivered to Magdala.  And, with a smile to himself, he told the leader that if he wanted to sell one of his camels there, there was a buyer who was an easy sell,  living just to the south of town on the shore, by the name Philip.
*     *     *
	Panias, known in the time of Herod as Caesarea Philippi, was the most northern city in Upper Galilee, and was entrenched in Hellenistic culture and theology, and a cult center for the mystery religions.  Situated in the foothills of the Anti-Lebanon mountain range, it was nestled in a lush, beautiful terrace, with abundant springs and groves of trees (pine, oak and poplar).  On one side of the city towered a massive limestone cliff, at whose base a large cavern gushed with the headwaters of the Panias River, which farther downstream helped form the Jordan River.  This cavern and its spring, along with the natural beauty of the region, was the perfect setting for a plethora of pagan religions:  the fertility cults which turned to the Canaanite gods, Baal-Gad, the lord of good fortune, and Baal-Hermon, the lord of destruction; the cult worship of Pan (and his Nymphs), the Greek god of shepherds and their flocks, woodlands and nature, and Echo, the mountain goddess, as well as Diopan, the god of music;  and the usual host of principle Greek gods, including Zeus, Dionysus, Athena, Artemis, Aphrodite and Apollo.  Shrines and temples crowded the city, with the largest being the great white marble temple, built by Caesar Augustus,  just opposite the sacred cavern where the spring flowed out of.  And the surrounding countryside, well up onto the base of Mt. Hermon, the highest mountain in Palestine, was dotted with shrines amidst groves of trees, and near caves and springs.
	Mrym stood in a high meadow and surveyed the scene below and beyond her--this city was different than any place she'd ever been, and it both excited her and made her feel uneasy.  While she was living in Dan, which was not far from Panias, and apprenticing under Jeremiah, she had heard many stories and had been given warnings about spending time at Panias.  Everything that was an abomination to Judaic law and principle was practiced here, even worshipped here, it was said.  But she wasn't thinking about that now.  She was bone weary from riding all day since before the sun rose, and this seemed the most logical place to rest for the night, and take supplies and bearings for the next part of her journey.  Nearby, a herd of goats bleated sporadically, and a solitary goatherd leaned against a tree.  Mrym walked Sea Mare, with her feline cargo and full saddlebags, over to the goatherd's spot.  The grasses were thick and moist, and her feet and calves were drenched by the time she reached him.
	"Shalom."  She offered her greeting, half hoping the goatherd was Jewish.
	"Hello, and who do I have the pleasure of meeting?"  He spoke Aramaic, with a Greek inflection, had a shock of reddish hair and matching beard, and carried a shepherd's crook.  There was a syrinx fastened to his sash. He seemed quite young, and she took him to be a follower of Pan.
	"I am Mrym, Mrym of Magdala."
	"My name is Darius.  And you are so far from your home by the sea, and so fair of skin and so beautiful."  Darius's eyes surveyed the thick shiny hair that streamed from Mrym’s head, her full breasts and smooth skin.
	"Are these your goats?"  She watched his eyes and deflected his gaze with her own piercing glance.
	"Only by vocation--in truth, they belong to the temple priests and priestesses."
	"So, Darius, are these the goats used to make sacrifices to the god Pan, and others?"
	"This would be the same......"  And, as if for a loss of knowing what else to say,  "Its a shame, really, a waste--to be brought into the world so innocent,  and nurtured only for the purpose of being killed, and their bodies tossed into a pit to bloat and rot."	
	"It sounds like you care for these animals."
	"I would be lying if I said I didn't, but what am I to do, a poor goatherd subject to the dictates of the exclusive few.   I'm only saying this to you because I can sense you are not of the pagan or mystery persuasion--you are a Jew, are you not?"
	"I am.  And I empathize with you, for in my religion, as practiced in Jerusalem, we have animal sacrifices, too--lambs, which are even more innocent looking than goats.  I have never thought this was the right thing to do-- maybe it had its place with our ancestors, but I think that life is sacred in all its forms, and should be given the respect that the creator has given us."
	"Well spoken, Mrym of Magdala.  You are obviously well-educated and spiritually attuned to a more progressive way of seeing things.  Have you studied the gods that the Greek and Romans worship, the gods of the mystery cults?"
	"I've only heard rumors and the stories people tell.  You, Darius, seem more educated than what I’d expect from a goatherd, if you’ll pardon my judgment.”
	"No offence taken.  Pan's the local favorite, hence all the goat sacrifices.  He's the god of shepherds and nature and all that.  I’m lucky to have a father that knew how to read, and he taught me what I know--mostly Greek, some Aramaic, and some frontier gibberish.”
	"Is it true, that Pan romps around half-goat and half-man, seeking to seduce and mount every female or nymph, is that what you call them?"
	"I can't tell you from personal experience--I've never seen anybody or anything like a Pan, but that's the story.  I guess he's supposed to be the most virile, masculine being in the world."
	"You carry the pipes of Pan on your belt--I take it you follow the goat god?"
The young man laughed, "Those are to entertain myself on these long, lonely days up here, and if a goat man or goat god appears when I'm piping, I'll be long gone in no time!"
	“What was that you said earlier when you were talking about languages and reading--something to the effect of you knowing, “frontier gibberish”?”
	“Oh that, I was wondering if you’d say something about that.  Frontier gibberish is the language spoken when your mind goes way out beyond the normal limits of thinking and space, babies and little kids speak it, sometimes drunks speak it, sometimes anybody who gets crazy thoughts speaks it.  I happen to have the knack of translating it into something that makes sense, sort of anyway.”
	“Darius, I think I might need you around someday when I get to babbling like I do--maybe you can help me figure out what I mean!”
	The two exchanged stories about gods and myths, and kings and queen, and the history the region.  Finally, Darius told Mrym he needed to herd his goats into a sheltered place near where he lived with his parents, close to a lovely waterfall where a pagan cult shrine had been built, with statues and a small building.  The evening star was shining bright, and the horizon above the hills was darkening to the east.  
	"If you don't mind, Darius, I'll accompany you on your way to your home.  Perhaps you can direct me to a place where I might stay the night in town."
	He informed her there were several inns in town, but she should try one in particular, three streets over from the white temple of Augustus.  Be wary of the inns bordering the temple district, he'd said.  And he told her to be careful who she talked to, and what she said.  "There are people around Panias who would sell their mothers for a little silver, just so they could take part in a night's debauchery.  You are young and very beautiful, just be careful."
	"Thank-you for your concerns, but I will be safe and find clear passage."
	"Do you mind telling me, Mrym, what it is that brings you far from your country, far from your home?"
	"You will think that I am bereft of my faculties if I tell you."
	"Try me."
	"I have dreams, visions some call them.  They show me things that will be happening, they tell me where I need to go.  There are angels, spirits who voice the sound of God's word, and I am bound to listen and obey.  I have been summoned to journey to the sacred Mt. Hermon, and there to wait on the calling of my Lord."
	"Wow!  This is wild--this is a story like the ancient's told--the ancient of days, I've heard the word about some new god coming, some new earth-shattering appearance--how there will be earthquakes and the sun will be darkened--all that sort of thing.  And you really have these visions and celestial beings carrying on in yourself, in your life? That's wild."
	"I told you you'd think I'm a freak, out of my mind, possessed even."
	"Well, are you, Mrym, are you a freak, out of your mind, possessed?"
	"Honestly, sometimes I just don't know.  I have these spells when I lose control of my body and mind, and I can't remember anything for days.  People say I have a guardian angel, and that is why I'm still here on this earth.  This is only partly true--the One True God only knows why I'm here.  I only know I worship Him and there is no other God but He."
	"You seem just fine to me right now.  These spells, it sounds as if you‘re at their mercy.  That must be hard to live with."
	"I just listen and pray, follow my heart and obey what I know is my Lord's voice calling me through these energies, these beings, these dreams.   What's  hard is thinking, feeling that I have no home.  A minute ago you mentioned me being far from my home, but I don't know where that is--its becoming clear to me that my home is with my Savior, my Lord, in the heaven of His nearness, and that what I am doing is seeking to find my true home, my blessed home."
	"I can hardly believe this Mrym, I woke up this morning like every other morning,  off to do the everyday chores, off to tend the goats.  And I meet a prophetess, a spiritual touchstone more beautiful than any temptress who plies the lost and confused souls at the temples for their money.  What a good day this is, what good news I hear in your voice and see in your face."
	"What did you say,  "touchstone", what is that?"
	"A touchstone is a dark stone used to determine the presence of valuable minerals, like gold and silver.  It is the standard by which other substances are measured.  So, you are a touchstone in the realm of human spirituality--by you will others be valued, and by you will others be drawn to."
	"I think you're giving too much credit to me--I'm just a woman, and a woman who needs a good night’s sleep.  I'll be on my way, Darius--I do hope we'll meet again on a good road, in a good way, for us both.  God bless and keep you."
	Darius reached forward and held her hand in his,  "Mrym, I don't know this God that you talk about, but if he created such a lovely soul as you, he must be something special.  Good luck on your travels.   Keep me in your prayers, and put a good word in for me to your God, tell him I try to live a good life."
	"Shalom, Darius."
	"Peace to you, Mrym."  He felt a wave of indescribable sensations surging through his forearm and into his shoulders and chest.  For a moment he thought his heart might have stopped, but soon he felt the pulse of his blood throbbing in his brow.  “Who was this Mrym?”  He thought,  “And what would become of her?”
*     *     *
	In a dark and damp room, an old man cried out in his sleep.  His fitful dream had stormed his night again, like a lone wolf howling at his door.  He had tossed about as though he was on the sea again, steering his wooden ship through thunderous waves,  amidst turbulent winds, hoping and praying on angel's wings, crouched in the darkening storm.  Then, with a mighty crash,  the bow dashed and split upon the rocks, and he lost all track of time, and the darkness spun a blanket over his heaving form.  The darkness was so kind and accepting. 
	And in his dream,  a resplendent light awoke him, and all about him lay precious stones--every color and kind placed on Aaron's breastplate, and in great quantity.  And the shards of an urn, the size of a child, lay scattered at his feet, and a thousand or more gold coins were spilled about the room. A strange and dank room, how had he gotten there?  There had been blows to his head and a tumult of swords and blood.  
	The silver hair man gasped, and a gurgling sound issued from his lungs.  He awoke again, alive.  He was always amazed that he was alive.   Now he felt dizzy and faint, and he drifted on a sea of strange, disconnected thoughts.  And then the hand--he felt the firm and gentle hand of someone holding his brow--it was the hand of someone who loved him,  he felt the tension in his body slacken and his tenseness soften, and he turned to look into the eyes of that someone.  He saw one green eye, and one blue eye looking back into his, before he succumbed to the numbing sleep.
	When Isaac awoke, he was sputtering and gasping for air, as though he had plunged under the sea and been held there too long.  Lydia's long black hair swayed above his shuddering body.  He tried to find the words, but his tongue seemed detached from his throat.
	"Don't try to talk, love.  I'm here and you're going to be all right, that's all you need to know right now.  You had a rough night--it was like you were fighting against a great storm, and you refused to go down.  Here you are, you made it.  It'll be fine, honey babe."  Stroked his hair and kissed him across his face.
	Isaac's body and mind settled into a quietude, a smooth harbor dreamt by sailors and fishers of the seas.  He longed to tell Lydia, tell his family, of this dream, this world he'd known.  But he wasn't fine, and it wasn't going to be fine.  And a dread pull from the bottom of his harbor.  And now his voice no longer  sounded, and his limbs no longer responded to his desires.  He felt helpless to do what he deeply wanted to do.  There must be someone who could break through this silence, this darkness, this inability to be a man.  And he couldn't grasp what that was, what was it that he, Isaac, wanted to do?  
	The only word that came to his mind, the only thought that seemed to make any sense anymore, surged and  blurted out of his vocal chords:
	"Mrym!"    "Mrym!"    "Mrym!"
	He lie there in a sweat, his eyes  haunted and darting with frustration.  He needed to tell her something, though his voice had shut down;  he needed to give her something, though he wondered if he'd waited too long.  He needed to......
*     *     *
	“Twilight in Panias, what a strange place to be, after spending my life on the shores of Galilee.”  Mrym's eyes grew large in the dimming light, and threaded her way through the cobbled streets--“So much opulence“, she thought--marble statues and colonnades, entablature and their friezes, the low-angled pediments typical of Hellenistic architecture, filled with decorative sculpting, the masonic arches, now being made larger and with more flourish, since the development of concrete and tile construction. “This is what consumed my people's hard labors, reducing them to mere slaves to the empire.”  She thought about the Roman people, and how they had, decades ago,  had the reputation of being morally upright and educated, even enlightened--but how with the massive expansion of their empire, the gods of power and status ruled unchecked, in league with self-gratification and pandemic narcissism,  had further spawned and stimulated the demi-gods of gluttony, lust, greed, sloth, hate and ignorance.  "So much outward beauty, Lord, but so empty of inside",  she sighed to herself.
	Tying her horse and checking on Ambriel in the basket, she traipsed up the walkway to the front entrance of the inn Darius had referred her to.  She noticed a plaque with Hebrew letters, which encouraged her--there weren't too many Jews in this city, after all.  But the door was barred, and the windows shuttered, and the whole building was dark.  "That's odd", she thought, but while walking away she realized why--it was Shabbat.  Her heart dropped a little, but she vowed to find another shelter.  As she untied Sea Mare, she talked softly to the horse and to her cat, "We'll find a nice comfortable place, you'll see.  Hey, wouldn't it be nice to be in our old animal barn where we all used to live?"  She smiled to think of her room in the stables at her family's estate, it seemed so long ago.  She realized she was getting sleepy, and pushed herself to search onward for a room, then realized she had just thought of the solution--stables. 
	Asking directions from a passerby, she soon headed out with her little entourage to a nearby livery.  She would spend the night with her traveling companions at a stables, why hadn't she thought of that sooner?  The livery man, by the name of Eques, though initially a surly and gruff man, soon warmed up to her, and paid high compliments to her equestrian companion.  For less than quarter the price of a room at the inn, she was nestled in the sweet hay at the rear of the livery, Ambriel tentatively exploring the nooks and crannies of the new place, as cats are inclined to do.  Sleep came easily for the three companions, and Mrym looked forward to exploring the city in the morning, preparing for the journey  to Mt. Hermon and beyond--the time she would spend living in the wilderness.
	She dreamt an unsettling dream that night, a dream of the stones of the field. She was lying in a vast meadow in the midst of mountains.  A circle of dark gray boulders were assembled around her, and she watched as they transformed into daemons which above the waist were snarling men with horns on their heads, and below were goat-like with cloven hooves.  They descended on her in a tight ring, until she could smell their vile odor.  She was trying to fight them when she awoke suddenly to the cry of her cat and the whinny of her horse.  Dream and awake time swirled indistinguishably--Mrym  felt strong-gripped hands clasp upon her arms and legs, and she struggled to free herself.  A fetid goat-smell hung in the air.  Her vision hadn’t adjusted to the light, and she could only make out the vague shifting forms of her attackers, two or three of them, she thought.   Then a searing pain stung her skull and she felt herself drop into a dizzying fall down a long black tunnel.   Then nothing.
*     *     *
	The water was choppy, and the sun hung like a molten silver disc in a smoky sky.  The heat was insufferably and clung to the crew like tar, while the wind refused to cool them, only blasted the heat at them harder.  Not a good day for fishing, thought Philip, and nothing seemed to go right from the time he climbed out of bed.  “Its probably my fault”, he said out loud.  And a crewman looked at him with a, “What?”, which he followed with a, “Never mind.  Just talking to myself.”, and then he heard a, “You’ve been doing that a lot lately, buddy.”, which irritated him even more.  He didn’t need any one else reminding him that lately he’d often been distracted--Levana and most of his family had been on his case for weeks about his absent-mindedness.  Perhaps they were right, it was getting worse--he was forgetting what he came into the room to get, leaving a boat untied in the quay, losing track of where he put his tools for net-mending, and one day, he’d even forgot to put on his pants before walking out to check on the fish factory.
	At first he attributed it to being overworked of late, then, to the pressures of having to make several new nets when a boat had capsized and lost its gear, along with some logistical problems with processed fish packaging and shipping.
He’d been grumbling around the house one evening in earshot of Carmela, who finally said, “Papa, your probably having all these memory problems because you have a large turnip growing in your head, and its squeezing  all your thoughts into mush.”  And Levana had chimed in, chiding him, too, “If it is a large turnip, then maybe his head’s good for something after all.“  Normally, he would of reared back and laughed, but he could only manage a scowl, “And you’re probably the ones who are ready to dig up that turnip, right?”  But what he thought had really been crossing  him up was, Isaac’s condition.
	 Isaac had suffered a stroke, and lost much of his bodily functions--he was non-ambulatory, and his right side sagged from his face down to his legs.  He was slow and slurred in speech, and required assistance to eat and perform other bodily functions.  His mind was still sharp, and his will and wits were evident, though he was having protracted bouts of melancholia.  Lydia provided most of his needs, with the occasional help from Jacob and his other children.  Philip spent time with him at least twice a week, mostly to check on him as well as consulting with him on family business.  Philip worried that with Isaac’s inability to continue as an active leader in the fishing business, they wouldn’t be able to sustain the level of prosperity and integrity which they’d achieved largely through Isaac’s vision and contacts.  Philip knew that Isaac had kept the family and business coffers well supplied, even when business was slack and money should have been thin, by all accounts.  There always was a certain mystery about Isaac’s sources of funds.
	And Philip was frustrated that he had been unable to relay a message concerning Isaac’s condition to Mrym.  Jude had heard nothing from Jeremiah or any of Esther’s other relatives in Dan, which was not far from Panias--no reports through the grapevine of an eccentric Jewish woman with striking features riding a fine chestnut mare and carrying a Turkish cat named after an angel.   He knew of no one in Panias to contact, and there were no reports from any other friends or family from anywhere.   It had been 7 months since Mrym had fled Bethsaida, and Philip was afraid Isaac would die before Mrym heard anything and was able to come to him.
	After docking that evening and unloading the catch, Philip decided he was fed up with all his worrying about this and that, sick and tired of worrying about Isaac and worrying about Mrym.  He decided it was time to do something, to take matters in his own hand, if at all possible--he would try to find Mrym--if he failed, at least he’d tried.  That’s all he could and would do, try his best.  Just as he was making these decisive thoughts in his mind, he heard a loud bellowing sound and looked up to see the head of a camel craning its neck to look at him over the bushes around the animal barn.  Meshugga seemed to be voicing his agreement to Philip’s decision in his boisterous way.  The beast then went back to chewing the most tender leaves off the bushes.  Meshugga was the name Philip gave the camel he’d bought from the caravan man who’d delivered correspondence from his brother Jude.  Whenever he saw that camel he couldn’t help but smile, and right now, coming to a decision he smiled large.
*     *     *
	These were the beginnings of darkest days of Mrym’s life.  She had been attacked and bound, abducted to a bleak underground  room, and kept against her will for 7 months.  She faded in and out consciousness, her cataleptic fits, coupled with drugs administered to her in her food, held her sway and negated every attempt for her to get her bearings or find a way to escape her captors.   On top of this, she seemed to be unable to maintain any regular contact with her spirit guides, and with her guardian, Ambriel.  She felt truly disconsolate.
	Her captors made their presence and command over her know soon after her abduction.  Mrym had been stripped of her clothing, given a flimsy mat to lie upon,  and chained to a dank stone wall.  A strange woman stood over her in this cell--she had large bony features,  overdone cosmetics applied to her face, vermilion blush, thick red lipstick, inordinately long eyelashes, big hands and a voice that cracked, going from falsetto to husky.  The manly woman wore a priestess garb, and addressed the captive with a haughty air:  “My wild and precious one, you are even more beautiful and desirable now that you’ve awakened from your slumber.  Wild one, I will tame you, and teach you,  and make you the pride of the lair, lusted after by every man who enters our temple of Dionysus. You will garner us much revenue and give us great honor before our god.  You will be my personal project, my object of desire, my love slave.”
	“I would rather die first.”  
	The priestess laughed harshly and paced around her, like a hunter around her prey.  Mrym pulled her legs up and tried to cover herself.  “You may try to resist, but eventually you’ll accede to our wishes.  For now, you will be chained to a bed here, and allowed no contact with the other women and men.  We have inspected you and found you are a virgin--this is most auspicious, a rarity in these parts.  Even before we offer you before our god for sexual sacrifice, we will drain your menstrual blood and use that for rituals--yes, you are going to do quite nicely.”
	Mrym was given generous helpings of food and water, which she initially refused.  She didn’t trust that drugs or daemonic agents were not being placed in them.  She weakened and succumbed to long bouts of delirium and fugue states.  No one violated her, yet, she was sure of that.  Her guardian, Ambriel, came to her one night and consoled her, and counseled her to begin eating again, “You will need your strength in the days to come, for this imprisonment and affliction will not last.”  That, and her dreams that kept revealing a greater story, a new life for her.  She had a recurring dream which enlarged upon itself, like an unfolding tale.  It was a tale of the shepherd man she’d seen in her earliest dreams, who had been baptized in the river by the wild, loud-speaking preacher or prophet man.  With each dream she had of him, His light grew stronger and brighter, His message became clearer and more profound, until at last it shone across all lands and seas of the earth.  And Mrym knew she would meet this man, that He was what she was searching for, and that it was He who was the key to her redemption and cure.
	The days and nights knew no separation, and time was all but lost.   Her incarceration intensified,  and threatened her sanity and will to go on.  She awoke to an unfamiliar lamp light one night, with the priestess beside her, then on top of her, kissing her and groping at her,  Mrym’s hands were free enough to reach the priestess’ head, and when she tore at her captor’s ghoulish face and body, she realized that the priestess was really a man in disguise.  Mrym’s felt the crush of her face downward, onto the hard mat, and she felt a sharp pain deep inside her, and thrusting hips against her loins.   She cried out in rage, “May God destroy  your temple and crush you with its stones.”  And sobbed into the night, after the she-man rolled off her.  The following days were tortuous, listening to the animal grunts and groans from the nearby rooms where other sex slaves were being ravaged.   And her body shut down in anticipation of another rape by the priestess/priest;  sometimes it was a Godsend to be cataleptic and not remember what had been done to her.   
	There were times when all she could do was pray over and over, “Please free me, o Lord, from this hellish nightmare, for this is not your plan and this is not my fate.  Release me, o my Lord,  and raise me up and give me new life.  Purify and illuminate my heart, make me a radiant and loving warrior in your host of holy ones, saints, and angels.”   And even with her devotion, she couldn’t help but cry out, “O God, where is your strength and power, why do you forsake me in this God-forsaken place?  Where is Your light?  I long to feel Your almighty arms enfold me, comfort me, save me.”
	There came a time when Mrym found a voice answering hers,  and was able to talk with one of the other captive women used as “sacred whores” by the castes of priests, nobiles and visiting optimates (upper class Romans).  Susannah was not much more than a young girl of 13, who had been incarcerated two years ago, when her family sold her to the temple priestess.  She occupied an adjoining room part of the time, the rest when she was given quarters upstairs when a nobleman or woman wanted her for the night.  She and Mrym would talk, unable to see one another, and Mrym would learn more than she’d ever wanted to know about some of the pagan practices which had become common, more or less, in the Roman ruled parts of the world--forcible abortions which were given the girls and women in the brothels and slave quarters, as well as in the general quarters;   infanticide was not uncommon, with female babies most often the ones tossed into refuse dumps or secluded places;  abuse, torture and death to slaves of conquered lands;  incest and polygamy--the list went on and on.  
	Mrym told Susannah that she thought children and young people should not have to hear of such things, much less experience them.  She told her she thought the way the pagans operated was sick and wrong, to be condemned by anyone of conscience, who knew right from wrong, and had a sense of justice.   She taught Susannah how to pray, and pray to the One True God.  And she told her how she was determined not to remain in this dungeon of hate and violence any longer than she’d have to.  No one had ever talked with her like she mattered, and Susannah considered what Mrym had said, and took her to heart.
	 “Mrym, I think I could try and help you out.  I think there might be a way to get a message to someone on the outside, someone who can help you.  But we will have to be very crafty.  I don’t know how to read or write, but I know you could compose a note which I might have one of my patrons deliver.  The first trick will be getting you paper and pen.  I have relatively free access from this part of the complex to the upper chambers, and I can travel without an escort most of the time, so I think I can find you what you need.  Then I need to choose the right person who I am laying with--I’m thinking of a certain noblewoman who is a lesbian and who likes having sex with me.  I think she’d be the easiest one to persuade to deliver the note without informing the temple priests.”
	“It troubles me so that you would endure this humiliation for me.  It just doesn’t seem right or fair.”
	“I’m way past right or fair--this is a chance to help someone I really care for.  And as for humiliation, I put it out of my mind.  Mrym, do you think I’m a bad person for going along with what they want me to do?”
	“Not in your life, Susannah.  The God I worship is one of compassion, forgiveness and mercy.  If you turn to Him, you are forgiven, always.”
	Susannah was silent for a long time, and Mrym could hear her softly weeping in her room.  Her heart swelled--how she wished she could hold her and lift her up into the light she knew deep in her own soul.  Then she prayed to God that she’d be able to aid or rescue Susannah someday, someday soon.  She asked Susannah, 
	“But what if you are caught trying to aid in my escape?  What would they do to you?  They would kill you, wouldn’t they?
	“That doesn’t matter--all that matters is that we do what we can to get you out of here.  Let’s not be concerned with, “what if’s”.   Mrym could hear her sniffling and wiping her nose.
	“Who can I contact, who in Panias could I trust to respond to a plea for help, and how would they manage to free her from this bondage within a guarded temple?”  Mrym pondered the situation in detail, back and forth, and came up with a plan.	
	“Susannah, I think I’ve got it.  See how this sounds to you:  I will pen a letter to a young man I met, Darius, who is a goatherd with bright red hair who lives just outside of town.  He is a good man, and I believe I can trust him.   He knows how to read Greek, so that’s the language I’ll use, but I’ll have to disguise the intent of the letter in some way, in case a temple sympathizer opens it.  I could use some candle wax to seal it, too.  Darius’ family lives right beside a pagan shrine by a big waterfall.  It will be your job, Susannah, to convince your patroness that you wish to make contact with your step-brother who herds goats for the great white temple, that he may have a goat sacrificed for you in honor of one of the gods, and in the name of your patroness--it would be a kind of love offering from you to her.”
	“Yes, when I was little, I remember being at that shrine, at that waterfall--it was so beautiful.  And his family I’ve heard of, his father’s name is Jason, I think.  But then what, Mrym, what can a poor goatherd do to rescue you?”
	“This is where you have to remind yourself, that its not only what a poor goatherd can do, but what can the power and spirit of God do?  This is our God who created all of the heavens and the earth, and you and me.  Anything and everything.”
	The two talked on until they heard the approach of leather sandals, some whipping sounds, muffled cries and whimpers, then the receding sound of footsteps.  They whispered a fond goodnight to one another, and it was the first night that both of them felt truly good through and through in their hearts for a long, long time.
*     *     *
	The letter was written, telling in veiled language (some Greek, some frontier gibberish) of her situation, instructing Darius to find the livery man who worked where Mrym had been abducted.  Mrym figured that the man had probably kept Sea Mare, and was hoping her cat and possessions might still be there, too.  In the letter, she informed Darius that there was a ring and a small purse of gold coins secreted within her saddle.  This would help pay him for his services.  Darius would send her message along via caravan or rider to her Uncle Jude, who would take care of things from that point on.  
	Days and weeks passed after the letter left the temple in the hands of Susannah’s patroness, a month, then two--no indication of whether or not the letter had found its intended address.  At this point, Mrym considered this to be a good thing, since if their plot had been discovered by temple priests, they surely would have known long before now.  But the days and nights were agonizing, and Mrym became severely ill, with high fevers and deepening cough;  even worse, for her spirits, Savannah had ceased rooming near her, and Mrym had no idea what had happened to her.  Any questions she asked about her from the temple priests who came and went, were ignored.  A thick gloom descended on Mrym and her hopes flickered like a dying lamp.
	She awoke one night to voices talking over her--the priestess man and another official were discussing Mrym’s fate,  the official saying how she was simply too difficult to subjugate and train to be the seductive concubine they had hoped and expected her to be.  The priestess man argued pridefully to keep Mrym, telling the official that a very important ruling official from the south had offered to pay 1000 denarii’s for a night with the most exotic and beautiful woman in the temple or city, in honor of Dionysus, of course.  The offer of so much silver, which would directly find its way into the hands of the official and the priestess, was too good to pass by.  They chose to offer Mrym a reduction in the severity of her captivity--a better room with light, freedom to move in a restricted area, etc.--if she would respond positively to this patron’s requests and needs. 
	 After the two temple hosts left her bedside, Mrym prayed and asked for guidance.  A rose-colored glow warmed the cell, and Ambriel spoke to her, “Go from this dark, dank place and suffer yourself to do this:  humble yourself before this patron, and plead your case, that God may direct him to assist you.  God has always worked in mysterious ways, and He is working with you always.”  
	Afterwards, Mrym thought of all the things she might say to the patron, what would appeal to his highest nature?  She reviewed scenario after scenario, to gain a sense of what she could expect and do.  Mostly, she grew apprehensive and weary and slept little, uncertain how she would act the next night.  
	Mrym hung her head when she finally acquiesced to do the biding of the temple priestess--it was like rejecting everything she believed in, all the principles she stood for.  That evening the priestess dressed Mrym in fine clothes and applied cosmetics.  “You look stunning--stunning and regal--a goddess.”  was her final comment as she was led up a long flight of stairs into the upper chambers.  The light of the lamps and torches highlighted luxurious hallways and marble fixtures and statues.  She was led to a room which appeared fit for royalty, a softly lit bedroom with carved wood furniture, mosaics of sexual acts performed by gods and humans, and the smell of fragrant incense.  She was told to wait there.  She didn’t know what to do with herself, and felt her heart racing and her nerves going into near panic.  The door opened slowly.
	Mrym looked at the manicured hand closing the door, and the fine linen garments the man wore, muted reds and ivory hues,  the finest leather belt and sandals.  The back of his head was thick with black hair curled in the Roman patrician style.  She inhaled deeply as the patrician turned to greet her,  and half closed her eyes.  She heard a long shushing sound uttered by the man--when she looked at his face, it was the eyes and face of Philip, her stepfather.  She nearly fainted in disbelief and surprise.  His arms braced her and the two held each other for an eternal moment, until she stopped trembling.  All she could say, was, “Papa, Oh Papa, Papa, Oh Papa.”
	After an appropriate amount of time, and a few cups of wine for Philip, the escape plan was in full swing.  Following her father’s lead, she calmly walked through the hallway to the portico, and out into the balmy night air--she couldn’t believe how easy it had been--not a soul had interrupted their departure.  They walked hand in hand, like a royal couple (a royal couple of crazy so-and-so’s, Philip would joke later), to the street, where another surprise awaited Myrm--there stood Sea Mare, her tail swishing and her eyes saying, “Where the hell have you been?”  A young man stood holding her reigns, a young man with a shock of reddish hair, a twinkle in his eye, and a smile wide as the night sky.  
	“Darius!”
The two exchanged brief hugs, and he helped Mrym swing onto the saddle.  The three sauntered away from the temple of Dionysus, and then made haste for the livery stable.
	“What are we doing here?”  Mrym was getting nervous, thinking of the ordeal and its beginnings.
	“You’ll see, my little Mrym.  You’ll see.”
	Eques, the old livery man stepped into the dim light of the stables, and led the group to the back, where Mrym had last spent a night in freedom.  There was Ambriel, spread wide across a bed of hay, and 5 suckling babies at her belly, looking content and distracted, not too busy to give a fixed gaze at Mrym, and to notice the whole troupe watching them.
	“She had them a week ago.   Look at ‘em--just like their mama, white with striped tails, and their eyes just beginning to open.”
	Mrym nearly collapsed at the sight, so much joy and so sudden, on top of everything else.  It took her a few minutes to realize what this meant--she wouldn’t be able to take Ambriel with them when they left Panias.
	“Eques, we will be leaving soon, and I wish to give you Ambriel--you are an honest and caring man, who loves animals.  You gave my horse and cat a home with you, without asking for recompense.  Perhaps you’ll save a kitten from this litter for me when I return here.”
	“Miss Mrym, I would never have abandoned your animals to those fiends who took you away--you entrusted them in my care, and that’s how it is.  I only regret I couldn’t protect you from those terrible people--by the time I heard the commotion in the stalls, I was too late to help you.  Here you are, and for that I am happy.”
	A loud snorting sound erupted behind the huddled group.  Mrym looked up,  and about wet her pants looking eye-to-eye with what seemed like a big brown monster face.  But it was only Meshugga, Philip’s camel, saying hello in his usual boisterous way.  “What‘s this?”
	“Easy now, Mrym.  Let me introduce you to Meshugga, my large, smelly, but ever faithful companion.”  
	“Papa, I never thought I’d see you riding a camel--but then I’d never seen you without a beard before-- you look so different, and with your hair dyed, another twenty years younger.”
	“I have your uncle Jude to thank for Meshugga--it came out of a joke we had going about....well, you don’t want to hear my whiny butt story again.  Hmmm, maybe I should keep this Roman look, and be the dashing new young man in Magdala.”
	“Mama would kill you, or at least be fit to be tied, and you know that’s not a good thing.”
	After more happy chatter and storytelling, trio parted from Eques’ livery, Philip and Darius on Meshugga and Myrm on Sea Mare.   On the way out of the city, Mrym plied Philip with an abundance of questions.  
	“You had me fooled, I was seeing this Roman patrician, a young man with dark hair and no beard, and he was about to take me and have his way with me in those gilded chambers.  How did you manage to disguise yourself so and fool the temple hosts--and all the money?”
	“Well, now, I guess I still have something going for me, yes.  A young man you thought I was--that’s special.  I have to say, simply this, that money talks, and I can put on the walk, when it comes to rescuing my little Mrym from the clutches of slime like these monsters.  And Isaac came through with the silver.”
	“I’m completely filled with awe and wonder.  The things that God can do, the things that faith supplies.  My heart feels like laughing and crying, at the same time.  Oh papa, I knew that good things would happen, I just didn’t expect you to be there when you turned around.”
	“Ah, my little Mrym,  you never know what will turn around in your life, even with the gift of seeing the All, the prophesy you have.”
	“Hey, papa.  You’re right, and thanks again.  Thanks in bunches.”
	They stayed the night at Darius home, sleeping outdoors (Mrym’s insistence) under the stars.  For Mrym, the feel of the soft meadow grass, the smell of the soil and the pines, the galaxies of stars and the constellations pivoting slowly overhead, was like heaven on earth.   Only the thought of Susannah, and the other captives in the temples, disturbed her peace. “Thank-you, God.  And bless and protect Susannah and all those in bondage, ease their suffering and free them with Thy saving grace and almighty power.  Thank-you, God."  was her prayer that night and for many nights thereafter.
*     *     *
	Philip waited until the morning to tell Mrym the news about Isaac‘s poor health, and he was mildly surprised at how calmly she took it.  He could see the fire in her eyes, and the determination in her jaw and posture, and all she said was, "I will be with him within three days."  With heartfelt goodbyes to Darius, and promises to return to Panias under better circumstances, Philip  and Mrym did make the journey to Isaac's home in less than three days.  They only made two stops of any length along the way--at Jude and Esther's  for night, and at the family estate in Magdala, where there was a reception and party waiting for them.  It was as though all the troubles and turmoil had vanished and Mrym, though utterly exhausted, danced with her brothers, Jacob, Joseph, Joshua, and Ben, and even danced with her mother.  She could scarcely believe that her mother was holding her and twirling around the room with her.
	“Oh, Mama,” she whispered as she pulled Nana close.  “Another unexpected blessing, to feel your happiness for me in my heart.  I could dance all night with you.  I love you, Mama.  I always wanted to tell you that while I was away.”
	“I love you, too, Mrym, my Mrym.   Its been a long hard road for us both, but here we are.  But I’ll have to pass on the dancing all night--I’m lucky to be on my feet at all, at my age.” 
	She drummed  her timbrel to the music,  and carried on with the hardiest of her family late into the night.  All the while, she kept her thoughts to herself about her father, Isaac, and even kept them away from her conscious mind.  She slept the sleep of the dead that night, a deep and dreamless, an undisturbed sleep.  
	When morning came, she told Philip and Levana she was leaving to be with her father for a time, and declined to have someone escort her there.  She insisted she would be fine, and that it was only a few miles to Hammath.  But Philip refused to accept her traveling solo, 
	  "You have been through too much tribulation recently, and I can't, in good conscience, let you go it alone just yet.  Your feeling the excitement of freedom now, and the exuberance of reconciliation with your mama and family.  I wouldn’t feel right letting you go alone--not until you have a chance to restore your energies."  
	She offered no resistance, and when they arrived at Isaac and Lydia's home, the place felt like a calm oasis to Mrym.  The olive trees were bearing fruit, as well as the date palms, and the subtle aroma of flowers and  plants teased her nose.  After a spirited welcome from Lydia on the front porch, Philip led Meshugga and Sea Mare away to water and graze, and allow Mrym time alone with her father.  Lydia embraced Mrym and sent her inside her house to be with Isaac.  Lydia then scurried over to join Philip to converse.
	“Sounds like you had quite the adventure, Mr. Roman Patrician nobleman.”
	“Knowing how news travels around these parts, you’ve probably heard the story already, but I’ll be glad to put my spin on it for you, Lydia.”
	“That’s not necessary, Jacob has been coming by every couple of days and he came by early this morning at sunrise to tell us the good news.  I think he hit all the highlights.  I’m just amazed how you two just waltzed out of that temple building without being noticed.”
	“That was one of those weird moments, when reality shifts into another dimension, and you know there is a God.  That’s all I can say.”
	“Thank God for circumstance, yes.  And I’m amazed at how good you look without your beard--I guess I shouldn’t be saying such things, but its true.”
	“I haven’t blushed like this since I was a young man--look what you’ve done, Lydia.  But thanks, anyway.  The appearance may garner some points for youthful appearance, but it hurt like hell to shave it off--I think I’ll be quite happy with my old man beard, thank you very much.”
	The two stopped at the water trough	
	"How is Isaac?"
	"He's about the same, some improvement on his speech, and he's able to eat with his left hand well enough, but he's still confined to either the bed or the chair nearby.  His spirits have been up and down, mostly down.  Visits from his children seem to give him a boost which lasts a little while.  I think the most cheer I've seen in him has been the past few days, with the rising hopes and anticipation of seeing Mrym becoming a real possibility.  Honestly, Philip, I don't think Isaac will live much longer--in fact, I suspect he's been willing himself to stay alive these past months, so he could see all his children, friends and family who matter to him, before he passes on."
	"I see."  The normally effervescent talker, Philip found but sparse words to utter.
	"How about Mrym?  How is she managing these days?"
	"Considering the hideous ordeal she has just gone through, and the fact that her father is dying, she seems to be taking things quite well, at least on the surface."
	"Well, its going to take time, and a good deal of healing,  to get through all that."
	"You're right. I  think the force of the trauma she's endured, and  what she faces with the eventual loss of Isaac, has yet to impact her fully .  She seems to have walled off the pain and her feelings, any thing which might be construed as negative.  All I can do is pray, and be there when I can for her."
	"And its all any of us can do.  And you, above all, have done so much for her, in so many ways."
	"Thank-you, Lydia."
	Inside the home, Mrym sat beside her father, who was propped up on the bed, holding his arm, and brushing her fingers through his thin gray hair.  He stared over to her, and she saw the gauntness of his face, but a brightness and a smile in his eyes.  He wanted to know the whole story, what had happened on her adventures in Caesarea Philippi.  She unfolded a picture of the events and what it was like, leaving out the sordid details, to spare him from the worst.
	"Oh Mrym, you are truly blessed, though it might be more accurate to say that the blessing of beauty,  sensitivity and intelligence is a curse, as well.  From the beginning, I knew you were cut from a different cloth than the rest of us, and I'm afraid our family, or at least myself, has been remiss in providing a more supportive and empathetic environ."
	"Father, I've never felt completely unsupported by you or my brothers and sisters, and I‘m not sure any family could have done any better considering how difficult things were.  f there was anything I've lacked, or sensed that I've lacked, it was a close relationship with mother.  I ruminated about that regularly, still have ambivalent and strong emotions which agitate me at times."  
	Then she told her father about dancing with Levana, and how the troubles between them seemed to have been erased, and replaced by tenderness and compassion.
	"That makes my heart soar, to hear that a reconciliation seems to be  happening.   That is one regret I have carried your entire lifetime,  how your mother abandoned and rejected you as a part of the dynamics of the time--of my filing divorce, and breaking she and I apart, and her rage over that.  And how I removed myself from an active role in your childhood.  I think she still is angry with me over that, the whole divorce.  And it took me a long time to see how she was taking it out on you.”
	"Its more than anger and rage she has, father, its pure and simple heartbreak and the fact that you were her one true love.  She carries a wound in her as big and deep as Yam Kinneret."
	Isaac stopped to inhale and exhale deeply a few times.  He had a wistful look in his eyes, and seemed to be drifting away into his thoughts or memories.  Mrym couldn’t tell if it how much of it was physical pain or emotional pain.
	"Can I get you anything, father, or help you turn or move?"
	"Some wine and more water would be nice, dear.  Then I have something I want....I mean I've been needing to talk with you about for some time, though neither of us has been able to meet the other, given the nature of our tenuous situations, predicaments, or what have you."
	When Mrym returned to the bedroom with the water and wine, she helped  pour him cups of both, and leaned back while he refreshed himself.
	"If you recall, and if my memory serves me well, right after David's burial, you told me of your dreams in which David spoke to you of some precious gifts that I was to give to you, “part of them now, and part of them later”, I think you said.  The first part I understood--the silver ring with the lapis lazuli inset and  the stones from the Mediterranean shore--but the other part baffled me at the time.  It was only much later, after you went away to live with Jude, as you matured and your troubles and illnesses worsened, that I began to understand what those precious gifts might be.  I think it was on the way back from the trip we took to Mt. Carmel, the attempted exorcism with the Nazir Assayahans--it was then I first realized that you were on a special mission, that you had a gift and mission from God to help our people in our time of need.  And I knew I wanted desperately to assist you in some way, but felt impotent to do so, since everything I had done--we had done--failed to alleviate your daemons or disease or whatever you want to call it."
	Mrym straightened herself up and opened her mouth, when Isaac put out the palm of his good hand towards her, and she swallowed her words.
	"What I have to offer you, what the other part of my gift to you is your inheritance.  Besides the fishing business, I  have acquired and accumulated a sum of money and investments, I guess is what I'll call them.  I've drawn forth a will, in which I've allocated a percentage of my material wealth to each member of my family, with the business and properties primarily going to Jacob, Philip and Levana.  Much of the wealth that have is not accounted for by customary bookkeeping and record keeping, and is definitely outside the realm of Roman or official knowledge.  In other words, its a well-kept secret, and its how we've managed to surmount some of the tremendous and unjust taxes and legal demands imposed upon us."
	"While I tell my story, I want you to look at something that will illustrate what I'm talking about.  In the NE corner of this room, you'll see a dark basalt stone with a circular shape--pry that stone out and reach inside and down.  You'll find a heavy sack--pull it out and open it."
	Mrym complied while Isaac continued to speak.
	"In the early to middle period of Herod the Great's rule, in the time of Julius Caesar, and then Octavius, there was needed, on occasion, large amounts of silver (denarius) and gold (aureus) coinage to pay the  armies which were needed to fight the many battles necessary to subjugate Judea, Syria and Egypt for the Roman Empire.  Most currency was minted in Rome, but some came from provincial authority, such as Antioch, Damascus and others.  When my father, Amos, was in his later years, and I a young lad, a large shipment of aurei and denarii was being transported south from Antioch through Damascus toward southern Judea.  The transporters were trying to avoid the piracy in the eastern Mediterranean, and having been warned about recent activities of some Galilean rebels who were robbing caravans on the Via Mare and other inland routes,  chose to ship their precious cargo south across the length of Yam Kinneret.  It was mid-winter, and a great squall capsized and sunk the boats they were using and drowned all on board.  Attempts by Roman army officials to salvage the wreckage and recover the currency failed, due to the ships going down in a deep part of the lake. 
	 After the initial drama over the lost treasure had subsided, and a few years later, my father came up with a brilliant plan for retrieving the coinage:  He had heard of  a small group of Greek divers from an island, who had developed a method of deep sea submersion for short periods of time--they used a weighted rope sent to the bottom near where they wanted to go, and swam to the bottom using the rope as a means of pulling themselves deeper and guiding their descent.  The problem with this method was that, by the time the divers reached the bottom, they had little time or energy to do more than grab a small object and head back up.  My father solved this problem this was:  He knew that the Romans stowed the coins in strong boxes and sturdy sacks, so he rigged up ropes with specially forged hooks on the ends.  After he had surveyed and marked the wreck site, two or three divers would descend and hook the ropes into the box handles or the bags, and return to the surface.  The crews of two of his fishing boats working in tandem used a pulley system to raise the heavy treasure to the boats.  I think he said it took them 9 days to salvage the entire lot."
	The treasure was enormous, even more than had been reported (probably out of embarrassment)  and so my father was able to give substantial rewards to his crews and the divers.  He had required strict confidentiality from these men, and to my knowledge, it has remained so to this day.  It was the biggest catch of all times, to say the least."
	By now Mrym had managed to lug a leather sack the size of a large melon out of the hole in the wall, and drag it across the floor to the side of the bed.  When she opened it, she understood what her father was telling her.
	"This must be a fortune, papa.  I have never seen, much less imagined I'd ever see, such quantities of gold and silver."
	"My dear, this is only a small part of what I have left from when I was helping my father pull these from the bottom of Yam Kinneret.  And it far exceeds anything I could ever use it for, and I've had to be very careful about spending it, having to convert it through traders from various outlying regions, and not overdo it or arouse the suspicion of the authorities.  So I've secreted the trove in various places--there's a large amount at the Magdalene estate in two places, in the cellar under the floor tiles, and underneath the stone foundation of the animal barn.  And there are small vaults secreted in other towns, and places--Capharnaum and Bethsaida among them."
	"You mean, I was sleeping next to some of this treasure all those years?"
	"Yes, Mrym, and there were times I worried that you'd have a dream or vision and it would tell you where to look for it, and then I'd have to worry about you even more so, and word getting out,  all that."
	"This is amazing, father.  And you could have taken this money and built a castle or palace and lived like a king, but you didn't."
	"Don't think I didn't fantasize those kinds of things.  But my father instilled in me this sense of responsibility and humility that's kept me on track much longer than if I'd have done things my way.  Besides, we know what true wealth is, don't we, Mrym?"
	"Our health and happiness and sense of connectedness, which comes through worship of God."
	"Well said, my lovely daughter, well said.  I have always been blessed with good health, until recently, and I do think my time on earth is nearly up.  Yes, I'm crippled,  drawn and weary, and I feel a coldness creeping up my limbs,  a weakness even in my good side.  But I am happy in my heart, especially now that you're here."
	"Let me get to the point, in addition to the inheritance drawn up in my will, I am giving you, now, the portion buried under the stables at Magdala estate.  To use in the manner of your choosing--and I know and trust that you will apply it toward the highest good for all.  Here is a map you may need to find the spot.  I urge you not to speak of this to anyone, not even your brothers and sisters.  Levana knows, but I'd advise you against talking with her about it, too.  And I recommend that you discretely take moderate amounts at a time, leaving the balance hidden.  Any questions?"
	"Did David or Philip or anyone else know about this secret?"
	"Philip, and I suppose others, has suspected something for a long time, and I will be speaking with Philip about this shortly.   David once noticed some coins of mine, with Julius Ceasar's image on them, gold coins, and he knew something was up, due to their rarity.  But, besides Levana, you're the first person I've disclosed the whole story to.  Lydia only knows about this stash here, but I suppose that I'll tell her the whole bit soon."
	The old father began coughing and wrenching, and Mrym became alarmed, and asked him if she should get help.  He waved her off.
	"There's one more thing.  One of the purposes of my trip with David and Daniel to Ptolemais, when David was killed, was to arrange for some coinage to be traded for precious gems.  That was what David was doing on his special trip over to Efa, across the bay."
	"But the robbers who murdered David, didn’t they steal most everything of value?"
	"No.  But they had found out about my dealings,  and were sure we were carrying a great prize with us when we were attacked.  But they were wrong.  I had merely made the arrangements for the purchase.  They weren’t delivered until months later.  You remember the Turkish trader who brought you the van cat?"
	"Ahmed."
	"Right.  He came to deliver the gems on that visit.  And I've decided to bequeath them to you now.  Here they are--they are extremely valuable--guard them well."
	Isaac struggled with a satchel underneath his pillows, and finally withdrawing it, handed it to her.  "Open it."
	Inside, the satchel were silk and velvet-textured purses of rich and varied colors.  In each purse was a handful of precious stones.  One by one, Mrym unstrung the bags and examined the stones.  There were emeralds, sapphires, diamonds, agates, jasper, onyx, beryl, carbuncles, sardius, topaz, ligures, and amethysts. And there was a cobalt blue purse with her name inscribed in Greek.  Inside it was an assortment of lapis lazuli, her favorite stone.  Mrym had seen a lot of stones, but this was like the wildest dream of all.   “A dream“,  she thought.
	"Papa, I had this in a dream, all these gems and stones--my dream about when David died--it was like all the stones on Aaron's fabled breastplate.  And they’re all here.  Oh my."
	"That last one, the blue one, those are what David requested specifically for his favorite sister.  I believe they come all the way from the Hindukush region, where the Afghan tribes dwell.  I will only say, Mrym, that these stones will come in handy someday long after I'm gone.  Save them for the latter years of your life--their value shall only increase, and their beauty and radiance will remind you of me, how much David loved you, and how much I love you, sweet girl."
	They heard the advancing footsteps and voices of Lydia and Philip.
	"Please, Mrym, put the coins back--I'll keep the gems here with me until you leave."
	Philip and Lydia knocked outside the door, and Philip was heard to say,
	"All right you two, that's enough--you've had enough time to tell all the family secrets and make up a few more.  We're coming in to spoil your party."
	Mrym stayed over for three days and nights, Philip having left her there in  good company.  On the third day, after starting to regain her composure after her Upper Galilean ordeal,  she had a dream that seemed to break open and melt her heart, let the floodgates of her psyche open, and let the oceanic energies of her innermost being pour through like a rampaging river.
	She dreamt first of her angel, the rose-hued Ambriel, opening her wings wide and enfolding Mrym in her warm aura.  Ambriel was calling her to go to her Master, that the time had come.  Her Master awaited her knock upon His door, and He knew her spirit, her heart and soul, and would open up the door to the kingdom of Heaven for her.  She thought to herself: 
	 "I hold the key, the key to the kingdom, in giving her life to His glory, to the Glory of the Father, to the Almighty God".  
	Mrym dreamt herself half-running along the shores of Kinneret,  stopping at  fishermen's houses searching for the right door, pounding on them,  with reckless abandon,  at times.  Everywhere she turned, the doors wouldn't open--doors of wood, doors of stone, doors made of gold and of silver, doors made of mother of pearl.  She saw the image of herself screaming and clawing at the air, demanding God let her in.  But none of the doors would open.  She felt like she was drowning in a tide of her own blood.  She saw the image of herself covered in mud and filth, trying to wash herself clean.  She saw the image of herself dancing in a pagan ritual, naked around a pillar of fire, and engaging in a sexual frenzy with half-goat, half-men creatures, their horrid hooves stamping the ground as they defiled her.  She saw the image of herself frozen in time, trapped in an amber resin, petrified with a twisted grimace on her face and her family members mournfully passing by and looking at her.  Then she saw the image of herself as a silvery fish swimming in deeper and deeper into the sea, and growing ever larger, until she was a leviathan of the deep, spouting water high into the air--and everywhere the water sprayed, a thousand tiny fish would spring up and dance away into the sea, until there was a great multitude of fish swimming together, as if one in body.  The final image she saw of herself in this segment of the dream was the harbor of a fishing port, she stood by the water's edge, and watched a brilliant light skip across the water.  Then the light changed into the halo about a man's figure, a man skipping across the waves  toward the city.  The city was Capharnaum.
	Then there was darkness.  And stillness.  A bell began tolled as if it rang from the sky.  The fragrance of roses wafted through the air.   A voice called to her, and she entered a dimly lit room through a doorway.  The voice was calm and reassuring, it was strong and affirming, it was the sound of the shepherd she had heard in the river dream she'd had when she was just a child.  The room began filling with a pure white light.  The voice asked her by name, "Mrym, why have you come here?"  Mrym saw herself falling to her knees and kissing the feet before her.  She couldn't bring herself to look up to see the face that went with the voice--she was afraid she would be blinded.  She was touching the hem of a royal robe,  she was washing the feet with her tears.  And she knew she was coming home.
	The rose-colored wings of Ambriel enfolded her in a fragrant cocoon.  Her guardian’s voice soothed her and counseled her, "Mrym, rest now, for you will be traveling again soon, to the north again. Listen to what the people are saying, listen to your heart.  Abide in peace."  And the dream faded.
*     *     *
	When she awoke the third morning, Mrym's eyelids were glued shut.   She smelled the faint odor of roses on her pillow, then stood and stumbled sleepily down to the shore, and tossed the cold water into her face, and rubbed her eyes clean and clear.  Lydia was waiting on the porch when she returned to the house.   A thin smudge of smoke curled above the chimney, and Mrym inhaled the sweet smell of burning pine, and sighed.
	"Looks like somebody slept really hard last night."
	"Yes, look what somebody did to my face--I scared myself looking into the water a moment ago."
	Lydia had breakfast on the table, eggs and toasted bread, and a split-open pomegranate.  Mrym ate hungrily, and said not a word until she was completely finished.
	"You eat like you’re famished, Mrym.  You eat like you're not sure if your going to get another meal for a long time."
	"I feel utterly famished, and even though I slept long and hard, I still feel depleted and strangely disoriented."
	"Well, its not surprising considering what all you've been through.  Give yourself some time--you're bound to feel better physically with time, then your mental well-being will be better, too."
	Mrym liked it when Lydia bathed her in motherly affection and comforting thoughts.  But it made her feel the old hurt she’d held inside about her own mother, and how she'd yearned for so long for her touch and acceptance.  Now, with her mother’s and her recent move toward reconciliation, she felt like she had multiple mothers.  Mrym shifted her internal dialogue to the present and future tense.  She would be leaving this morning for papa Philip's and her mother's, and from there, she wasn't quite sure.  When she informed Lydia of her plans, her step-mother drew her to her breast, and held her until their breathing coincided.
	"I know you must leave, and your father knows, as well.  He told me last night that you'd have to be going, and he was accepting of that.  But I wish you didn't have to leave so soon.  We do so love having you around.”
	"And I feel your love and thrive in it.  But I have a calling to answer to, my dreams are coming alive now, and I have to act.”
	“Mrym, I’ve only heard about your dreams and your calling--please tell me now, tell me something of what you perceive your mission, your calling to be.”
	“I don’t know quite where to begin, Lydia.  First, its like the feeling that you have when you’re really hungry for something, but you can’t figure out what it is you want.  But its beyond any physical craving--its the craving for the spirit, the holy spirit, when and where you know that your life is become new, and alive for the first time.  And you’ll go to any lengths to find that something.  Does this make sense to you?”
	“Completely.  I believe that within the heart of all created things, be it mineral, vegetable, animal, or human, there is that yearning.  Who is he?”
	“What do you mean?”
	“Who is this magnet that pulls you toward his world, the teacher you are drawn to?”
	Mrym felt a surge of energy through her that tore away all caution and restraint.
	“He is the Light, and the Way, and He is my Lord.  I can’t tell you anything more, I am on my way to deliver my message to Him.”
	“Your message to Him?”
	“I must tell Him of the mountain on which He will announce His.....”
She stumbled on her words for a moment, then continued.
	“I must tell Him of the place of His Great Announcement--when He will tell the world who He is, and why He is here.”
	“He is the Light and the Way to what, my dear Mrym?”
	“To the everlasting father, God.  Just as our Moses and Abraham came before to lead people to worshipping God--just as these Messengers delivered God’s message to the people, so the new Lord will call into being the new dispensation, the new era, in which people are given the opportunity to turn to Him as their Lord.  When the light of the ages recedes beneath the cloud of mankind’s ignorance, then our Lord comes again to call His chosen ones to the straight Path.”
	“So God’s promise of renewing His covenant with us is restored.  And we have the choice of following Him down the new road He has laid before us?”
	“That’s a good way to put it.  What we call, our faith in God, is in reality, the eternal Faith which God has infused within us--and it knows no binds, it is not found within the strictures of human law.”
	“I think I see what you’re saying.  This is a whole lot to digest.  What I’ve thought about spirit and religion, has been what the preachers and rabbis have instilled in me over the years.  What you are presenting, requires that I let go of that, and think for myself, if that is what I think you’re saying.”
	“That’s it.  I know its hard to think independently, with all the power and sway of tradition and the ordained priesthood doing the thinking for us.  But I think you’ll see the picture in your own light, in the light of God, as time goes by.
You, Lydia, are beloved of God, and I know you will persevere in your own quest, and will be knocking on the door soon enough.”
	“This is difficult, almost overwhelming for me to consider, how all encompassing it is--please excuse me for not continuing on this avenue of discussion.”
     	“You will know when the time is right.  You will hear the calling when it comes to you.”
	Lydia and Mrym sat quietly beside one another.  A larger prayer seemed to emanate from them, a confluence of prayers  for the renewal of all souls, of thanksgiving for God--the source of glory and majesty, and prayers for the Kingdom of heaven on earth.

	
	After she'd packed her things, and readied her horse, Mrym sat with her father and they prayed together.  Isaac told her in his gentle and philosophical way, that she might not see him again;  to which she replied in her own way that she'd see him sooner or later, if not in this wearisome world, then in the next, for sure.  They both fought back tears and tried to maintain a stoic posture, but at the last, they both broke down and clung to one another, their tears mingling as their cheeks pressed against each other.
	“You are the daughter that I always wanted, whom no father could have ever thought possible--the truest gift from God.”
	And Mrym sang a song, a psalm to her father--a song that David had written years ago:  
 Blessed is the man that walketh not in the counsel of the ungodly, nor standeth in the way of sinners, nor sitteth in the seat of the scornful.
 But his delight is in the law of the LORD; and in his law doth he meditate day and night.
 And he shall be like a tree planted by the rivers of water, that bringeth forth his fruit in his season; his leaf also shall not wither; and whatsoever he doeth shall prosper.
	“Daddy, you are the tree which is planted by the rivers, and the waters of your loving kindness has brought me to this reckoning, and I owe my life to you.”
	“You need not say another word,  daughter Mrym.  We are loved and blessed in full.”
*     *     *
With Every Ending, A New Beginning

	Philip was mending nets by the boathouse when Myrm approached him--the first thing she noticed were the streaks of silver in his hair,  and new growth of beard.
	"Hey old man, looks like its time to dye your hair again--your age is showing."
	"Hey, yourself.  I'm proud of my age, and my gray hairs are a badge of honor, little miss Mrym."
	And they laughed and embraced, then sat leaning against the cool stones on the shady north wall.  They talked about the fishing, the weather, stories about the new grandchildren, how Carmela had been married  to Thomas while Mrym was away, all the latest town gossip, and then Philip said something that made Mrym's heart beat faster and climb in her throat.
	"And there's more rumors and talk about the new spiritual teacher, living in Capharnaum, a rabbi--I'm not sure what he is, but anyway, he's traveling around Galilee, around the western shores of Yam Kinneret, preaching to the people in every town.  Apparently, he's creating quite a stir, reputed to be performing miracles at times, and gathering a good-sized following."
	"Did anyone say what his name is, where this Rabbi came from, anything?"
	"Some say he was with the Baptizer, John, you know the wild man preacher who was baptizing people in the Jordan River a while back, that he was his cousin or something.  I heard he came from southwest of here, and goes by the name of Esau, and is the son of a carpenter.  Spent time in Tiberius before becoming the teacher."
	Mrym could scarcely contain herself.  Esau.  This was it--it had to be the culmination of all these dreams, all this longing and searching within and outside of herself.
	"What did you say they call this new Rabbi?"
	"Some call him Esau, and others call him the Messiah, some call him a saint, and some say he's a Satan who's performing tricks to lure away souls from the truth.  Others call him their True Friend, but I think his disciples and followers call him Master, in first person, or Jesus the Christ, or Lord when talking about him to others.  I believe he's a Jew, a few years older than you, and he spends a lot of time around Galilee lately.  Are you feeling all right, Mrym?"
	Mrym was trembling throughout her body, and Philip was afraid she was going into a seizure.  He held her around the shoulders and saw that far away, dazed look in her eyes, but after a minute her breathing returned to relative normalcy, and she spoke quietly with only a slight quiver in her voice.
	"Papa, I'm afraid I need to be leaving you soon, this afternoon if possible."
	"What do you mean, you're 'afraid' you need to be leaving?"
	"What I mean is, that I'm sorry to be going away from you after all you've done.  And I have this powerful surge and swell of feelings and thoughts that confuse me--sometimes, like right now, there's a piece of me that feels like I'm dying, or going through a kind of hellish pandemonium, and then another piece of me is soaring like a royal falcon soaring in the ethers, while still anther part of me is glowing like fire in the night.  And I'm afraid I don't know what's happening to me."
	"Little Mrym,  you know I affirm your need to travel and find what it is you're looking for--there's a piece of me that wants to fly with you, and cheers you on.  It seems like if your quest is successful, then somehow mine can be so, as well, like I need what you want and need, too.  Does that make sense?"
	"I think so.  I'm so caught up in this journey, this longing for healing and finding my calling in life,  I have to bring myself down off my cloud of self-interest, now and again, to relate to others whom I love, and who love me so.  But I think I know just what you mean."
	"All I ask of you Mrym, all I’ve ever asked of you,  is to let us know how you are, and what is going on in your life--and drop by if you're around the neighborhood."
	"Oh you know I will, God-willing, if I don't get myself abducted or something."
	"Don't say that again--that's all behind you now.  The best is yet to come, you know.  Are you going to Capharnaum now?"   He watched her fidgeting with her fingers, stand up and start pacing around, her restless eyes glancing across the waters, then over to the animal barn, and back.
	"I look pretty obvious, don't I, papa?  Yes, I don't think I can contain myself here if I stay any longer.  Please don't be worried, I'm going to saddle up Sea Mare and pack a bag.  I'll see you in a bit."
	He watched her skip and run toward the corral--he hadn't seen her skip since she was a little girl, and that simultaneously made him happy and anxious.  There seemed to always be a storm brewing in Mrym, always a journey to begin.
He looked at the blue sky while he walked up to the house, it was a good day for traveling, he thought, half-wishing he was going, too.  Inside the kitchen, he and Levana put together a sack of food--2 loaves of barley bread, several fish, and dates and figs.  
	"Here, put in some of these cookies, too."  Levana tossed Philip a cloth full of fruit-topped confections.  Though Mrym's mother had been quiet and pensive as Philip told her about Mrym's imminent departure, he knew she truly cared for her daughter, and had found a new interest and love for her daughter in her hert, but still found it difficult to warm up to her.  Both mother and daughter needed time apart, since they got on one another's nerves so readily, and they needed some time just to be together, just the two of them, someday when things were more settled with Mrym.  Someday soon, Philip hoped.
	Mrym was waiting outside the house, filling up a canteen with water at the well.  And Sea Mare was slurping up the runoff from her efforts.  Philip appeared bearing an armload of foodstuffs.
	"That's enough to feed an army.  What am I going to do with all that?"
	"Mrym, you know your mother wants to show you she loves you, and food is one way she feels comfortable doing that.  We’ll find a way to strap it on the horse.  You know, I was just thinking that Sea Mare must be getting fairly old by now--what would her age be, 12 or 13 maybe?"
	"At least.  But she's in great shape, papa, though I'm thinking that its about time to put her out to pasture.  What do you think--would you keep her here, in the near future?"
	"You betcha, sweetheart.  You bet.  Now you remember what I told you, and what your father told you--you are loved and always welcome, always in our hearts, little Mrym.  And God is always with you, even in the darkest hours."
	"I'll remember, papa.  I love you, Papa."  Philip didn't have a chance to say another word, and if he had, it would have been swallowed up in the hasty gallop of horse hooves kicking up dust in the drive and rumbling out onto the road, heading north.  "Mrym, my sweet Mrym", went a little impromptu song in his heart, "the flowers will bow and the grasses will bend, and the angels will sing and time will be ended, when again I will be with my sweet Mrym."
	On the way north through Magadala, Mrym stopped by the Jewish cemetery to pay her respects to her brother David and sister Rose.  After prayers and supplications, kneeling before their graves  and crying her bursting heart out, she jumped the stone wall like she and Sea Mare had done so long ago.   And they were back on the road in a flash.  "Here we go!" she said to the whole, wide sky.  Behind her, in the cemetery, on top of the twin headstones, were little shrines made of smooth white and rose quartz, and stones from the Mediterranean sea.
*     *     *
	The sky was darkening from the azure blue of the afternoon, to the cobalt of late evening, with its tinges of deep indigo around the eastern horizon.  Mrym had arrived in Tabgha, or, "Seven Springs", just south of Capharnaum.  The busy inland sea route had been filled with caravans, the bustle and bray of donkeys and the people plodding their way north and south;  now the roads were nearly empty, and Mrym was feeling dizzy with fatigue, almost nauseous.  She rode up a dirt path in the hills, to where a major spring poured from the rocky slopes on its journey to Yam Kinneret.  There was a good resting spot under spreading oak trees, and she dismounted and attended to her horse.  She barely laid herself on the ground before she was fast asleep.  
	Before dawn, she awoke to the sound of bleating sheep, and the plaintive voice of their shepherd calling and directing them.  She stood as the herd and the herder approached and moved past her.  An unknown urge compelled her to address the young herder.
	"Young man.  Young man.  I want to speak with you, please."
	"Yes, madam."   No one had called her that before, what was up with that?
	"I am supposed to give you something.  I mean, I know we don't know one another, but I have something for you.  Well, not exactly for you, but something for you to carry with you.  I don't know, but you'll know what it means--its time and place."
	The young shepherd looked completely baffled by Mrym's babble, and stammered, "What?"
	"Here, just take this, and deliver it to the first person who inquires about it later today."   She handed him a thin, covered basket containing the two loaves of barley bread and several fish, which Philip and Levana had prepared for her.  The confused lad meekly accepted the gift and went away to rejoin his sheep.  "There's an awful lot of strange people around Galilee these days--my mama told me, and she was right.", the boy mused as he walked along side his herd.
	Mrym sat on a wide, comfortable stone and looked out upon the waters of Yam Kinneret-- Yam Kinneret, whose name meant, "harp", or so she'd been told.  There was a music to these waters, she mused, there is a rhythm and a rhyme to the tides and the turning of the seasons here that is in my blood.  As she meditated on the natural beauty of the lake, she could hear a melody floating through her, in the back of her mind--ancient stringed music born of passion for land and for sea.  She thought of her life, her troubles, her journeys to Bethsaida and to Panias.  The thought of Panias was still so fresh in her mind, and how she‘d been violated and made unclean--it was the only time she'd been away from the big waters she loved so dearly.  Just the thought of her ordeal there sparked a wave of anguish to move within her, the calm surface of her water meditation was soon submerged in an undertow, a strange tide of emotions that were brooding, now pulling at her from the depths.  
	Mrym felt her eyes rolling up in her sockets, while her whole body had that awful, but familiar feeling like she was falling into a deep abyss.  "No, no, no!"  She tried to keep herself steady, "I must hold things together now, its really important....O God, help me."  She was able to keep herself upright, and the dizzying sensation abated some, only to feel a vision, some intense imagery pulsating into her consciousness.  The image of the temple priestess who was really a man, entered her vision,  and was violating her, as he had done several months ago.  Mrym felt herself screaming and squirming about to avoid his manipulations.  The white face of the priestess was ghastly, and loomed in her vision, shouting at her, "You are nothing but a whore, a whore who is nothing without my bidding.  You are less than filth and dirt without my command, and little better than filth with it.  Filthy Jew girl.  Worthless Jew girl.  Most unclean of the unclean."  
	Mrym felt her body curling up, her world collapsing, as though an earthquake had shaken her low.  She felt herself shudder at the thought of her uncleanliness,  her defilement.  She was riddled with guilt and shame and she couldn't do a thing about it.  God hadn't stopped it, her family couldn't stop it, she couldn't stop it.  Her ruination was confirmed as she haggled with herself and her daemons of despair, the nemesis of her hope and purity.  Purity, she thought.  My purity is soiled beyond restitution.  Purity, all that I kept myself for is now unworthy of love and respect.  
	Mrym felt herself cringing, as though she were present, but unable to control the Mrym that was teeming with dark thoughts and despair.  There was a pent-up fury which raged into her limbs and muscles--it was the rage of a woman scorned, a woman enslaved, abused and forsaken by the very society which purported to love her and nurture her.   She felt a compelling urge to ride into Capharnaum, to shout out her plight and her message, and there was nothing within her to stop her.  She mounted her mare without conscience of what she was doing, or about to do.
*     *     *
	That morning in Capharnaum was like any other morning in Capharnaum, except for the fact that, this morning, there was a wild-eyed naked woman riding through the streets shouting religious sayings.  Mothers covered the eyes of their young ones, as well as their own,  and men turned their heads and nearly jumped out of their skins, to see that sight which had never been seen.  The naked woman was exotic and beautiful,  and had long, dark, shiny hair, and her breasts were full and bounced along with her trotting horse.  Her odd-colored eyes were like fiery gemstones, burning bright in the sun, and she was shouting out that the time had come for all good people to make the decision of who they were going to serve.  She shouted out that the end of days had arrived, and that many had been called, but few had been chosen.  The woman rode for two or more hours before she was through with her apparent mission in that town.
	Mrym was in spasms and shaking violently when she rode back to the springs.  She dismounted and sprawled on the earth, sending her horse away from her.  She fluttered and writhed down hill, and rolled into the springs--the water was shallow, and she was covered in mud when she emerged, long tendrils of her hair strung with the slime that now covered her writhing body. 
	 "So much filth and uncleanliness, I can't get clean, I can't get clean,”  the dark and malicious voices filled her head.  She felt her delirious self look and scan outward toward the lake.   And she realized that she could wash herself in the waters there, that she must wash herself in the waters there, and be cleansed of this impurity,  forgiven her violations, cleansed of her defilement--how else could she ever live with herself, and how else could she be worthy of her quest, her longing, her Beloved, her Master, her Saviour?"
	Mrym kneeled on the rocky shore, up to her thighs in the lapping waters of Kinneret.  She shoveled handfuls of pure water over and over her muddied head and body.  The more she struggled to cleanse herself, the dirtier she felt.  "There's not enough water in Yam Kinneret to make me clean."  She told herself out loud.  More armfuls of water, and the commotion of murky waters formed a wide circle about her body.  She felt a moment pressing upon her to ask the question, to release her burden.   All at once, His hand rested on her brow, and her body went slack.  Deep inside her, the voice was calling to her, to her very core--it was the voice in her dream, it was the voice of true authority, and it was saying,  "Name yourself and come forward, thou who would charge and possess this woman with your disease and defilement."  The voice was like a spear which entered her body and struck deep the dark daemon within her.  That was the only way she could describe it.
	The blood curdling scream, "Azuzel!", rattled within her throat, and it felt like she was being strangled by hands made of serpents.  The voice calmly ordered the daemon to arise and divest itself of this woman of God, and Mrym convulsed again, her body shaking severely, and her stomach twisting itself like swollen stream.   The reflex of bile and stomach matter projected across the waters, as she disgorged the surly beast within.  The daemon spun and twirled and submerged itself in the water, and disappeared into its depths.  Her whole being felt molten and pulsing with electrical energy.  Her whole being felt alive with possibility and verve.
	It seemed like forever until she regained a sense of composure.  She was naked, sitting on her knees in the water, and she felt like she had just emerged from a dark and foreign  place into a new life, a new form, a rebirth.  So profound was the change, she felt no need to cover herself, or question what was happening to her.  The change was gradual, though her sense of time eluded her.   Her first conscious impulse was to dance and sing and laugh.  Which is what she did.  That was when she realized there were people staring at her.  A friendly looking woman strode down to her and lent her a large towel to wrap herself in.  She said, “I’m Mary of Bethany, and I welcome you.”   Then she turned to the man whose hand and voice had commanded her release from suffering, and gazed for an eternity into his piercing eyes.
	"I must have fainted,"  she remarked, as though she was alone.
	"You must die in me, that I may live within thee."  The voice spoke to her spirit and soul.
	“Woman, why do you wash yourself in this frantic manner?”
	“I am very impure and unclean.”
	“I see your heart and your spirit, I bear witness to your soul, the creation of your Lord, thy God.   I suffer to say that your heart, spirit and soul are pure--it is only in your mind that you have judged yourself so.”
	Mrym looked down and could see his reflection in the water, looking back up at her--his eyes were the eyes of a king, and they were the eyes of absolute compassion.
	"Mrym of Magdala, why have you come knocking?"
	All Mrym could answer was, 
	"To answer Your call, my Beloved.” 
	 “I have been waiting for you, for my Father has created you to be an apostle of My Kingdom, the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth, the Kingdom of God.  And you shall be lifted up, purified and strengthened by the Holy Spirit, to go forth and administer My faith, which is the eternal Faith of God Almighty, to all whom you shall meet.  Your particular mission, Mrym, will be to raise the call to the women of the earth, the most downtrodden and ill-treated beings on this earth.  You will be suspected of blasphemy and lies, you will be denied because of your womanhood, but let that not poison or repel the glorious import of your calling.  Though you may stand outside the public gates of awareness and commendation, and the recorded history of our times, you will be instrumental in My cause, perhaps more so than those whose names echo in the books of record or in humanity;  for you shall serve the cause of your Lord, thy God, throughout time, in His good pleasure."
	Her own voice was still a measure away from feeling like it was her own, but she spoke regardless,
	“I am called to apprise you of your great announcement, that it shall be given to the world on the sacred mountain north of here, shortly before your last pilgrimage to Jerusalem.”
	“Mrym, I thank our Father for your diligence and courage--and only ask that you keep this healing act to yourself in the coming days, and not display these acts of our God’s compassion in a strident manner which might be construed as righteous.  I know of your mission, of the announcement on Mt. Hermon, and what you have told me pleases me, and I shall abide in the words of our God.  Please be still in your journey and worship now--you no longer need to aspire to the wilderness or the life of abstinence.  You no longer have cause to consider yourself impure, for you are the pure of heart and mind and spirit.  Your dreams have led you here, and you no longer are in need of these tribulations.  Your dreams, and your stones have led you to this sacred path, this way to your Lord, and the most Holy Father.”
	Mrym felt herself slowly returning to her senses.  She felt a purity,  a serenity, a soulful spring in her step, and she would have arisen further, had she not found herself bowing her head before her Beloved.  Her hair swept before her hands which were anointing His skin, and her tears fell like golden droplets upon the sacred ground beneath her Saviour's feet.  The living waters of life gushed within her heart, and she felt a power pulling her up from her knees into the light.  She rose with a new strength and certitude.   She knew who she was, and that she was where she had always longed to be.  Mrym was home.
*     *     *
The End (and a new Beginning)
*     *     *
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